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Definitions
In this thesis the 'beach' is conceptualised simultaneously as both material and
social. The beach is brought into view and shaped by practices informed by
particular sets of ideas or discursive structures.

The Illawarra ‘beach’ or ‘beaches’ is/are taken as the 75 kilometre stretch of
coastline from Stanwell Park, in the north, to Kiama, in the south.

‘Bathing’ is the term used in 1900-1940 to describe swimming or immersing
oneself in the sea or ocean bath. Bathing was in circulation prior to the term
‘swimming’.

The term ‘surf’ is understood as synonymous with the ‘sea’. The activity of ‘surf
bathing’ literally means to bathe or swim in the sea.

The term ‘nude’ is understood in the social context of 1900-1940. As well as a
complete lack of dress, ‘nude’ can also refer to a lack of respectable dress.

The terms ‘leisure’ and ‘tourism’ are notoriously slippery and sometimes
overlapping - for example, leisure tourism1. Leisure denotes recreational
activities such as running, swimming, walking and sunbathing. Leisure activities
are differentiated from sports, for example, which normally occur within specific
institutional frameworks and organised temporal and spatial contexts to enable
competition. Unlike sports, leisure pursuits lack the enforcement of particular
1

Refer to David Crouch’s (1999) ‘Introduction: Encounters in leisure/tourism’. Crouch argues
that there is ‘a persistent confusion of categories between leisure and tourism’ (p.1.).

x

rules, the wearing of regulation sports clothes, the use of regulation equipment
as well as the competition of organised sports. Hence, participants in leisure
activities are not categorised by where individuals usually reside. Tourism is
conventionally defined in terms of the set of related industries that support
people who are away from the place that they normally reside for a range of
recreational purposes, including leisure activities. A tourist, therefore, becomes
a category to describe a person who is temporarily displaced from where they
normally live, usually for recreational purposes. There are a whole range of
categories of tourist. Some categories are defined by the length of time away
from the place of normal residence, for example the day-tripper. The terms,
‘leisure and tourism’ are paired because it is understood that leisure
incorporates different categories of tourists, though not exclusively. For
example, both Illawarra and non-Illawarra residents are assumed to bathe at the
beach for leisure.

xi

Abstract
The Illawarra beaches of 1900-1940 were rapidly transformed by the
emergence of promenading, bathing, sunbathing and surf lifesaving. In 1900,
public daylight bathing was banned. Yet, by 1940, the practice of individuals
clad in skimpy bathing costumes was considered normative behaviour.
Conceptualising beach-making as the complex interplay of uneven social
relationships stretched across different geographical scales, this thesis uses
Foucauldian discourse analysis to critically examine transformations of the
social relationships that forged the Illawarra beaches as a leisure and tourism
space in a range of source materials. To form a beach archive, empirical
materials were gathered from bank, surf club, State Rail, Council and print
media records. Discourse analysis is deployed to illustrate how the discursive
structures of gender, class, race, health, beauty, fitness and settler nation
worked together to naturalise the beach as a leisure and tourism place for white
settler Australians.

Emergent themes are discussed in four results chapters. The first examines the
discursive structures that initially helped to fashion the Illawarra as a seaside
resort. The second argues that understandings of the Illawarra as a seaside
resort were considerably hindered by economic discourses. At this time priority
was given to manufacturing over leisure and tourism activities. The third
examines how sun and surf bathing both physically and socially transformed the
Illawarra beaches by including or excluding certain practices and bodies. Ocean
baths, changing rooms, surf club houses, reels and surfboards became
commonplace. The beach became a naturalised place for physically fit, bronzed

xii

bodies revealing flesh, while bathing in both the ocean and by the rays of the
sun. The final chapter investigates the surf lifesaving movement in the Illawarra.
The archive suggests that practices of surf lifesavers both fix and rupture
arguments of the lifesaving movement as forging understandings of the beach
in terms of discipline, service and nation building.
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Chapter One: Introduction
For many Australians today the beach is synonymous with Australia. Hence,
imagining a settler1 Australian society where individuals were forbidden by State
laws to enter the ocean in daylight hours is almost impossible. Yet, in the early
1900s, this was the case in New South Wales. At the turn of the twentieth
century, Victorian racialised, gendered, sexed and classed principles of moral
Christian conduct informed laws that governed acceptable practices within
public places. Hence, while a woman promenading with a suitor was a highly
acceptable practice, bathing in public for many was considered sinful and,
therefore, banned between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. until 19032.

Between 1900 and 1940, the social relationships forging the beach rapidly
changed. This forty year period is fascinating not only because public bathing
was

decriminalised

during

daylight

hours,

but

because

of

the

way

understandings of beaches were reconfigured by the emergence of leisure
practices including sea bathing, sunbathing and surf lifesaving3. This thesis
examines these rapid and fascinating transformations. Specifically, it explores
the transformations of the social relationships that forged the Illawarra beaches
as a leisure and tourism space4.

1

The term ‘settler’ in this thesis refers to white newcomers (predominantly from Britain) who
settled in Australia from 1788, as well as to their descendants. According to 1933 Australian
census data for Wollongong, 80.4% of the population was born in Australia while 18% was born
in Britain (Hartig, 1994:70). This census data excludes Indigenous Australians, thus the
category ‘white settler Australian’ reflects the dispossession and marginalisation of Indigenous
Australians generated by both ‘whiteness’ and ‘settlement’.
2
Bathing in the ocean was banned during daylight hours for a period of seventy years in NSW
between 1833 and 1903. Other states had similar bans. For example, Victoria banned daylight
bathing in 1841 (see Booth, 1991:136-137; Cumes, 1979:156; Pearson, 1979:35).
3
Australia’s first surf club is argued to be the Bondi Surf Bathers' Life Saving Club, established
in 1906, while the first surf club in the Illawarra was established in Wollongong in 1908.
4
Leisure practices incorporate tourists, though not exclusively; thus the paired terms ‘leisure
and tourism’ (refer to the definition of leisure and tourism in the preamble: x,xi).

1

The Illawarra beaches are situated approximately 80 kilometres south of
Sydney, New South Wales5 (refer to Figure 1.1). The Illawarra beaches mark
the edge of the Illawarra Coastal Plain, back-dropped by the Illawarra
Escarpment. During the period of investigation the Illawarra beaches were
regulated by laws passed by seven municipal authorities: Bulli Shire and
Central Illawarra Shire6 and the Municipalities of North Illawarra, Wollongong,
Shellharbour, Jamberoo and Kiama.

From the late 1800s, the Illawarra beaches became constituted as a leisure and
tourism space because of the emergence of new leisure practices and the socalled ‘tourism class’ (Urry, 2002). In turn, at this time, ideas of ‘leisure’ and
‘tourism’ were being transformed by the rapid pace of industrialisation driven by
coal, electrification and manufacturing activities. Leisure activities become
understood as an ‘escape’ from the regulated hours of industrial clock time
(Urry, 2000). Equally, the tourism class was no longer restricted to the very
affluent with growth of the middle-classes, paid leave, annual holidays and
social status ascribed to mobility (Lynch and Veal, 1996). Hence, the tourism
class helped forge a new relationship between the Illawarra and Sydney in
terms of tourist activities.

5

The region known as the Illawarra has fluid boundaries. For this project, the boundary of the
Illawarra is derived from Council and Surf Life Saving Association records (incorporating a 75
km stretch of beach). The boundary is not understood as some definitive definition of the
Illawarra. In some publications, Southern Illawarra continues to Seven Mile Beach, south of
Gerroa (see Cousins, 1994). Therefore, mapping the boundary of the Illawarra reflects
Foucault’s argument about how understandings of the world are socially constituted through
particular knowledge-making practices. In this instance, the archival record that makes a
particular version of the Illawarra visible is that of local governance. The region, like the beach,
is socially constituted and is both fixed and fluid. See also Footnote 30 on p.49.
6
Central Illawarra was a Municipality until 1933. It became a Shire in 1934 (Cousins, 1994).
Refer to Figure 3.1 for a map depicting the Illawarra Council boundaries.

2

Figure 1.1: The Illawarra: named towns, resorts, ocean baths, beaches, parks
and campsites 1900-1940 (source: mapped by author from archival record)

3

By the 1920s, transport infrastructure of both road and rail had overcome the
relative inaccessibility maintained by the escarpment during the initial years of
colonisation7. After 1888, the opening of the Sydney-Illawarra-Kiama line
facilitated train mobility at relatively affordable fares. In 1920, automobility was
enhanced by the opening of the Sydney-Melbourne Princes Highway. Hence,
the close proximity and access to and from Sydney increased the potential for
resort tourism and day-trippers.

Yet, in the early 1900s, tourism discourses sat rather uncomfortably with a
settler economy where physical infrastructure was increasingly based around
coal production and manufacturing activities (Lee, 1997). Coal jetties were
strung out along the Northern Illawarra coastline and from 1908, industrial
activities intensified in Port Kembla with the opening of the Electrolytic Refining
and Smelting Company (ERS). This was soon followed by Metal Manufactures
Limited in 1916 and by Australian Iron and Steel (AIS) in 1927. In 1935, AIS
merged with Broken Hill Associates (BHP) becoming the largest regional
employee and source of revenue. As Castle (1997) explains, by the 1940s, BHP
underpinned explanations for why the Illawarra became one of the fastest
growing industrial regions in Australia. Hence, the beach offered potential
leisure opportunities to the growing Illawarra population employed in
manufacturing activities. Indeed, by 1940, the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA was
the largest in NSW. Today, surf lifesaving remains an integral factor of how
many settler Australians understand the Illawarra. In 2008, the Illawarra

7

Governor Macquarie noted in his journal that the journey down the Illawarra Escarpment was:
‘very rugged, rocky and slippery…a horrid steep descent’ (Gibbs and Warne, 1995:14).

4

celebrated a centenary of surf lifesaving, including public exhibitions and the
unveiling of a bronze statue of a lifesaver, dressed in 1908 fashion (refer to
Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Centenary Statue, Wollongong 2008 (author’s collection)

Despite the importance of understanding these rapid transformations, historical
social geographies of the Australian beach are almost completely neglected.
While Sydney beaches, such as Manly and Bondi, have received modest
attention from scholars,8 it appears that the Illawarra beaches are almost
always overlooked9. The original contributions of this thesis upset this

8

Refer, for example, to Anne Game’s (1990) work: ‘Nation and Identity: Bondi’.
The closest to research on the Illawarra beaches are papers by McDermott (2005) and Hutton
(1997). McDermott focuses on the history of ocean baths in the Illawarra while Hutton (in a
report prepared for Wollongong City Council) examines ocean baths in Belmore Basin (South
Beach, Wollongong). Australian social beach histories written by non-academics, for example,
Wells (1982), James (1983) and Dutton (1985) do not contain specific references to the
Illawarra beaches. This neglect of social beach geographies is examined in Chapter Two.
9

5

metropolitan narrative through building and interpreting historical archival
documents from a regional case study.

Outline of objective and aims
The broad objective of this thesis is to think spatially about the social
relationships comprising the Illawarra beaches of 1900-1940. The Illawarra
provides a regional empirical case study in which to examine how discourses
fashioning gender, sex, race, class, health, beauty, fitness and settler nation,
shape not only meanings, attitudes, activities and practices of the beach, but
also how they produce material spaces.

There are three main aims of the thesis. The first aim is to develop a conceptual
framework to explore how different individuals and social groups constituted the
beach through leisure and tourism activities during the period 1900-1940. This
framework is indebted to the ideas of the French philosopher, Michel Foucault.
Thus, the beach forged through the emergence of leisure and tourism practices
is conceptualised to be constituted from the effects of language. The second
aim is to compile an Illawarra historical beach archive of 1900-1940. The start
date of 1900 was chosen to incorporate the ban on public bathing. The forty
years after 1900 then enabled possibilities to examine a whole range of
fascinating changes in meanings, attitudes and practices surrounding the
beach. The 1940s was a logical cut off date for the research period. The 1940s
marked the start of a whole new set of discourses about the beach through the
impact of World War Two, the flourishing of ‘new’ leisure practices such as
surfboarding and new bathing costumes such as the ‘bikini’. Furthermore, in the
6

Illawarra, local governance changed over the beach with the amalgamation of
shires and municipalities and the proclamation of Wollongong as a city.

The methodological aim also requires addressing questions of rigour in
qualitative research, including intertextuality, positionality and reflexivity10. The
archive is acknowledged as a selective narrative of the Illawarra beaches, as
the archive is comprised solely of records kept by white settler men. The voices
of women are notably absent and their activities are reported by men. There are
also no insights gained from farmers and coal-miners though the Great
Depression years. Hence, the archive is comprised of ‘mainstream’ narratives.
There is no mention of the Indigenous people and their connection with the
beach and ocean. Therefore, there is the danger of disregarding the Indigenous
cultural and spiritual attachment to ‘Country’11. One way that colonisation
potentially continues to operate in the archive is how the narratives contained in
the archive silence Aboriginal activities and connections with the beach and
ocean. As Denis Byrne and Maria Nugent argue (2004:11):
There is little exaggeration in saying that Aboriginal people are virtually
invisible in the local post-contact landscape as described in archival
records, in settler reminiscences, and in local histories. An illusion is
created that they had vacated this landscape, leaving it as an open field
for intensifying white occupation.

10

These issues are examined further in Chapter Three.
The term ‘Country’ carries with it extended Indigenous cultural and spiritual meaning that
perpetuates ‘the connectivity of people, country and spirit’ (DEC, 2005:9). For the Australian
Aborigines, Country is not only a common noun, but also a proper noun. As Rose (1996)
explains: ‘People talk about Country in the same way that they would talk about a person: they
speak to Country, sing to Country, visit Country, worry about Country, feel sorry for Country and
long for Country’ (cited in DEC, 2005:8).
11

7

Alert to colonial myths of terra nullius, it is therefore crucial for scholars to
recognise that there were at least four Aboriginal tribes12 living in the Illawarra at
the time of white settlement: the Wadi Wadi,13 Thurawal, Wandandian and
Jerringa (Organ and Speechley, 1997). Further it is vital to state that the whole
of the Illawarra, and indeed Australia, morally belongs to Aboriginal Australians.

The third aim is to provide an interpretation of the rapid transformations
occurring on the Illawarra beaches of 1900-1940. Discourse analysis is
employed to interpret this historical beach archive. The beach when
conceptualised through a Foucauldian lens is forged through uneven sets of
social relationships constituted through discourse. This allows beach-making
processes to be analysed through examining the effects of language; in
particular, how discourse operates to normalise certain activities, meanings and
attitudes that constitute the beach as a leisure and tourism space. Social
change can be examined through the way new and/or conflicting discourse
results in changes in attitudes, meanings and practices on the beach. Equally,
social change is illustrated through the transformation of the materiality of the
beach - through the appearance of changing rooms, bathing costumes, ocean
baths, surf lifesaving club houses, reels and surfboards.

12

Gibbs and Warne (1995) mention five tribes with Gurandada and Dharumba being in addition
to those mentioned by Organ and Speechley (1997). The research period 1900-1940 contains
no record in Australian census data of the Indigenous population (see Footnote 2 on p.1).
13
The Wadi Wadi people are the Aboriginal custodians of the Illawarra and are speakers of the
Dharawal language (DEC, 2005). ‘Wadi Wadi’ is sometimes spelled ‘Wodi Wodi’. See for
example, McGloin’s (2005) conversation with a ‘Wodi Wodi’ elder, in Chapter Seven.

8

Arrangement of chapters
Chapter Two
In this chapter, gaps are identified within the geographies of the beach. The
chapter outlines why beach cultures have conventionally received negligible
attention in geography. The chapter then examines how post-structuralist
challenges since the 1990s have enabled new research agendas to be
established in different disciplines exploring Australian beach cultures. Finally,
the chapter turns to the theoretical aim, outlining a conceptual framework
drawing on the ideas of Michel Foucault. Particular attention is paid to his
concepts of discourse, genealogies and power/knowledge.

Chapter Three
Chapter Three addresses the methodological aim. This chapter discusses how
Foucauldian discourse analysis enables the Illawarra beaches to be examined
as uneven sets of power relationships within discourses. The chapter addresses
the vital demand of discourse analysis for the researcher to critically examine
assumptions brought to the project. Hence, a positionality statement is deployed
to illustrate how critical reflexivity is central to conducting this research. A critical
introduction of each key empirical data source in the beach archive is provided
by addressing the collection procedure, ‘quality’, ‘richness’, bias and limitations
of the data. Crucially, the archive is comprised mostly of narratives from white,
middle-class men. Hence, the relationships comprising the beach discussed in
the results chapters are from their highly selective perspective.
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The results chapters
Chapter Four to Chapter Seven provide an interpretation of the emergence
and transformations of the Illawarra leisure and tourism beach of 1900-1940.
The archive brings insights into how leisure and tourism practices rapidly
transformed the beach through the rise and fall of a range of activities such as
promenading, bathing and surf lifesaving. Equally, the archive reveals how
processes of social segregation and marginalisation by class, gender and
ethnicity occurred through social relationships played out on the beach.

Chapter Four
Chapter Four examines the discursive structures that initially helped to fashion
the idea of the Illawarra as a seaside resort. The first section provides the
temporal and social contexts that gave rise to resort tourism by investigating
how the pleasures, practices and desires of the seaside resort emanated from
England from the late 1800s. The chapter then explores how ideas of the
English seaside resort were transferred and transformed into an Illawarra
version. An interpretation of Real Estate, State Rail and Tourist Association
archival records examines how an understanding of an Illawarra seaside resort
was circulated and promoted. A distinctly Illawarra version of the seaside resort
is explored through investigating the impacts of train mobility and automobility.

Chapter Five
Chapter Five examines conflicting economic discourses about tourism and the
Illawarra as a seaside resort. The chapter introduces advocates for beach
cultures and the tourism economy. These are then contrasted with how Council
10

aldermen who understood the regional economy to be fashioned by steel and
coal quickly dismissed the tourism industry as a ‘craze’. Resistance to fund
material infrastructure for leisure and tourism practices is illustrated by the
Councils’ reluctance to fund ‘beach improvements’ and the surf lifesaving
movement. The chapter concludes by exploring the reasons for the Councils’
re-evaluation of beach cultures in the 1930s.

Chapter Six
This chapter examines how the Illawarra beaches were forged within the
discursive structures of sun and surf bathing. Spaces of the beach were
classed, racialised, gendered, and sexed through leisure practices. The beach
is deconstructed as a naturalised public place for specific groups of white settler
Australians, through revealing who, and what practices belong or do not belong.
Regulations and exclusions of bodies at the beach are examined through the
exploration of how Council defined the boundaries of the beach by health, age
and gender. How the beach specifically forged ideas of respectable masculinity
and femininity is explored through beachwear and (un)dressing at the beach.

Chapter Seven
The final results chapter focuses on the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA. An
interpretation of the SLSA records suggests interesting ways in which normative
ideas of gender operated to inform the activities and meanings of the beach.
The chapter addresses how normative ideas of masculinity are both stabilised
and ruptured, as the SLSA fixes ideas of becoming a man in and through the
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SLSA spaces of the Illawarra beaches. However, sunbathing activities of the
surf lifesaver suggest how conventional ideas of masculinity were ruptured.

Chapter Eight
In the final chapter, the objective, aims, significance and major findings of the
research are re-examined. The chapter then outlines possible future research
agendas for Australian social beach geographies.
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Chapter Two: Australian Beach Cultures: A literature review
and conceptual framing

Introduction
This chapter argues that geographers have not paid attention to historical social
processes fashioning beach cultures. Indeed, the literature review suggests the
almost total absence of scholarly publications focussing on social geographies
of the beach. In Australian geography this gap is particularly surprising given
that ideas about the beach help to configure national identity and everyday
practices of many Australians.

The chapter outlines why beach cultures have conventionally received
negligible attention in geography by considering the dominant approaches to
thinking geographically. Historically, Marxist and positivist philosophies tended
to overlook the leisure and tourism practices that brought the beach into focus
for most settler Australians (Johnston, 1997). The chapter then outlines how
post-structuralist challenges since the 1990s have triggered beach research
agendas across different disciplines. While new beach research agendas are
being established in geography, the proliferation of work on Australian beach
cultures is being conducted by historians and sociologists and within tourism,
leisure and cultural studies. Having outlined the research agendas enabled by
post-structuralist perspectives, a conceptual framework is presented drawing on
Foucauldian notions of discourse, genealogies and power/knowledge. Thinking
of space in relational terms, the beach as socially constituted and bounded
territory is conceptualised as an outcome of the effects of language.
13

Social processes configuring the beach: A geographical silence
Within Australian beach geography the primary focus is on physical beach
processes. Physical processes of the Illawarra beaches are explored in the
work of Thom (1992, 1984), Woodrofe (2003, 2002), Bryant (1990, 1983, 1981)
and Young (1983, 1972). In contrast, very little is written about social beach
processes in geography. Even when Haggett (1979) introduced spatial scientific
analysis by drawing attention to how different social groups are distributed on
the beach - the beach did not prove attractive to Australian geographers. At this
time, Rimmer and Linge’s (1975) quantitative approaches examined the location
of economic activities in nation-building projects, including factories, cities and
ports. In comparison, beaches primarily understood in terms of leisure and
tourism activities were perhaps thought too trivial for ‘serious’ research.
Resistance amongst some geographers remained throughout the 1980s. For
example, a decade later Stoddart (1987) states:
I cannot take seriously those who promote as topics worthy of research
subjects like geographic influences in the Canadian cinema, or the
distribution of fast-food out-lets in Tel Aviv (p.334).
Stoddart14 cannot comprehend geographers who consider leisure practices as
worthy of geographical enquiry.
Continued silence on beach cultures within human geography
In the 2000s, overall, human geographers remain reluctant to engage with
beach cultures, despite the emergence of critical social theories and the
disruption of conventional research agendas prioritising the economic over the
cultural. For instance, between 2000 and 2008 a literature search of seven key
international geographic journals reveals only nine articles that examine social
14

Refer to work by Stoddart (1982), Steel (1982) and Farmer (1973) for further examples.
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beach geographies (refer to Table 2.1). There were no articles found in
Progress in Human Geography or Transactions of the British Institute of
Geography. However, there was one article each in Social and Cultural
Geography and the Journal of Historical Geography, two in the Australian
Geographer and the New Zealand Geographer and three in Tourism
Geographies.

Table 2.1: Social beach geographies in key geographic journals: 2000-2008
Progress in Human
Geography
Transactions of the British
Institute
of
Geography
Social
and ‘Killing waves: Surfing, space and gender’ (Waitt, 2008)
Cultural
Geography
Journal
of ‘From bush to beach: Nudism in Australasia’ (Daley, 2005)
Historical
Geography
'Talking shit over a brew after a good session with your
Australian
mates: Surfing, space and masculinity’ (Waitt and Warren,
Geographer
2008); Suffer a sea change? Contrasting perspectives
towards urban policy and migration in coastal Australia’
(Gurran and Blakely, 2007)
New Zealand Toheroa Wars: Cultural politics and everyday resistance on a
northern New Zealand beach’ (Murton, 2006); ‘Transformative
Geographer
tans? Gendered and raced bodies on beaches’ (Johnston,
2005)
‘Modernism, post-modernism and the decline of British
Tourism
Geographies seaside resorts as long holiday destinations: A case study of
Rhyl, North Wales’ (Gale, 2005); ‘Preferring masculinity on
the Thai beach scene’ (Malam, 2004); ‘Constructions of
surfing space at Durban, S.A’ (Preston-Whyte, 2002)
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A literature search outside these temporal and journal constraints again
confirmed geographers’ lack of attention to the beach. This wider search
revealed work by Jeans (1990), Tunstall and Penning-Roswell (1998) and
Preston-Whyte (2004, 2001). Historical geographer Dennis Jeans’ (1990)
chapter titled, ‘Beach resort morphology in England and Australia: A review and
extension’ analyses the spatial structure of the beach resort. He comments on
the ‘continued battle to exert cultural control over the beach’ (p.281). Tunstall
and Penning-Roswell’s (1998) ‘The English beach: Experiences and values’,
published in the Geographical Journal, is a culmination of a decade of empirical
research on ‘the experiences and perceptions of English beach users’.
Approximately 4000 interviews were taken to gain insights into the meanings
and values of beach experiences. Their research indicates that dominant
meanings of beaches are linked to concepts of ‘naturalness’ and to ‘personal
experiences of childhood’ (p.319). Similarly, Preston-Whyte’s (2001) work on
the beaches of Durban, South Africa, also deploys concepts of how meanings
of beaches are socially constituted. Furthermore, Preston-Whyte (2004)
examines the ‘liminal potential’ of the beach; the term ‘liminal’ referring to the
beach as ‘the creation of a timeless space suspended between land and sea’
(p.352). The liminal quality of the beach provides opportunities for norms to be
upset - for example, in nudist beach spaces. Given the scarcity of social beach
geographies, attention turned to examining the beach in disciplines other than
geography.
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Beach cultures in history
From the 1960s-1990s, the lack of ‘scholarly treatments’ of the Australian beach
was not restricted to geography. There are ample examples in history. For
example, Craig McGregor’s (1966) Profile of Australia dedicates only two pages
to the Australian beach in a broad-based history of Australia. Equally, James
Cumes’ (1979) text, Their chastity was not too rigid, pitched as ‘the first study
devoted to leisure times in early Australia’,15 gives only passing mention to
State bathing ban legislations and the establishment of bathing societies.
Historian Richard Waterhouse (1995) puts forward a brief descriptive historical
account of the lifesaver in his text, Private pleasures, public leisure. He writes of
the lifesaver’s ‘digger values’ and his commitment to ‘service, self-sacrifice,
mateship and strength’ (p.244). Similarly, in the most comprehensive scholarly
collection on the Illawarra edited by Hagan and Wells (1997), A History of
Wollongong,

the

beach

receives

brief

mention

in

the

only

chapter

encompassing leisure activities of the Illawarra titled, ‘Work and Leisure’.

It seems that the only substantial academic historical accounts of the Illawarra
beaches are contained in papers by historians McDermott (2005) and Hutton
(1997). However, both these papers focus only on the history of Illawarra ocean
baths. McDermott (2005) examines the history of de-segregation at ocean baths
in three specific areas of the Illawarra: Wollongong, Kiama and Gerringong.
Hutton’s (1997) paper is a report prepared for Wollongong City Council for
conservation purposes. It is an historical account of ocean baths located at
Belmore Basin (South Beach, Wollongong).

15

Refer, for example, to the following website: http://www.authorsden.com/jameswcumes.
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William Mandle (1982) laments the ‘comprehensive neglect’ on the part of
historians of Australian beach cultures. He refers to SLSA records as having
been ‘largely remained unused’, in preference for research on Anzac or the
trade union movement. He argues that this is an oversight:
A wealth of neglected material lies to hand, and a whole range of subissues remain to be explored…Too obvious to be properly perceived, the
surf life savers have marched past the historian’s gaze into oblivion
(p.90).
According to Mandle, academics have overlooked the beach as a place
naturalised for Australians. He argues that through naturalisation lifesavers
‘marched past the historian’s gaze into oblivion’. Indeed, capturing the
imagination of post-structuralist scholars16 is this very process of naturalisation.

In 2005, historian Richard White continued to argue that there remains a
significant gap in the literature on ‘the holiday’, including the beach holiday:
‘surprisingly there has been no history of the holiday in Australia’ (p.xv).
According to White, the holiday [like the beach] is seen as ‘somehow too trivial
a subject for scholarship’ (p.xv). White (2005) begins to address this oversight
in the text On holidays: A history of getting away in Australia. Likewise, this
thesis also addresses this oversight by examining the possibilities for beach
holidays in the Illawarra between 1900 and 1940.

Post-structuralist rethinking of space
This section discusses the implications for conducting a social geography of the
beach from post-structuralist writers’ reconceptualisation of space. As Anderson
and Gale (1992:5) write, drawing on post-structuralist ideas, space and culture
16

Refer to the following section, ‘Post-structuralist rethinking of space’ in this chapter.
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‘reciprocally inform each other in process, in time’. In other words, rather than
the beach and lifesavers being distinct entities, they are mutually constituted
through space. Shotter (1993:11) comments on this relational way of thinking of
space:
…instead of seeing the events concerned, in terms of theories of what
they supposedly represent, we see them ‘relationally’ - that is, we see
them practically, as being embedded in a network of possible
connections and relations with their surroundings…
Many human geographers have taken seriously what it means to rethink ‘space’
and ‘place’ relationally including the implications for conceptualising the social
‘power’ that makes possible, or not, the social interconnections constituting
people and place. For example, relational thinking is evident in the work of Thrift
(1999, 1996). Drawing on the philosophers Deleuze, Wittgenstein and Latour,
he insists that places must be understood as dynamic and unfolding:
The region, initially at least, must not be seen as a place, that is, a
matter for investigation. Rather, it must be seen as made up of a number
of different but connected settings for interaction (1996:81).
Further, Thrift states that places are space produced as a ‘plenitude of different
relations’ (1999:310). Similarly, Massey and Jess (1995:231) write about space
in terms of particular ‘articulations of social relations’. Drawing on Foucault and
Deleuze, Massey (1999:6) writes of ‘reciprocity’ between the social and the
spatial. She conceptualises space as being continuously constructed out of
social relations across all spatial scales:
…the product of the intricacies and the complexitites, the interlockings
and the non-interlockings, of relations from the unimaginably cosmic to
the intimately tiny…space is always in a process of becoming. It is
always being made (1999:283).
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Equally, echoing Thrift, Massey and Jess, Allen and Hamnett (1995:3) express
the notion of social space as the complexity of social relations ‘stretched across
space’.

In thinking spatially about society, post-structuralism has sustained an
‘unprecedented spatial turn’ in the humanities (Soja, 1999). However, in
geography, with the exceptions of Waitt (2008), Waitt and Warren (2008),
Gurran and Blakely (2007), Murton (2006), Daley (2005), Johnston (2005), Gale
(2005),

Preston-Whyte

(2004,

2002,

2001)

and

Malam

(2004),

little

consideration is given to the implications of this rethinking to the social
geographies of the beach. Further, it appears that no geographer has applied
post-structuralist ideas to examine the historical geographies of beach cultures.
Yet, a variety of post-structuralist approaches has facilitated exciting work
examining contemporary beach cultures within sociology, history, and gender
and cultural studies. Post-structuralism offers a range of conceptual tools to
rethink how the intersections of gender, race and nation play out, both
temporally and spatially at the beach. The next section outlines this progress.

Making beaches meaningful places
In 1987, the ground-breaking work by John Fiske,17 Bob Hodge and Graeme
Turner in cultural studies set new research agendas for rethinking the cultural
meanings and practices of the Australian beach. Drawing on the ideas of LeviStrauss and Barthes, they conceptualised the beach as always contested:

17

Refer to work by Fiske (1989) as well as Fiske et al (1987).
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…as sites where Australians construct (and deconstruct) a plenitude of
meanings, using a multitude of practices - not a single meaning with a
single value (1987:ix).
Adopting a semiotic approach, these authors set out to demonstrate the
‘richness’ of meaning in Australian beach cultures, rather than a ‘single truth’.
They interpreted surf lifesavers as converting Australia’s beaches into civilised,
‘safe urban areas by standing between the beachgoer and the dangers of
nature’ (p.65). They suggested that ‘the entire environment was metaphorically
transformed…by the flag, the cap, the line and the whistle’ (p.65). However, this
interpretation relies on reconfiguring rather than challenging the culture/nature
and masculine/feminine binaries. In such thinking, the ocean is pre-configured
as feminine, a wild and dangerous place where men could perform a style of
masculinity configured by risks and physical strength. Attention in the 1990s
turned to conceptual frameworks beyond the binary structures of Western
thinking.

Douglas Booth’s work is exemplary for adopting conceptual frameworks that
acknowledge the ‘messiness’ of the social relationships constituting identities
fashioned at the beach18. In his initial groundbreaking work Booth (1991, 1994a)
is particularly interested in the sociology of surfing. Drawing on previous
research by Kent Pearson (1979),19 Booth argues that the SLSA fashioned
members simultaneously as both athletes and lifesavers. Booth concludes:

18

However, although Booth examines social relationships that comprise the beach: ‘the end
result…is an understanding of how Australians make their beaches’ (2001:xxiii) he does not
think about these relationships spatially.
19
Pearson was an early pioneer of analysing social beach practice. His 1979 analysis of
counter cultures present in surfing and lifesaving examines different perceptions of ‘clubbies’
and ‘surfies’.
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The Association defines itself as a humanitarian aquatic safety service
but the raison d’être of most lifesavers is competitive sport (1991:135).
Booth argues that the humanitarian ideology and practice of the 1930s was
essential to legitimise the clubs and to overcome widespread Council
resistance.

In his major work to date on the Australian beach, Australian Beach Cultures:
The history of sun, sand and surf (2001), Booth draws upon Gramsci, Bakhtin,
Bourdieu and Goffman to explore how patriarchal social relationships are
played out at the beach. He interprets an abundance of primary sources
including municipal records, newspaper reports, interviews with bathers, surfers
and lifesavers, surfing films, surfing magazines, minutes of club meetings,
photographs, advertisements and even graffiti. By doing so, Booth makes a
crucial contribution to at least three strands of arguments: surf lifesavers as
larrikins; whiteness; and patriarchy.

First, Booth’s historical analysis of the Australian surf lifesaving movement
contests the commonsense positioning of lifesavers solely as humanitarians
and nation builders. Booth (2001) argues that lifesavers were also larrikins.
Here, Booth draws upon historian Jaggard’s (1997:190) interpretation of surf
lifesavers as ‘chameleons’, where discipline and larrikinism are ‘opposite sides
of the same surf lifesaving coin’.

Second, Booth illustrates how race operating within structures of whiteness and
patriarchy is central to Australian beach histories. In doing so he builds on the
work of John Ramsland (2000) and Grant Rodwell (1999), and inspires future
22

research including the work of Caroline Daley (2003, 2002). For Ramsland,
Rodwell and Daley, the concept of eugenics is central to their analyses of the
intersections between race, nation and bodies at the beach. Daley examines
the role that eugenicist Eugen Sandow played in shaping the idea of the fit,
tanned body on display, as he travelled through Australasia in the early 1900s,
while Ramsland and Rodwell associate the rise of surf lifesaving with the
science of eugenics. Rodwell (1999) outlines how according to settler
understandings and behaviour, the beach was an empty page yet to be written
on. In the early twentieth century, Rodwell writes that white Australia had ‘at last
found a use’ for the beach and turned it into ‘a real pleasure ground for the
people, a place whither they may repair in search of health and brimming
enjoyment’ (Rodwell, 1999:5920). These eugenic perspectives of beach
practices blatantly disregarded the Indigenous cultural and spiritual attachment
to the beach.

Similarly, within cultural studies, Colleen McGloin (2005) examines issues of
‘whiteness’ by addressing the invisibility of Aboriginality in Australian beach
cultures. She argues that:
Aboriginal ways of understanding and relating to the ocean constitute an
important counterpoint to dominant white representations of surfing and
beach life (2005:iv).
Through deconstructing various Aboriginal Australian texts, including oral
histories, McGloin suggests a different set of relationships informed by ‘Country’
than those held by the majority of non-Indigenous people.

20

Cited from an editorial in the Sydney Mail (16.01.1907).
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Finally, Booth highlights the ‘hegemonic masculinities’ inherent in the surf
lifesaving movement, referring to how club houses became territorialised as
‘sacred male spaces’ (2001:78). Booth’s ideas of how particular dominant or
hegemonic styles of masculinity are performed at the beach are expanded upon
in the work of historians, White (2007) and Saunders (1998). White examines
the ‘surf shooter’ and surf lifesaver in terms of a ‘desirable Australian
masculinity’ (p.23). Saunders critically revisits the themes of masculinity and
national

identity.

Her

analysis

reveals

the

processes

through

which

understandings of the Australian surf lifesaver became naturalised in terms of
‘able-bodiedness, heroic sacrifice and racial purity’ (p.96), thus becoming a
‘national icon’ of ‘superb manhood’ (p.101).

Booth also exposes how patriarchy operated to exclude women from the SLSA.
Indeed, as Booth explains, not until the 1980s were women officially able to
‘cast off the traditional shackles of decorative and ornamental nurturers’ and
gain full member status as surf lifesavers on Australian beaches (2001:5).
However, here Booth is not without his critics. Jaggard (1997:184) disputes
what he terms the ‘orthodox view’ that women were reduced to ‘domestic and
decorative labour’ within surf lifesaving21. Jaggard demonstrates that in some
surf clubs women were physically active: ‘swam, ran drilled in teams and often
enjoyed interclub competition’ (p.184), contesting the ‘monolithic’ view of
patriarchy and hegemonic masculinities within the SLSA.
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Jaggard challenges Booth’s (1994b) phrase ‘domestic and decorative labour’. He also
challenges other writers, including Mandle (1982) and Dutton (1985) on the extent of womens’
involvement in surf lifesaving. The examples that he gives, however, are mainly prior to the mid1930s, therefore before the SLSAA consolidated its authority over the movement. Also, many of
Jaggard’s examples were from surf clubs that were situated away from the metropolis.
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Inspired by Booth, sociologist Leanne Stedman (1997) critically examines the
changing status of women within the surfing subculture by conducting a
discourse analysis of surfing magazines and surf films. Margaret Henderson
(1999) examines representations of masculinities by deconstructing the surfing
magazine, Tracks, which she positions as ‘a key site for the inscription and
maintenance of (Australian) masculine hegemony’ (p.64). Henderson relies on
conceptualising masculinity as something that is socially scripted over the body.
Clifton Evers, working within gender studies, moves beyond a textual analysis
to explore the lived experience of surfers. Drawing on ideas of Deleuze and
Mauss, he pays attention to the fleshiness of the body to discuss the emotional
economy of masculinity. Evers’ (2004) concept of ‘fluid spaces’ of the beach
maps how male bodies surf with ‘tidal flows of relations’ (p.28). He argues that
‘there is no underlying masculinity’ in his mapping but rather, ‘sets of embodied
relations felt and becoming’ (p.39). Evers’ embodied approach provides a fresh
way of analysing the gendered relationships of the beach. His approach
reconfigures power, making certain connections possible to include affective or
physiological dimensions as well as the cultural dimensions of knowing.

This thesis benefits from insights brought by these authors’ critical engagement
with the beach, particularly with their discussions of gender and race. Their
post-structural approach helps identify and unpack the multiple interconnections
of social interactions which sustain the beach. Thus, they counter static ideas of
spatial thinking and help shed insights on how the beach is woven into a range
of practices, attitudes and meanings.
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A conceptual framing of leisure and tourism beach spaces
Attention now turns to introducing a conceptual framework to examine the
Illawarra beaches as a leisure and tourism space. The first section outlines
Foucauldian notions of discourse, power/knowledge and genealogies, along
with Massey’s ‘time-space’, ‘progressive sense of place’ and ‘powergeometries’. The second section then presents the conceptual framework.

A Foucauldian approach
For this thesis, Foucauldian concepts have important ontological and
methodological implications22. Foucault’s concepts of power/knowledge and
genealogies enable insights into how the effect of language operates to
normalise activities, objects and practices that constitute the beach as a leisure
and tourism space. For this research, discourse is to be understood as ‘a
particular knowledge about the world which shapes how the world is understood
and how things are done in it’ (Rose, 2001:136).

A Foucauldian approach conceptualises the beach as an outcome of
interconnected sets of ideas or grids of knowledge that productively shape
social geographies by making certain attitudes, meanings and practices appear
‘normal’. Beach-making processes can be analysed through examining the
effects of language in constituting social relationships. In other words, the beach
becomes apparent through discursive structures, or sets of ideas which shape
the internal mechanisms of discourses and the relations between discourses
(Mills, 2004). Discursive structures are analysed to unpack the effects of
22

How Foucauldian thought informs the methodology and interpretation of this research is
addressed in Chapter Three.
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meaning that help bring into existence social geographies of the beach. Thus,
because social relationships are always dynamic and mutually constitutive, a
Foucauldian approach allows social change to be examined.

A Foucauldian understanding of the productive work of power as knowledge is
central to the theoretical framing of this thesis. For Foucault, ‘power and
knowledge

directly

power/knowledge.

imply
Power

one
‘forms

another’

(1977:27)

knowledge’

and

-

hence

‘produces

the

term

discourse’

(1980:119). Discourse, then, is ‘embedded in the social relations of power’
(Richardson, 1996:231). However, in a Foucauldian approach, power is
dispersed through a network of relations rather than being conceived
hierarchically (Mills, 2004). Foucault also claims that ‘where there is power,
there is…a multiplicity of points of resistance’ (1979:95). This is seen in the
complex spaces of the leisure and tourism beach, with conflicting discourses
about bans on bathing, bathing costumes and segregated bathing.

According to Foucault, genealogies (subject-positions) are constituted through
discursive processes because ‘nothing has meaning outside of discourse’
(1972:32). In a Foucauldian approach, sex, gender, class, and race are scripted
upon the surface of the body through discourse. Social categories used to
describe the body-subject (such as male, female, black, white, sick, sane) are
not given but are created through representations, practices and performances.
This implies that genealogies are complex and fluid and that the placing of
people into particular categories is dependent on the discursive regimes and
power relations that dominate at any one moment (Hubbard et al, 2002). A
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Foucauldian approach sees the body-subject as an effect of power relations
that productively shapes social geographies by making certain attitudes,
meanings and practices appear ‘normal’. Crucially, this includes discourses
about what particular bodies should look like - such as the bronzed, physically
fit male body of the surf lifesaver. In this way, discourse operates as the frame
of reference through which particular types of power/knowledge make sense.

Foucauldian notions of surveillance and the panopticon (the all-seeing eye) are
also relevant to this research. Surveillance operates with particular limits of
power/knowledge as a form of social control over the body-subject. For
example, Councils regulate what activities and clothing are permissible at the
beach. From a Foucauldian perspective, Councils establish systems of
surveillance where undesirable forms of behaviour, morality and appearance
are discouraged through punishment (such as fines). Furthermore, Foucault
insists that ‘each individual exercises surveillance over and against himself’ [sic]
(1977:155). As the governing body, Councils produce a system of
power/knowledge that encourages self regulation by cultivating an ‘ethics of the
self’ (Hubbard et al, 2002). This process of self regulation includes, for example,
discourses of normative assumptions about men and womens’ beach attire.

Massey and rethinking the beach as a leisure and tourism space
The work of Doreen Massey, a post-structuralist feminist geographer,
complements Foucault’s ideas of power/knowledge and genealogies. This
thesis draws upon three of her concepts to rethink the beach as a leisure and
tourism space: time-space, progressive sense of place and power-geometries.
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Massey works against notions of relative space (Cartesian space) which
abstracts space from clock-time and fixes understandings of clock-time and
space. Instead, Massey argues that ‘space and time are implicated in each
other’ (2005:18). As time is an ongoing process, time and space cannot be
separated. In other words, Massey writes about ‘time-space’23:
For we make, and constantly remake, the spaces and places and
identities through which we live our lives (Massey, 1999:290).
Thus, when applied to this research, the beach as a leisure and tourism space
is always being ‘made’ through sets of uneven social relationships. An
understanding of time is the medium through which social change occurs. The
beach is conceptualised as socially constituted, or given meaning out of the
intersection and ‘mixing’ of layers of social relations accumulating over timespace:
…each new layer interacts with and ‘merges’ with previous layers in a
process which adds new characteristics and changes existing ones, or
may even suppress and obliterate aspects of ‘the old’ (Massey and Jess,
1995:222).
This thinking works against pre-configured structures and invites openness to
future geographies fashioned by the messiness of social relationships
comprising time-space. According to Massey (2005, 1999, 1992), time-space
always contains an ‘element of chaos’. Further, time-space is always unfinished
and unpredictable:
There are always connections yet to be made, juxtapositions yet to flower
into interaction (or not)…There is always an element of ‘chaos’…Space,

23

Refer to Massey’s latest major work on space: For Space (2005). This concept is also
referred to in the literature as ‘space-time’. Refer, for example, to earlier work by Massey (1999,
1994, 1992) and to work by Thrift (1999, 1996, 1983) and Bergson (1959) for further
discussions on ‘space-time’.
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then, as well as having loose ends, is also inherently disrupted (Massey,
1999:284).
This openness works against understandings of the beach fashioned by
unchanging structures including gender, class or race. Massey (1994:136)
terms this ongoing, unfolding and open understanding of space as a
‘progressive sense of place’. For example, in the context of this research,
understandings of the practices of surf lifesavers should not be simply ‘read off’
from the institutional portrayals of men within the Surf Life Saving Association
(SLSA) of the 1920s-40s but demand considering how surf lifesavers
themselves negotiated the social relationships of the beach within the SLSA.

Massey’s concept of ‘power-geometries’ (2005, 1994, 1993) draws attention to
how the social interconnections comprising space are always unequal. For
Massey, geometries of power refer to:
the structuring of space through such relations, and through an
understanding of those relations as differentially (and unequally)
empowering in their effects. Such practices and relations do not so much
measure space as create it (2005:100).
Like Foucault, Massey is interested in the politics of exclusion. For Massey,
space is inherently political because these inter-relationships through which
space is constituted enable particular practices while forbidding others.

Alert to time-space, power-geometries and a progressive sense of beachmaking, this leisure and tourism space is structured in part through relationships
of class, gender and race. Drawing on the work of Foucault, it is then possible
to explore how the effects of language operate to establish and maintain certain
relationships as ‘normal’ while positioning others as ‘deviant’. By drawing on
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Massey’s concepts, the beach as a leisure and tourism space is conceptualised
to be:
woven together out of ongoing stories, as a moment within powergeometries, as a particular constellation within the wider topographies of
space, and as in process, as unfinished business (2005:131).
In sum, the beach as a leisure and tourism space is always unfinished. As
ongoing, the beach may be conceptualised as forged through sets of uneven
social relationships including class, gender and race. In this ongoing process,
particular social geographies of the beach are normalised, while at the same
time others are erased or understood as alien. Indigenous Australians, for
example, become invisible during the claiming of the beach as a leisure space
for white settler Australians.

The conceptual framework
Drawing on Foucault and Massey, the following framework (refer to Figure 2.1)
conceptualises the leisure and tourism beach as the outcome of the effects of
language. When the beach is thought of in terms of sets of ideas, or a
discursive space, the effects of language operate to naturalise certain
meanings, attitudes and practices. In other words, certain social relationships
are made possible, while other are condemned. These meanings which make
the leisure and tourism beach are not fixed but are continually being made and
are ongoing. The concepts of time-space, a progressive sense of place and
power-geometries

enable

possibilities

for

social

change

and

material

transformations of the beach.
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Beach time-space
Leisure and tourism time-space is an integral element of the conceptual
framework. The dynamic factor in beach-making processes is depicted as an
outer circle made up of broken, dashed lines. Leisure and tourism time-space at
the beach is regulated by power relations within discursive structures which
constitute the moral body-subject. For example, the ‘good’ beachgoer is
enforced in legislation such as legal bathing hours.

Figure 2.1: Conceptualising relational spaces of the leisure and tourism beach
(source: constructed by author)

Meanings and attitudes constituting beach spaces
Drawing on Foucault (1980), meanings of the beach are the effects of multiple
discursive structures. People’s attitudes about the beach provide insights into
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the sets of discourses that stabilise meanings of the beach. Clearly, sets of
ideas that individuals draw upon are set within particular ideologies. For
example,

Eurocentric

meanings

of

the

beach

dominantly

draw

on

anthropocentric ideas of the culture/nature binary stabilising the beach as a
place for nature. Hence as Fiske (1987:53) notes, the beach becomes a place
to visit to be at ‘one with nature’: ‘the natural, the free, the outdoors, the
informal, the physical’. The idea of the beach as a place for nature is often
associated with normative experiences, attitudes and relaxation practices. This
is illustrated in the following quotation from the Sydney Mail (16.01.1907):
The joy of life and the pleasure of healthful living…the flashing sunlight,
the bright gleam of white sand and foaming water, and the exultant
feeling of physical energy actively exerted in the open air vibrate through
this summer seaside.
This research is interested in how the effects of language work towards
naturalising sets of ideas about the beach as commonsense. As emphasised
earlier, one effect of discourse is to silence alternative understandings. Hence,
in the context of the Illawarra in the early twentieth century, dominant discursive
structures make the settler leisure and tourism beach appear transparent,
operating to silence Indigenous Australian beach discourses.

Subject-positions and practices constituting beach spaces
Thinking of the beach spatially, and in relational terms, means focussing on
people and how their subject-positions (or genealogies) are produced within
discourse. This is illustrated, for example, in the gendered SLSA discourses that
forge particular understandings of being a man. Social practices of leisure and
tourism beach spaces are embedded within gender norms. Discursive
structures work to normalise behaviour and practices of people in beach
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spaces, including the activities they participate in and the apparel they wear.
Beach practices are regulated into normalised behaviour or acceptable practice
in a particular time-space. The fixity of the beach space is always temporary.
From 1900-1940, normative beach practices rapidly change. In this period
bathing norms changed from gender segregation to mixed bathing. Beach-dress
codes were transformed from covering to exposing naked flesh and regulations
were introduced to exclude women from becoming ‘full’ members of surf
lifesaving clubs.

Conclusion
Overall, Australian geographers have neglected social geographies of the
beach. Instead, the work of sociologists and cultural studies scholars such as
Booth, Rodwell and Evers are vital to providing a better understanding of how
Australians make their beaches. Informed by Foucauldian notions of
power/knowledge and genealogies this thesis conceptualises space as sets of
social relationships constituted through discourse. The theoretical framing
focuses on the effects of discourse and how discourse operates to normalise
boundaries, territories, activities, objects and practices of the beach. The
Illawarra beaches are conceptualised to be always in an ongoing process of
being socially constituted out of the myriad intersections of social relationships
embedded in power relations. To draw on Massey, this thesis deploys what she
terms a ‘progressive sense of place’ where ‘power-geometries’ produce
particular social geographies of the beach and erase others. This Foucauldian
approach also informs the methodologies addressed in the following chapter.
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Chapter Three: Historical leisure beach methodologies

Introduction
This chapter explores the methods used to investigate the making of the
Illawarra leisure and tourism beach of 1900-1940. The first section discusses
discourse analysis. The Illawarra beaches are examined as uneven sets of
power relationships within discourses. The second section addresses the
demand of discourse analysis for the researcher to critically examine the
assumptions brought to the project. A positionality statement is offered to
critically engage with the researcher’s assumptions about the beach. The third
section focuses on the process of compiling the Illawarra beach archive. The
archive is comprised of a range of textual sources dating from the early 1900s
including State Rail, Council, Bank of NSW, surf club and print media records.
In sum, each key text comprising the archive is explored as an outcome of a
highly social process by reflecting on intended audiences, technologies of
production and subject-positions of the authors. The objective of the chapter is
to demonstrate how ‘trustworthiness’ and ‘accuracy’ is achieved in the data
collection, analysis and writing (Baxter and Eyles, 1997).

Foucauldian discourse analysis
To examine how the Illawarra beaches as leisure and tourism spaces are
socially constructed through the effects of language, this thesis draws upon
Foucauldian discourse analysis. The notion of discourse is central to both
Foucault’s theoretical arguments and to his methodology. Likewise, informing
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the application of discourse analysis are Foucauldian concepts of discourse,
power/knowledge and social practice24.

Foucault is concerned with the production of power/knowledge through
discourse, stating that ‘nothing has meaning outside of discourse’ (1972:32). As
Rose (2001:137) confirms: ‘discourse produces the world’. In addition, two
further associated key concepts are vital for this project: discursive structures or
formations and intertextuality. Discursive structures are sets of ideas that bear
similarities to one another, thus imposing limits on what gives meaning (Phillips
and Jørgensen, 2002). In this thesis, for example, the banking and Tourist
Association discourses constitute a discursive structure or formation because
both begin to circulate the idea of beach activities as an economic activity rather
than simply as a leisure pastime.

Intertextuality is central to Foucault’s thinking. The meanings of any one
discursive structure or formation depend not only on one particular text, but also
on meanings carried by other texts. As Barnes and Duncan (1992) write: ‘it is
not simply our accounts of the world that are intertextual; the world itself is
intertextual’. Barnes and Duncan go on to argue that discursive structures
construct intertextual sites ‘because various texts and discursive practices
based on previous texts are deeply inscribed in their landscapes and
institutions’ (p.7,8). In other words, intertextuality refers to how texts are made
meaningful through their interconnections with other texts - how their meanings
are constituted, maintained or challenged in different social realms. In this
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Refer also to Chapter Two for an explanation of Foucault’s influence on this research.
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research, for example, intertextuality can be seen within the surf lifesaving
archive where media reports and narratives of lifesavers contain SLSA notions
of discipline, service and nation building. These SLSA ideas were inturn
informed by ideas of eugenics circulated in Australia, for example, by Eugen
Sandow25 and published in magazines such as Physical Culture and The Home.

The work of Fairclough (2003), Rose (2001) and Tonkiss (1998) is helpful in
defining discourse analysis, because it focuses on the association between
intertextuality and discursive formations. Indeed, Fairclough calls textual
analysis an ‘interdiscursive’ process. Importantly, according to Fairclough
(2003) ‘texts’ are ‘parts of social events’. Hence, texts help fashion places,
rather than being simply stories about places. He goes on to argue that:
Texts…are shaped by the causal powers of social structures and social
practices on the one hand, and social agents on the other (p.38).
Tonkiss (1998) conceptualises language as a social practice actively ordering
and shaping relationships between people and their social world. Discourse
analysis becomes a way of investigating these processes by identifying possible
relationships. Discourse analysis reveals sets of ideas that are operating to
shape meanings, attitudes and practices. If sets of ideas are thought of as grids
of knowledge, it is this knowledge that productively shapes social geographies
by making certain interconnections appear as if commonsense. Hence,
following Tonkiss, discourse analysis is concerned with revealing social realities
rather than discovering ‘truth’.

25

International strong man Eugen Sandow left behind a eugenic legacy after touring Australasia
in 1902-1903 campaigning for a ‘healthy mind in a healthy body’. His monthly magazine was
titled, Physical Culture. Refer to Daley (2002, 2003) for further references to Sandow.
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In essence, discourse analysis examines the effects of language to naturalise
particular social geographies. As Rose (2001:141) advocates, discourse
analysis is concerned with the ‘social production and effects of discourses’. As a
technique, discourse analysis unpacks the effects of meaning that then help
shape social geographies by making certain practices and attitudes appear as
commonsense. Discourse analysis, therefore, is an appropriate framework to
critically analyse historical archival records of the Illawarra beaches. Discourse
analysis allows analyses of how circuits of power/knowledge operate to bring
into existence particular understandings of the Illawarra beaches. Discourse
analysis reveals how within the historical texts of State Rail, Council, Bank of
NSW, SLSA records and print media reports these institutions establish,
maintain, or challenge, particular beach norms.

Applying discourse analysis to Illawarra beach texts
How to conduct a discourse analysis in geography is receiving increasing
attention. According to Tonkiss (1998:254):
Discourse analysis is…a fluid, interpretive process which relies on close
analysis of specific texts, and which therefore does not lend itself to
setting up hard-and-fast ‘rules’ of analysis.
Any retreat to ‘set methods’ restricts an understanding of the complexities and
multiplicities of meaning (Parker, 1999). Therefore, rather than set methods,
guidelines suggested by Rose (2001) and Tonkiss (1998) are deployed.

Following the guidelines listed in Table 3.1 it is important for the researcher to
be fully ‘immersed’ in each text. In doing so, all preconceptions need to be laid
aside. Foucault (1972:25) writes that pre-existing categories ‘must be held in
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suspense’. Instead, the social context of the author, the intended audience and
technologies of production should guide the investigation and lead to key
themes being identified. Part of this process requires looking for complexities,
incoherencies and inconsistencies. It also includes reading for what is not said
or seen. This became significant through the social production of texts, where
voices of women, Indigenous people and ethnic minorities were silenced. By
paying attention to sets of ideas (discursive structures) the effects of ‘truth’ may
be identified.

Table 3.1: Guidelines for applying discourse analysis to Illawarra beach texts
(source: based on Rose, 2001 and Tonkiss, 1998)

1. Lay aside all preconceptions: looking at the texts with fresh eyes
2. Familiarisation: immersion in the texts
3. Coding: identifying key themes
4. Paying attention to details: looking for complexities and inconsistencies
5. Paying attention to details: attending to silences
6. Examining the effects of ‘truth’ within the texts
7. Identifying the subject-positions of the authors of the texts
8. Identifying the audiences of the texts

Reflexivity: Maintaining rigour in research
Discourse analysis demands a critical reflection of the research practice,
whereby the researcher critically examines all assumptions brought to a project
(Rose, 2001). Reflexivity is an essential element of research rigour - a term
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often used for writing ‘self’ into the project. England (1994) describes reflexivity
as a process of self-discovery. She defines the process as: ‘self critical
sympathetic introspection and the self conscious analytical scrutiny of self as
researcher’ (p.82). Reflexivity has been widely discussed by geographers in
recent years26. However, the need to be reflexive is most thoroughly explained
by feminists as a strategy for ‘situating knowledges’ (Berg and Mansvelt,
2000:166). For example, Katz (1992:498) demands ‘conscious awareness of
the situatedness of our knowledge’ and Haraway (1991) proposes an attempt to
situate knowledge by making researchers accountable to their position.

If the task of situating knowledge is ‘to shed light’ (Farrow et al, 1995:100) on
the research process then reflexivity of the author is a crucial goal. In reflexivity,
an important role is played by contextuality, partiality and positionality.
According to Berg and Mansvelt (2000:173):
…knowledges are partial and geographically and temporally located. As
the researcher writes and inscribes meaning in the qualitative text they
are actually constructing a particular and partial story.
Hence, the narrative of this thesis is always limited, specific and partial. The
research is situated and marked by its origins. The following positionality
statement further explores how the version of the Illawarra beaches of 19001940 is framed in the pages of this thesis.

Writing the researcher into the research
Shotter (1993:32) argues that: ‘We now look at our position and our situation
and approach our research in a new contextualised narrative light’. Baxter and

26

See for example, Crang (2002, 2003a), Thrift (1996) and Pile (1991).
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Eyles (1997:505) comment on the significance of authorship ‘in shaping the
interpretation of findings’. Feminists emphasise the need to address the
researcher’s subject-position. Moss (2001:9) for example, refers to this process
as ‘autobiography’ saying that geographers have ‘reached a stage where
analysts need to place themselves critically in the research process and the
construction of geographical knowledge’. England (2001:210) asserts the
importance of acknowledging the (co-)construction of the field by researcher
and researched where ‘fieldwork is a discursive process in which the research
encounter is structured by the researcher and the researched’. Likewise, Madge
(1993) and McDowell (1992) write of the significance of the positionality of the
researcher as a central role in the research process, the field and the final text.

The writing process constructs what we know about our research, but also
powerfully reflects our subject-positions. Richardson (1994) suggests that
writing creates a particular view of not only what we are talking about, but also
of ourselves. During the research process, my own understandings, convictions
and conceptual orientations come into play, making me a ‘positioned subject’
(Rosaldo,

1989).

Following

Lévi-Strauss’

(1966)

concept

of

the

researcher/research relationship, as the researcher (or the ‘bricoleur’) I am
creating a ‘bricolage’ out of my research:
…a complex, dense, reflexive, collage-like creation that represents the
researcher’s images, understandings, and interpretations of the world or
phenomenon under analysis (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994:3).
My reading and analysis of the ‘texts’, however, is only one possible
interpretation. Meanings remain unstable because they are dependant on my
positionality. Upon examining the historical processes of leisure beach-making
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in the Illawarra, my upbringing, attitudes and perceptions inevitably helped
shape the research process and interpretation. Therefore, it is essential to more
closely examine my positionality. The partiality of the knowledge constituted in
this thesis is in part addressed by considering my own subject-position in
relation to historical geographies, the beach, and the Illawarra. Reflecting upon
the ongoing relationship between research/researcher revealed the importance
in how the research was conducted; my role as a mother, my personal love of
telling stories from the past, and my upbringing and adolescent years spent
living in Fiji. This is not an exhaustive list but ‘sheds light’ on, and helps to
situate this knowledge.

Being a mother with school-aged children helped to dictate the topic. A main
reason for choosing the Illawarra as a field-site was that I did not have to be
away from my family for long periods of time. This was a personal priority. I
have always placed a high degree of importance on being there for my children
when they are home from school. For the most part, I was able to work around
my children’s school hours, including any research that took me to archives in
Sydney.

Undertaking this research has ‘exposed’ aspects of my own positionality in
ways I had not explored or thought about before. A factor which must be
addressed here is my childhood and adolescent years. Sunbaking ‘Aussies’ and
surf lifesavers were not part of my childhood. I lived the majority of my
childhood years in Suva, Fiji. I attended primary school, the latter part of high
school and the University of the South Pacific there. In Fiji I also married and
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gave birth to my children. While living in Fiji I was brought up as a ‘local’ girl
which meant that I socialised and encountered situations not as a tourist, but as
a Caucasian living amongst Fijians. In every class from primary school to
university I was the only ‘white’ student in my class (although there were
Caucasians in other classes, albeit only a few).

This upbringing has shaped in numerous ways my attitudes, values and
perceptions of the beach. For example, as a ‘local’, the beach was thought of as
an intrinsic part of everyday life, rather than a place pitched as an ‘escape’ from
everyday life. In Fiji I had never known such things as swimming lessons,
competitive swimming and beach sports. There was no ‘sunbathing’, no
lifesaving movement, no patrols on the beach, and no beach inspectors that
enforced regulation swimming costumes. In fact I grew up around Fijians with
moral codes that prevented any respectable young woman from wearing a
bikini, and even a one piece costume was worn with a tee-shirt. Anything
contrary to this and you were likely to be teased that you were trying to act like
a ‘European’. Instead, swimming was undertaken fully clothed - even in
swimming pools tee-shirt and shorts were worn. Through undertaking this
research I have been made aware of how my experiences as a young person in
Fiji have impacted my understanding of beach-cultures.

Another factor that invariably impacted my research and interpretation is my
love of retelling stories from the past. I find it fascinating trying to make sense of
how different people told stories about the Illawarra beaches. I found this
especially rewarding, because my family now call the Illawarra home. Making
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sense of the past, helped facilitate this home-making process. Equally important
is that in my possession I have the bronze medallion that my maternal
grandmother received from the Royal Life Saving Society in 1928. Raised in
Botany Bay, she obviously had a love for the beach and the sea. She was also
actively engaged in swimming activities during the 1920s-30s. It was, therefore,
interesting to learn more about the social geographies of when she was
lifesaving.

In short, reflexivity brings an awareness of how my own assumptions,
motivations and subject-position shape the narrative of this thesis. However, as
Gillian Rose (1997) has argued, given the difficulty in completely understanding
the ‘self’, it may be virtually impossible for authors to fully locate themselves in
their research. Closer consideration is now given to each key source material
comprising the Illawarra Beach Archive.

Source materials for an Illawarra Beach Archive: 1900-1940
The Illawarra beach archive assembled for this project consists of five key
historical texts: Council, State Rail, Surf Life Saving Association, Bank of NSW
records and the Illawarra Mercury. Key supplementary texts include those
published by local historical societies or historians. To ensure rigour each key
source is discussed to acknowledge the highly social character of its production,
circulation, storage and intended audience. Attention is given to the collection
procedure, reasons why the source was chosen, its ‘quality’ in terms of annual
coverage, and the positionality of the author.
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Bank records
Bank records are a valuable primary text because they shed insights on the
social relationships and economic conditions of 1900-1940 Illawarra. The
bankers discuss an extensive range of topics in their half-yearly and annual
reports. For example, they discuss the climate, the state of pasture, as well as
matters pertaining to economic issues such as the potential for capital and
investment. However, the banking discourse is conventionally set within an
economic prism, paying particular attention to scarcity, potential for growth,
prosperity and security. Bank records are employed to show one particular way
in which the Illawarra beaches are positioned as a tourism resort.

Collection and analysis for this thesis focuses on one major banking source the Bank of NSW. The archival collection is extensive, easily accessible and
constitutes one of the largest and most consistent accounts of Australian
banking practice. According to Hartig (1994) the Bank of NSW can be
considered as the most representative of banking institutions during the 1920s
and 1930s throughout country NSW.

The Bank of NSW was established in the Illawarra in 1877; however, in 1900
only one branch (the Wollongong branch) was in operation. A branch opened at
Port Kembla in 1928 and at Kiama in 1932. Branch agencies opened in
Corrimal, Woonona and Crown Street, West Wollongong in 1937. The records
contain both quantitative and qualitative data. They provide, for example,
statistics on accounts - advances, deposits, profit and loss, and number of
current accounts, as well as bank manager reports on the ‘condition and
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prospects of district’ encompassing the socio-economic and geographical
features of the district. All branches belonging to the Bank of NSW forwarded
half-yearly reports (known as ‘R44’s’) to the Head Office in Sydney. These bank
manager reports were intended for an internal review process of the Bank of
NSW. Bank inspectors reviewed and signed the reports, often making additional
comments on the ‘management and prevailing conditions’ of the district.

The Bank of NSW archival records are kept at Homebush under Westpac
Banking Corporation Historical Services. To access these records, human
ethics procedures require assuring the privacy and confidentiality of banking
clients; hence their names are not divulged. Data was collected over a sixmonth period from an analysis of reports between 1900 and 1940. All available
half-yearly reports were examined for every year of this period27. The reports
were titled ‘Inspector’s Report Southern Division NSW’ in 1907-1908,
‘Inspector’s Report Metropolitan Division NSW’ from 1909-1931 and from 19321940, ‘Inspector’s Report, Bank of NSW Central Division’. From 1900-1924 the
half-yearly reports were forwarded every March and September and from 19241940 they were forwarded every April and September. When referencing bank
reports in the analysis, the name of the branch is followed by the year and then
the initial of the month; for example: Wollongong, 1930S.

The positionality of the bank managers and inspectors inevitably shaped the
reports, particularly in regards to ethnicity, social status and gender. During
27

It has already been mentioned that Wollongong was the only branch in the Illawarra that was
operating in 1900. Port Kembla branch opened in 1928, Kiama in 1932 and branch agencies
opened in Corrimal, Woonona and Crown Street, West Wollongong in 1937. The Woonona
agency, however, closed in 1939.
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1900-1940 bank managers and inspectors were exclusively middle-class, white
Anglo-Saxon males. They held privileged positions within the Australian
economy and were looked upon as men of social standing. Bank reports,
therefore, were written from the mainstream, white, male-dominated banking
ideologies that concealed voices of women and minority ethnic groups.

Women in the bank work force remained segregated from the male workers in
both recorded statistics and income level. For example, in Wollongong, 1920S,
there is a separate line for ‘Officers (Women)’ on the bank return form. This was
left blank. At this time, there were no officially recorded female workers in the
Wollongong banking sector. It can be assumed that prior to 1920, when there
was no designated line on the form to register women, men were only ever
employed in the Bank of NSW.

The ‘quality’ of the bank reports varied between the branches. For example, the
most thorough and comprehensive reports were from the Wollongong branch.
Each section of the report was more commonly completed, including the
‘condition and prospects of district’ and the Inspectors’ reports on ‘management
and prevailing conditions’. The level of detail also varied considerably. In
several half-yearly and annual reports entries simply stated ‘very little change’.
Further, for Wollongong, the 1923 reports appear to be copied word for word
from the 1922S report. Questions are raised about how seriously the managers
took preparing these reports. Indeed, frequently the Inspector made comments
about ‘incompetent’ and ‘weak’ branch managers. For example: Port Kembla,
1925S: ‘manager is very weak, but about equal to this small and unimportant
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branch’. Often these note-form type entries in the reports worked against any
form of discourse analysis from the bank records.

Furthermore, the banking material of 1900-1940 is not complete. The earliest
bank manager report dates from 1907, even though there were signature books
and records of accounts dating back to 1886. From 1907-1920 the only reports
available were 1907, 1909, 1910, 1916 and 1919. Reports were available every
year from 1920-1940. However, there were some years where there was only
one half-yearly report available. For example, in 1921 there is only a March
report for the Wollongong branch and in 1926 only an April report. Until 1930 all
reports were handwritten, after which they were typed. At times the reports were
quite difficult to decipher due to the handwriting as well as the age of the paper.
Despite these limitations, data contained in the Bank of NSW records provides
a crucial source to investigate economic discourses fashioning the Illawarra as
a beach resort.

Council records
Council records provide insights into sets of discourses that regulated what
were socially acceptable practices on the beach. Council regulated the social
order through passing local government acts and providing funding for facilities.
Council laws dictated access to the beach. Further, Council legislated over
what, when, and where beach activities could occur. Council records illustrate
how the beach became entangled in often conflicting sets of discourses about
health, leisure and morality.
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Locating Council records proved to be an onerous task over a four-year period.
The task became time-intensive and problematic because of the absence of an
official archive at Wollongong City Council or digitised records. This is because
of changes to local government boundaries. From 1900-1947 there were seven
political divisions in the Illawarra; Bulli Shire, Central Illawarra Shire28 and North
Illawarra, Wollongong, Shellharbour, Jamberoo and Kiama Municipalities (refer
to Figure 3.1)29. In September 1947, the Shires of Bulli and Central Illawarra
and the Municipalities of Wollongong and Northern Illawarra amalgamated to
form the City of Greater Wollongong (Hagan and Wells, 1997). Council records
prior to 1947 appear to be ‘lost’. Fortunately, the Illawarra Mercury helped
address some of these gaps. Once a fortnight, the Illawarra Mercury published
meetings from Council, the Parks and Garden Committees and Progress
Association Committees.

Moreover, the Local Studies Area of the Wollongong City Library became
crucial to accessing Ordinances, Council minutes and associated reports from
committees, including the Bathing Committee, Parks and Garden Committee
and Progress Association Committee. Council minute books were kept from
1886-1947. The minute books held hand written accounts of Council and
committee meetings from Bulli and Central Illawarra Shires and Wollongong
and North Illawarra Municipalities. Particular attention was given to entries
28

Central Illawarra began as a Municipality but in 1934 became a Shire. The industrial centre of
the Illawarra – Port Kembla was included in this political division.
29
The boundaries in Figure 3.1 are approximate only. For this thesis the boundary of the
Illawarra region incorporates Helensburgh in the north, to Kiama in the south. Broughton Vale,
Gerringong and the Shoalhaven are therefore excluded. Kiama Municipality faced several
‘breakaways’. By 1890, the township remained Kiama Municipality while the ‘rural’ area was
renamed Jamberoo Municipality in 1892 (Cousins, 1994). The archive makes no references to
Jamberoo. Therefore, any Kiama references can be taken as referring to the township of Kiama.
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discussing any activities associated with the beach. Access to the NSW
Government Ordinance No.52, Local Government Act of 1908, was particularly
crucial given that it specifically outlined rules and regulations for ‘public baths
and bathing’, as well as ‘camping’. This Ordinance remained law, with few
amendments, until 1983.

For sources prior to 1908, consultation was made of Council records as well as
various secondary sources to ascertain what bathing laws were in effect.
Extracts from the NSW Government Gazette (1834) and the Municipalities Act
of 1867 include by-laws relating to bathing. Amongst the secondary sources,
Booth (2001, 1991), Pearson (1979) and Cumes (1979) document the
Australian daylight bathing bans that were in effect in the Illawarra from 18331903.

When interpreting the Council records it is important to be mindful that these
records provide insights to the voices of middle and upper-class, white men.
Women were not recorded as being involved in any way with the making or
passing of any Council bathing or camping laws. The only women mentioned in
Council employment were beach inspectors employed to oversee the women’s
change rooms. Being alert to the gendered and classed position of Council
‘beach-talk’ demonstrates how acceptable activities became entangled in
middle-class ideas of morality.
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Figure 3.1: Illawarra Council boundaries 1900-1940
(source: mapped by author from archival record)
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State Rail records
Records from NSW State Rail are a primary source consisting of both
qualitative and quantitative data. From the 1890s onwards NSW State Rail
became a significant player in the tourism industry. The introduction of cheap
excursion fares and the promotion of the Illawarra as ‘scenic’ brought many
visitors to the Illawarra. State Rail records are utilised to examine its role in
circulating ideas of the Illawarra as a seaside resort.

The State Rail data was collected over a six-month period from the State
Records Office located in Penrith30. The State Rail archive is not precisely
catalogued, therefore, each ‘box’ relating to the South Coast Line was checked
for relevant material. Of particular interest were the ‘special train notices’ where
details of events requiring extra train services were listed, as well as annual
reports written for auditing purposes and detailing trends in train travel in NSW.
The ‘special train notices’ were written specifically for train drivers and guards
so they would be made aware of changes such as timetabling, or additional
carriages or trains.

A main limitation with the State Rail records is its incompleteness. The records
begin in 1920. Between 1920 and the 1940s there are many ‘gaps’. For
example, records for ‘NSW Government Railways passenger fares and
coaching rates’ were available only for 1920 and 1922; ‘special train notices’ for
1920 and 1930; ‘weekly special train notices’ for 1930, 1933, 1940 and 1941;

30

In 1999, the State Records Authority of NSW was created by the State Records Act of 1998
and replaced the Archives Authority of NSW. All NSW State Rail archival records are presently
held in Penrith at the State Records Office.
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‘Traffic Committee Reports’ for 1935 and 1941; and ‘Annual Report on Traffic
Branch Operations’ for 1940 and 1942. The material remained largely unsorted.
Sorting this source material was a burdensome task. There may have been
material overlooked because of this process. A further limitation was that there
were no statistics on travel to the Illawarra exclusively. The Illawarra was
included with other ‘tourism districts’, therefore, only aggregates rather than
regional trends were provided.

Not surprisingly, the State Records Office consists mainly of accounting-style
records. Supplementary materials were sourced from State Rail advertisements
published in the Illawarra Mercury. Repeated microfilm searches over a twoyear period of the Illawarra Mercury from 1900-1940 revealed State Rail
advertisements. These advertisements were particularly of excursion fares
promoting both mass rail tourism and the Illawarra as a tourism destination.
These articles would have been written by State Rail employees with the intent
to promote train travel to the public. Material in the archives of the Local Studies
Area of the Wollongong City Library also revealed further State Rail tourism
brochures.

Surf Club records
The period 1900-1940 includes the establishment of surf lifesaving records. In
the Illawarra the first surf clubs date from 1908. During the 1920s many surf
clubs became affiliated with the Surf Life Saving Association (SLSA). Indeed, by
1940 the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA was the largest branch in the whole of
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Australia31. The SLSA archives contain records of activities of members, and,
therefore provide important insights into beach-making processes from the
perspective of lifesavers.

Records are kept by the respective clubs. There is no central archive. However,
the Illawarra Branch was in the process of collating and ordering its records
because of their centenary celebrations in January 2008. Over a one-year
period, volunteers were essential in locating and making any historical records
available. Records included club minutes, histories and annual reports. The surf
club minutes addressed surf club events, fundraising, recommendations and
requests to Council, membership, reports on carnivals, and treasurer reports.
Club histories containing valuable oral histories were accessed from seven surf
clubs: Bellambi, Coal Cliff, Corrimal, Bulli, Thirroul, Wollongong and
Helensburgh. These gendered histories reveal that women could participate as
full members in surf club activities before the establishment of the SLSA in the
1920s. In 1914 four women in the Illawarra received their ‘bronzes’, an event
that did not occur again until 1980. The main role of women in the SLSA
between 1920 and 1940 was in a fundraising capacity - through catering,
organising social events and participating in beach pageants.

Annual Reports of the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA were available only from
the 1932/33 surfing season. Prior to 1932 there is no comprehensive record of
surf lifesaving activities from the various clubs of the Association. Annual
Reports accessed for this thesis were: 1932/33; 34/35; 35/36; 43/44; 44/45;

31

The national body is known as the Surf Life Saving Association of Australia (SLSAA).
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45/46. Annual reports were compiled by the respective clubs and written for
SLSA members.

During my research period full members of the SLSA were volunteers, united by
their love of the surf. While aldermen were frequent attendees at meetings, and
prominent men in society often took on roles such as the presidency, the surf
club records indicate that some members could not afford the nominal ‘1/membership fee’. Surf club membership, while exclusively for men, is assumed
to cut across socio-economic status.

The Illawarra Mercury was again a valuable supplementary source of
information. From 1929, during each ‘surf season’, surf reports were published
in the Illawarra Mercury. Each surf club had its own publicity officer who
promoted the virtues of the SLSA by forwarding surf reports to the Illawarra
Mercury. In 1929 these reports were titled, ‘South Beach Jottings’; in 1930, ‘The
Surf’; in 1936, ‘Surf Notes’; and by 1938, ‘Surf News’. The reports focussed
mainly on surf club events, including fundraising and surf carnivals, as well as
listing weekend patrols. The Illawarra Branch of the SLSA also forwarded
written reports of their annual meetings each season. Further, requests and
recommendations from surf clubs appeared in Council meeting columns. They
contained funding requests for lifesaving equipment such as reels and belts and
for the maintenance of fixtures such as change rooms, lighting and club houses.
Crucially, the surf club material, while written from a white, male perspective,
offers insights into how these men constituted the beach-goers and the beach.
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Print Media
The Illawarra Mercury (I.M.), South Coast Times (S.C.T) and the Kiama
Independent (K.I.) were accessed by microfilm held in the library at the
University of Wollongong. Attention focussed on the Illawarra Mercury which
was published weekly throughout 1900-1940. Over a two-year period the
Illawarra Mercury was accessed by microfilm searches. Obtaining material
became a time-intensive process because it involved going through all reels
from 1900-1940. This enormous task was broken-up into series of manageable
seasonal searches. Each weekly paper was systematically scrutinized for
articles about the beach for each month of the ‘official’ bathing season of
September to March. Through this systematic microfilm search of the Illawarra
Mercury, articles written by Tourist Associations, along with articles and
advertisements about beach fashion became significant additions to the
archive. Time constraints prohibited such a systematic search for the South
Coast Times and the Kiama Independent. Instead, searches focussed in these
newspapers on key events, such as the opening of a new surf club.
Non-academic texts: Social histories and historical societies
Non-academic texts are also an integral part of the beach archive. Examples of
social histories of the beach written for and by non-academics include:
Maxwell’s (1949) Australians against the Sea and Wells’ (1982) Sunny
Memories: Australians at the seaside. Maxwell (1949) provides one of the
‘richest’ social histories of Australian surf lifesaving providing oral histories of
the SLSA. Wells’ (1982) work, while imbued with nostalgic childhood beach
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memories, is of less relevance to the archive, lacking stories about the Illawarra
beaches of 1900-194032. Both use many unreferenced sources.

Turning to Illawarra publications, a number of texts are vital to the archive.
Social histories of the Illawarra provide a range of texts, including oral histories,
Council records, newspapers, books, surf lifesaving club records and
photographs. Gibbs and Warne’s (1995) Wollongong: A pictorial history and
Lazarotto and Davis’ (1994) Greetings from Thirroul: Images from the early
history of tourism are pictorial texts by local historians with photographs by
Algernon Winn and Carl Weber. The Russell Vale historical group (1994)
conducted oral histories for As we remember: A history of the Russell Vale
community from the early 1900s to the 1950s. Similarly, Preston (1988)
conducted oral histories for If I remember rightly: An oral history of Port Kembla.

Members of the Illawarra Historical Society have published several texts that
draw upon public records. Publications include Cousins’ (1994) The garden of
New South Wales: A history of the Illawarra and Shoalhaven districts, 17701900; Mitchell and Sherington’s (1984) Growing up in the Illawarra: A social
history 1834-1984; Dovers’ (1983) Illawarra Heritage: An introduction to a
region; Bayley’s (1975) Black Diamonds: History of Bulli District, New South
Wales; Shaw’s (1970) 200 facts about historic Illawarra; Fleming’s (1969)
Brighton Beach Wollongong; King’s (1968) The story of Austinmer; McDonald’s
(1966) Earliest Illawarra: By its explorers and pioneers; and Barwick’s (1963)
32

A similar text, Huntsman’s (2001) Sand in our souls: The beach in Australian history, while
written by an academic, also contains nostalgic childhood beach memories about Australia in
general, with no specific mention of the Illawarra beaches.
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History of Berkeley. Although, with the exception of Fleming (1969), these
publications do not focus specifically on the Illawarra beaches they contain
some historical insights to the socio-spatial dynamics of the beach.

One of the most vital sources of visual texts is Illawarra Images (2002).
Compiled with the assistance of the Illawarra Historical Society, Illawarra
Images is a digital resource containing over 6,000 pictures of the Illawarra
dating from the 1800s-2001. The CD was produced from scanning collections
held in the Wollongong City Library, the Local Studies Collection and the
Illawarra Historical Society. This disc includes sketches, watercolours, paintings
and photographs. The beach archive incorporated images from 1900-1940
including those framing leisure practices, lifesaving, surf club carnivals and
beachwear.

Conclusion
Beach leisure methodologies deployed in this thesis rely upon the building of an
archive comprised of Council, State Rail, Surf Life Saving Association, Bank of
NSW and the Illawarra Mercury records. Mindful of Baxter and Eyles (1997)
criteria for evaluating rigour along with Rose (2001) and Tonkiss’ (1998)
guidelines for doing discourse analysis, the building and interpretation of the
archive involves intertexuality, reflexivity, paying attention to detail and
identifying subject-positions of authors and intended audiences. Intertextuality is
essential given commonsense understandings of the beach changed so rapidly
during 1900-1940.
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The archive provides only a partial insight to the social geographies of Illawarra
beaches from 1900 to 1940. These texts only give insights into the contested
mainstream narratives about the beach. Therefore, they contain primarily the
narrative of the Illawarra beaches from the perspective of white, middle-class
men. As a master narrative, the compiled beach archive silences, for example,
Indigenous geographies of the beach, along with the majority of the workingclass and the voices of women. Nevertheless, the results focus on how the
classed, gendered and racialised master narratives contained within the archive
operate to territorialise and border the beach in fascinating ways. The following
four results chapters examine the effects of discourse in constituting the
changing meanings, attitudes and practices towards leisure and tourism on the
Illawarra beaches.
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Chapter Four: Emergence, circulation and troubling of the
Illawarra as a seaside resort

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to examine the discursive structures that help to
fashion the Illawarra as a seaside resort in the early 1900s. The chapter is
divided into two main sections. The first section provides the temporal and
social contexts giving rise to resort tourism. It reviews literature that investigates
how the pleasures, practices and desires of the seaside resort emanated from
England during the nineteenth century. A review of the literature suggests two
key themes to explain the time-space emergence of the seaside resort. First,
Urry (2000), Lynch and Veal (1996), Waterhouse (1995) and Mercer (1980)
prioritise the concept of ‘leisure time’. Second, Booth (2001), Lenček and
Bosker (1998) and Walton (1983) underscore the importance of the
‘medicalised beach’. The section then turns to explanations of growth and
transformations. Booth (2001), Urry (2002), Löfgren (1999) and Ward and
Hardy (1986) amongst others, explore how the English seaside resort grew in
popularity through a constant reinvention of itself, or at least addition, of leisure
practices, such as promenading, bathing and camping. Further, towards the
turn of the century, increased holiday time and accessibility offered by train
travel enabled less affluent people possibilities to visit the beach.

The second section explores the idea of the beach resort through colonisation
where English pleasures, practices and desires were exported to Australia,
along with bathing costumes and bathing machines - and mimicked in the
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Illawarra. This section examines how an understanding of the Illawarra as a
seaside resort was circulated and promoted, drawing upon an interpretation of
Real Estate, State Rail and Tourist Association archival records. Outlined is
how a peculiarly Illawarra version of the seaside resort as the ‘New Brighton’
initially emerged amongst Real Estate agents in the early 1900s. How the
image of the ‘New Brighton’ subsequently transformed train mobility and
automobility is then investigated.

Time-space for leisure: The concept of leisure time-space and bounding
the beach as a place away from the everyday
A review of the literature33 suggests that prior to the Enlightenment a sense of
time and daily work rhythms were task oriented and, therefore, often irregular.
Rhythms of night and day, and seasonality, imposed their own ‘time discipline’.
Leisure time-space, such as festivals, was determined by demands of
agriculture and customs not annual leave, public holidays and a tourism
industry:
Pre-industrial Europe had no clear demarcation between home and work.
Most labourers only worked for part of the year with bouts of intense
work and then periods of idleness. Holidays were determined by the
church, collective activities, fairs, festivals and wakes (Waterhouse,
1995:4).
According to Lynch and Veal (1996:23) the church was an ‘ever-present
regulatory influence on time-use and behaviour in the industrialising West’.
Religious calendars prescribed periods of rest and celebration.

Work by scholars including Urry (2002, 2000), Lynch and Veal (1996), Waterhouse (1995),
Lash and Urry (1994) and Mercer (1980).
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During the industrial revolution, however, there was a significant shift in
people’s time-sense. Work processes changed and clock-time became
widespread. Leisure time and space became increasingly constituted as an
‘escape’ from bounded work and clock-time. Scholars argue that this shift in
time-sense made work processes more structured - occurring at the same time
each day, each week, and each season with monotonous and unchanging
regularity. Clock-time became a metaphor for ‘modern times’, an orientation to
time rather than tasks or social activities (Urry, 2000). Production deadlines
needed to be met and processes were more closely regulated. Indeed, life
became regulated by clock-time.

According to Urry (2002) this change in the understanding of time-space
allowed for the emergence of a ‘tourist class’. As Mercer (1980:19) likewise
argues: ‘people began to seek a greater degree of freedom and fulfilment in
their rest periods as compensation for the grinding drudgery of the work place’.
Leisure, then, became normalised as the antithesis of ‘regulated and organised
work’ (Urry, 2002:2). With a new understanding of time-space, leisure activities
and locations such as bathing in the ocean became conventionally understood
as an ‘escape’ from work time-space. The beach became fashioned as a liminal
zone where there was the possibility of an ‘escape from the patterns and
rhythms of everyday life’ (Urry, 2002:29). People became tourists, actively
bounding places as being far removed from mundane everyday routines. With
the beach discursively constituted by an emerging tourism industry as both
nature and healthy, visiting the beach quickly grew in popularity as a tonic to the
stress and pollution associated with ‘modern’ living.
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The concept of the ‘medicalised’ beach
The practice of sea bathing understood as a health tonic was not new. As
Lenček and Bosker (1998) explain, until the second century of the Roman
Empire, resorts thrived along the shores of Latium and Campania. These
ancient Romans ‘fled’ to the beach ‘from an over crowded, sultry and putrid
Rome’ (Booth, 2001:23). From the seventeenth century, European medicinal
practices of salt water were believed to be a cure for various ailments. Doctors
believed that immersion in seawater, for example, would cure insanity. Wells
(1980) describes how patients at this time were lowered by chains or ropes into
the sea as an early type of shock treatment. Throughout the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries Western health practitioners advocated seawater as a
‘cure-all’ (Urry, 2002; Booth, 2001). Sea bathing, and seawater drinking, was
based on an emergent Western medical orthodoxy34. Sir John Floyer, author of
History of Cold Bathing, ‘recommended the cold bath for nearly every malady in
the medical dictionary’ (Booth, 2001:24). First published in 1702, his work had
reached its 5th edition by 1722 (Booth, 2001). Physician, Dr. Richard Russell,
believed that ‘salt water was nature’s own best medicine’ (Lenček and Bosker,
1998). Dr Russell’s ‘treatise on the uses of sea-water as a near-panacea’, took
seawater ‘from the status of an uncertain fringe medicine to that of a sovereign
remedy’ (Walton, 1983:12). Huntsman (2001:30) records that a visitor to Lyme
Regis, Dorset, in 1792 noted that:
[d]ecent looking men used to go down to the beach three or four times in
as many hours, and drink a pint of sea-water each time.

34

See for example, Margetson’s (1969) discussion on seawater drinking.
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Scholars35 argue that throughout the late 1800s most Western medical
practitioners continued to extol the virtues of seawater. Even in 1890, the
Popular Encyclopaedia recommended a sea bath as a cure for scrofula and
epilepsy (Booth, 2001:24). At this time England and Wales were without a
medical health system and many people shared the medical practitioners’
strong belief in the therapeutic qualities of the ocean:
At various points along the Lancashire coast…hundreds of artisans and
country people bathed and drank sea-water regularly at the August
spring tide, which was held to have special powers of purification and
regeneration as well as curing all manner of diseases (Walton, 1983:10).
Prescription by Western medical practitioners of seawater bathing and drinking
continued into the 1900s. Salt water continued to be drunk as a tonic until the
1930s (Wells, 1980).
English seaside resorts of the nineteenth century
Hence, in this economic and social context, the English seaside resort
emerged. According to Urry (2002:35) seaside resorts were established upon
the ‘presumed health-giving properties of sea bathing’, like the ‘medicinal’ spas
before them. Similarly, Walton (1983:5) explains that the growth in popularity of
seaside resorts was due to ‘seekers after health and pleasure in a congenial
setting’. He goes on to argue that the growth of the seaside resort was a
classed phenomenon. The aristocratic clientele of popular English spa towns,
such as Bath, Scarborough and Harrogate, were lured away to the seaside after
the middle-classes converged on the spas: ‘the spa habit spreading to the less
polished of the gentry and the urban middle ranks’ (Walton, 1983:8). To escape
this middle-class invasion of the spa towns the upper-classes ‘followed royalty,
35

Refer, for example, to Booth (2001), Lenček and Bosker (1998), Jeans (1990) and Walton
(1983).
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beginning with the Prince Regent at Brighton’ and flocked to the seaside
(Jeans, 1990:277). Indeed, Walton (1983), Ward and Hardy (1986), Jeans
(1990) and Urry (2002) all concur that the Prince of Wales paid regular visits to
Brighton; his royal patronage helping to make visiting the seaside ‘fashionable’.
The English seaside resort populations more than doubled by the end of the
nineteenth century (Urry, 2002). Moreover, visitor numbers expanded rapidly
and continued to grow into the first half of the twentieth century (Walton, 1983;
Walvin, 1978; and Tunstall and Penning-Roswell, 1998).

In nineteenth century England, seaside resorts not only replaced the spas as
fashionable places of recreation, but they also adopted the spa town’s cultural
practice of promenading (Jeans, 1990). Amongst the affluent, promenading
became a ritual walking practice of resort towns such as Brighton, Scarborough,
and Southend. Promenading was imbued with ideas of health, taking in the sea
air, as well as being seen as part of a ‘fashion parade’. To promenade meant
that the body, albeit elaborately clothed, was on public display. The norms of
promenading

were

simultaneously

about

‘seeing’,

and

being

seen.

Promenading worked within upper and middle-class Victorian gendered
divisions of public space that coded the domestic as feminine and the public as
masculine. Interestingly, at this time promenading was one of the few practices
where respectable middle and upper-class women could be seen publicly, but
only in the presence of appropriate company and manners. The latest womens’
fashions were worn that fully covered the body according to the conservative
moral values of the time.
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Reinvention: The pleasure beach
Scholars36 have explored how sustaining the popularity of the English seaside
required constant reinvention, including additional leisure practices such as
bathing and camping. The medicalised beach of the 1800s diversified to the
‘pleasure beach’ of the early 1900s. According to Walton (1983), leisure at the
beach in the early 1900s became a ‘colourful feature’ of Victorian life, in stark
contrast to the drab everyday routines. Sea bathing became understood as both
as therapy and enjoyment. As well as sea bathing, sunbathing was also
positioned as a ‘healthy exercise’ (Booth, 2001). From the 1920s onwards,
exposing the body to the sun, sea and salt air became a popular therapeutic
practice, where the ‘healthy’ white male/female body was tanned. Prior to this,
high value was placed upon ‘pale skin which signified delicacy, idleness and
seclusion’ (Urry, 2002:35).

Leisure for all classes
Various factors in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, such as the
introduction of the railway and extra holidays, enabled the less affluent people
to also participate in seaside leisure. Urry (2002), Löfgren (1999), Jeans (1990)
and Walton (1983) acknowledge the crucial role that the railway provided in
sustaining the growth and popularity of seaside resort tourism. Increased
accessibility and affordability offered by train travel enabled more people,
regardless of income to visit the beach. This allowed ‘the full development of a
working-class holiday market’ by providing the facilities to cater for trippers ‘en
masse’ (Walton, 1983:22). Excursion tickets were available to popular seaside

36

Refer to work by Urry (2002), Booth (2001), Walton (1983) and Ward and Hardy (1986).
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resorts such as Brighton, Scarborough, and Southend. In 1850, Brighton, the
largest of the resorts, received more than 73,000 visitors by train in a single
week, compared with an annual 50, 000 by coach in 1837 (Walton, 1983:22).
Ward and Hardy (1986) note that an increase in holiday time, such as the ‘free
Saturday afternoon’, and the ‘August Bank Holiday’ from 1871, also encouraged
leisure for all classes.

In the late 1800s, camping by the seaside became a popular leisure activity.
Tented camps were pitched as offering ‘healthy holidays’: ‘a blend of sea air
and camp jollities’ (Ward and Hardy, 1986:31). Costing assured little or no
restriction by class. In 1887, ‘Cunningham Camps’ ran above the seafront at
Douglas for the ‘good of working lads in Liverpool’. Ward and Hardy (1986) note
that this was the first time in British seaside history that the middle-classes
spent their holidays alongside their ‘social inferiors’. In 1913, camps were said
‘to provide healthy holidays and to encourage love of the open air’ (Ward and
Hardy, 1986:31). Camping and outdoor leisure activities were not ideologically
neutral. Instead, the outdoors was constituted by many social reformers as a
place to renew the soul from the sinful pleasures of the city, including gambling
and prostitution. A succession of middle-class family camps followed including,
‘Potter’s camps’ and ‘Golden Sands’. These camps employed slogans such as
‘right on the beach’ (Ward and Hardy, 1986:28). In the 1930s family camps such
as Butlin’s holiday camps occurred along the coast (Löfgren, 1999; Ward and
Hardy, 1986). These camps became further popularised due to the 1930s
‘holiday with pay movement’ which culminated in the Holidays Act of 1938.
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In the 1930s, the seaside summer holiday was transformed into an annual
working and middle-class family activity (Walton, 1983). In contrast to the old
bourgeois summer resorts, everyone in England could seemingly enjoy
participating in beach leisure cultures. The English seaside resort had been
reinvented and positioned as the normative location for a family holiday.

Emergence and growth of leisure in Australia
Ideas of the English seaside resort were transferred to the Australian colonies
through processes of colonisation. The following section outlines various
explanations given by scholars for the growth of leisure pursuits in Australian
settler society at the end of nineteenth century.

Bathing for health and recreation
In the Australian colonies sea bathing emerged in the mid-nineteenth century
initially as a health practice37. As in England, the belief in the therapeutic
qualities of the sea helped facilitate the growth of the seaside resort (Powell,
1980). Both the sea and sea air were thought by settler medical practitioners to
have ‘miraculous healing properties’ (Booth, 2001:23). The Colonial Times
(16.01.1849) reported that:
…many diseases, particularly of a cutaneous nature, have been removed
by the frequency of salt-water ablutions (cited in Cumes, 1979:298).
In 1857, the seaside and sea bathing was described as ‘the true refuge for the
consumptive’ (Wells, 1982:32). Dr. William O’Reilly described Manly (NSW) as
an ‘Elysium of delight’, for suffers of ‘liver complaints and chronic afflictions of
the digestive organs’ (cited in Booth, 2001:24).
37

This is documented, for example, in the work of Booth (2001) and Wells (1980).
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Bathing, however, was soon established as more than a cure for sick bodies.
Also mimicking England, it was positioned as a fashionable and pleasurable
experience for healthy bodies - where ‘every taste can be indulged, every fancy
and every whim can be satisfied’ (S.M.H.03.01.1842). Bathers were considered
to ‘indulge in…luxury’ either ‘for their health or for pleasure’. In NSW bathing
practices mimicked those of England as both a tonic and source of
entertainment (S.M.H.03.01.1842). Consequently, as Cumes (1979:278) cites:
‘a more delightful exercise [could] not be found’38.

Escape from the everyday
Rapid urban growth in the Australian colonies occurred from the gold rush of the
1850s. With increased industrialisation, the city and city living was often
juxtaposed by urban dwellers with seemingly more natural places and ways of
living. Therefore, a desire to ‘escape’ was created; a ‘getting away from the
everyday’ (Craik, 1991:33). In the 1860s, an ‘escape from the everyday’ was
facilitated by the government reserving coastal foreshore for public use. In the
1920s, after Federation, further facilitating these ideas were practises of the
Parks and Playground movement. Based on middle-class morals and opinions
of healthy living the chief aim of this movement was that ‘every child shall have
a chance to play and every citizen the opportunity for recreation’ (Taylor, 1991,
cited in Lynch and Veal, 1996:76). The movement advocated ‘wholesome’
leisure activities without ‘coarseness, drunkenness or lechery’ for both the
working-class child and adult, in order to alleviate the social vices associated
with rapid urbanisation, including drinking, gambling and prostitution.
38

Colonial Times (16.01.1849).
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The change in the time-space rhythm of leisure from religion to work also
helped facilitate leisure in the Australian colonies. In 1856, a mass meeting of
workers resolved that the eight hour day be introduced (Lynch and Veal, 1996).
Dr. Thomas Embling, with his slogan ‘8 hours labour, 8 hours recreation, 8
hours rest’, explained that increased hours of leisure would give all workers the
opportunity to become ‘healthy, wealthy and wise’ (Clark, 1978:93-94). In
December, 1880, in the Illawarra, the ‘Bulli half-holiday movement’ was
introduced. Prior to this, shops were open six days a week from 8 a.m. to 11
p.m. (Bayley, 1975:33).

Mimicry: Positioning the Illawarra as the ‘New Brighton’
This section examines how English beach and bathing practices were mimicked
in the Illawarra. Within the Illawarra, Wollongong, and at times Austinmer39
were referred to as the ‘New Brighton’, after the seaside resort in East Sussex,
England. The section first explores how echoing English discursive structures,
the Illawarra was heralded as a ‘health resort’, a ‘health spa’, and a ‘tourist
resort’. Next, the section discusses how by the end of the nineteenth century,
ocean baths and esplanades were built to accommodate bathing and
promenading.

Realtors and the potential for the ‘New Brighton’
Archival records suggest that realtors were the first to promote the Illawarra,
particularly Wollongong and Austinmer, as the ‘New Brighton’. As early as 1838,
an advertisement in The Australian by Sydney auctioneer, J.T. Wilson,
39

For example, a report in the Illawarra Mercury (31.07.1908) refers to Austinmer in this way.
See also Gibbs and Warne (1995) and Fleming (1969).
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proposed that Wollongong would become the ‘Brighton of Australia’, a ‘healthy’,
seaside resort:
The situation is beyond description healthy and delightful, and its
proximity to the Beach renders it peculiarly available for exercise, either
pedestrian or equestrian…J.T.W. must not omit to point out the
circumstance of its being in contemplation to establish this as one of the
Watering places of this rising country; indeed Wollongong has so long
been celebrated for its SEA BATHING that some of the wisest heads of
New South Wales have years gone by foretold that it must eventually be
the BRIGHTON OF AUSTRALIA (23.10.1838).
In 1841, again, The Australian reported optimistically that:
The picturesque district (Illawarra) will, it is hoped, become the resort of
our Sydney fashionables and well deserve the appellation of the Brighton
of N.S.W. (02.02.1841).
In 1856, hotel proprietor, Edward Johnson, helped to facilitate the vision of
Wollongong as the ‘New Brighton’ by renaming the existing hotel, ‘The Black
Swan’, to ‘The Brighton’ (Fleming, 1969). The Brighton Hotel overlooked a
beach, which from 1850 was referred to as Brighton Beach (see Figure 4.1).
Brighton Hotel is named in bank records, local histories, and newspapers. This
renaming was an initial step of recognition, and promotion, of the Illawarra as a
seaside resort.

Some sixty years later discourses of the Illawarra as the ‘New Brighton’ were
still in circulation. In 1908, for example, the local print media, the Illawarra
Mercury, referred to Austinmer as having the potential to become ‘the Brighton
of N.S.W’: ‘That Austinmere [sic] is destined to be the Brighton of N.S.W. has
been publicly acknowledged by the city press’ (I.M.31.07.1908). Clearly, realtors
were anxious to pitch the Illawarra as the ‘New Brighton’ to spur demand. The
railway line that opened between Sydney and Wollongong in 1888, having
negotiated the Illawarra escarpment, had removed the physical constraints of
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mobility. Interestingly, the ‘New Brighton’ was a journey of ‘51 rail miles’ from
Sydney to Wollongong, the same distance in miles from London to Brighton
(Shaw, 1970). However, after 1908 discourses of the ‘New Brighton’ fade from
circulation40.

Figure 4.1: Brighton Beach Wollongong c1905 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

Promenading: To be seen respectably in public
Between 1860 and 1910 promenading became a popular pastime in the
Illawarra, with ‘respectable’ women mimicking those of Brighton, England. In the
1860s, with coastal foreshores reserved by the Federal government for public
use, promenading occurred along purpose built beach-front esplanades. In
1880, to further enhance the esplanades specifically for promenading, the
Wollongong Borough Council placed seats above the cliffs, near the Brighton
Hotel. This became a favourite promenade location. In keeping with practices in
Brighton, England, the Wollongong town band gave concerts (Fleming, 1969).
40

However, even today, this beach is sometimes still referred to as Brighton Beach.
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In 1881 the promenade above Brighton Beach is named Brighton Esplanade
(S.C.T.20.01.1881). A letter to the editor in 1888 states that: ‘the promenade on
the top of the hill overlooking the sea’ is ‘one of the best in the district’. It goes
on to say that, ‘many ladies would like to walk there or rest themselves on the
seats placed close to the edge of the cliffs’ (I.M.11.12.188). In the South Coast
Times a visitor mentions visiting the esplanade ‘during the afternoon hours of
Saturdays and Sundays…between 2 and 3 p.m.’ describing the beach as ‘one
of the most attractive about your town’ (S.C.T.25.01.1908). Alderman Lance
alludes to promenading overlooking Brighton Beach when he mentions that
‘hundreds of people’ promenade along the cliffs on ‘a Sunday afternoon’
(I.M.05.03.1909). Promenading was just one of the leisure pursuits of the 1800s
that helped to position Wollongong as the ‘New Brighton’.

Bathing machines
In the mid-to-late-nineteenth century, the bathing machine was a necessity for
‘respectable’ men and women to publicly enter the ocean. Likened to a private
bathing shed, the idea of the bathing machine was imported from England to
Australia (Lenček and Bosker, 1998; Lynch and Veal, 1996). Following much
debate regarding the morality of daylight bathing, public bathing in the ocean
was banned in 1833 in NSW between the hours of 6 a.m. and 8 p.m. Bathing
machines, allowed the fashionable trend of ocean bathing to be carried out in
relative safety and privacy, mimicking norms of public decorum. Crucially,
amongst upper and middle-class Victorians this device overcame the moral
dilemma of undressing and being seen bathing in public. Equally, at this time,
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publicly viewing the naked or unclad body between genders was regarded as a
moral vice (Booth, 2001).

In 1857, The Illawarra Mercury first mentions a bathing machine at Brighton
Beach. Operated by Edward Johnson, proprietor of the Brighton Hotel, his
bathing machine, ‘The Mermaid’, in essence was a converted boat. The local
media described the bathing machine as a ‘shed on wheels’. ‘The Mermaid’ was
‘10 feet by 5 feet 6 inches’, and was fitted with seats (Cousins, 1994:196). The
Illawarra Mercury reported on the pending launching of this machine:
E. Johnson of Brighton Hotel will launch a bathing machine so that
persons can enjoy the luxury of a bath in comfort, and at all states of the
tide…bathe with safety and privacy. The want of the latter is an
inconvenience much experienced by the ladies hitherto, the other bathing
places being so exposed as to render publicity unavoidable unless they
can command the services of a vigilant guardian (I.M.05.01.1857).
Then, in February of the same year, the Illawarra Mercury commented that:
The bathing machine…appears to have caught on. The proprietor
announced he was prepared to permit adults to bathe for 1/- [10c] each
or 6 for 5/- [50c]. Children under 12, 6d [5c]… It would be interesting to
note how many adults in Wollongong would pay 1/- for a bath at the
present time (I.M.10.02.1857).
Clearly, priced at 1/- a ‘swim’, the bathing machine was even a luxury for middle
and upper-class visitors.
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Ocean baths
From the 1840s, bathing facilities were constructed by Council and private
investors to facilitate the demands of sea bathing. Bathing in the mid-1800s in
the Illawarra was seemingly the optimum location in the colony of New South
Wales. According to one S.M.H. reporter, the Illawarra was ‘so short a distance
from Sydney, so easily and speedily arrived at’ - in short, was, ‘bathing in
perfection’:
…and where throughout the Colony can [bathing] be enjoyed in equal
purity, in greater variety, and richer luxuriance, than in Illawarra
(S.M.H.03.01.1842).
In 1842, the ‘ladies bath’ at Gipps Point, below Flagstaff Hill in Wollongong was
completed. The Sydney Morning Herald states that ‘the bath’ was ‘most perfect
in the completion’ (S.M.H.03.01.1842). Following the strict demands of gender
segregation of the time, the article reports that the site was ‘admirably chosen’,
and that ‘delicacy, comfort and safety, to the most fastidious and timid have
been attended to’. The moral climate played a crucial role in fashioning and
selecting the site of the womens’ bathing pool. To prevent voyeurism:
A palisade fence was erected around the brow of the hill to intercept the
view of the bathers from above’ (S.M.H.03.01.1842; refer to Figure 4.2)41.
Likewise, in 1890, the Kiama Bathing Committee set about to: ‘push matters on
towards completion so that the luxury of a sea bath may be enjoyed at any hour
of the day’ at the womens’ baths at Pheasant Point, Kiama (K.I.04.11.1890). A
‘screen’ was proposed to hide bathers from public view so that while being
present, the bathers would be kept unseen. Bathing behind the screen would

41

The baths were fitted with chains and rings for bathers to hold on to - hence the name ‘chain
baths’ (McDermott, 2005; Hutton, 1997). Note the chains in Figure 4.2.This female bathing
place was also known as the ‘nun’s pool’. Refer to Footnote 60 on p.137.
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resolve the problem of uncovered flesh in public view. In 1901, the Illawarra
Mercury reported that a second ocean bath for women was completed in
Wollongong. This ‘new’ bath was located south of the ladies’ baths at Gipps
Point:
…the rock excavation and construction of the concrete wall at the ladies
bathing place was complete. The pool and the rock platform are awash
at high tide (I.M. 23.11.1901).
Similarly in this period, baths were opened for men. In 1871, the Illawarra
Mercury (13.01.1871) reports that O’Toole’s tender was accepted to form a
bathing place for ‘gentlemen’ on the northern side of Wollongong Harbour,
known as ‘Clarke’s Hole’ (see Figure 4.3). In 1888, Kiama Progress Association
pressed for the construction of a mens’ bathing pool to promote tourism at Blow
Hole Point: ‘in anticipation of flow of tourists’ (K.I.23.10.1888).

Figure 4.2: Womens’ ‘chain baths’, Wollongong (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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McDermott (2005) and Bayley (1975) argue that many of the baths were
initiated by volunteers for residents rather than for tourists. This was the case, in
particular, within Bulli Shire. For example, in 1901, baths were erected at
‘Collin’s Rock’ at Woonona by the help of a working bee (Bayley, 1975; Figure
4.4). Coal Cliff Surf Club records note that in 1920 it was the ‘locals’ who built a
‘swimming pool in the rocks’. Similarly, by the 1920s, volunteers had helped
construct ocean baths primarily for coal miners and their families at
Scarborough, Wombarra, Austinmer and Bulli. According to Hutton (1997:55)
‘volunteer work gangs’ also began the construction of the Continental Baths in
Wollongong (officially opened in 1928), although Council completed the work.

Figure 4.3: Mens’ baths at ‘Clarke’s Hole’ c1910 (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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Figure 4.4: Voluntary labour at Collin’s Rock Baths (Illawarra Images, 2002)
Despite there being a history of public bathing for a period of at least 50 years
and the building of bathing structures, there remained Council resistance to a
leisure and tourism economy. The ban on daylight bathing only began to be
removed in 1903. Archival records suggest that bathing both in the ocean and
on the sand in sunlight remained highly controversial throughout the early
1900s. The next section goes on to examine how an understanding of the
Illawarra as a seaside resort was circulated and promoted, particularly through
an interpretation of State Rail and Tourist Association records.

Inventing and circulating discourses of the Illawarra as a seaside resort:
1900-1940
This section examines the various ideas of the Illawarra as a seaside resort by
providing a discourse analysis of NSW State Rail and Tourist Association texts.
How a peculiarly Illawarra version of the seaside resort emerges is explored
through investigating the discourses surrounding train mobility and automobility.
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Rail mobility: Linking the Illawarra to Sydney
From the late 1880s, companies and organisations with a vested interest in
tourism fashioned a new discursive space to enable the Illawarra to compete
with seaside resorts of Sydney, including Bondi, Manly and Brighton-le-Sand.
The Illawarra was imagined through positioning travelling as inexpensive,
flexible and comfortable, the Illawarra Escarpment as scenic, as well as
retaining the discourse of the ocean as healthy. In 1888, the opening of the
Kiama-Wollongong-Sydney line resulted in the growth of rail day-trippers,
picnickers, overnight campers and longer-term holiday makers (refer to Figure
4.5). The Sydney Mail in an article titled ‘Opening of the line to Wollongong and
Kiama’ stated:
The Illawarra district is one of the prettiest and wealthiest in the colony
and with communication from Sydney to the beautiful seaside resorts…It
is tolerably safe to assert that the day will yet come when the lovely
beaches and fertile plains of the beauteous Illawarra district will be as
familiar to Sydney people as are the many holiday resorts of Port
Jackson (13.10.1888).

Figure 4.5: The railway at Stanwell Park c1900 (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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Such optimism, as Urry (2002) explains, was founded upon the possibilities of
rail mobility being a safe, less expensive and popular means of travel. Indeed,
the State Rail records indicate the popularity of the Illawarra as a resort in the
early 1900s. In 1935 the records state: ‘The Illawarra lines provide the heaviest
holiday travel’ (Traffic Committee Reports, 1935:13). State Rail even provided
entertainment, with the Sydney Rail Band playing to visitors at Austinmer beach
(I.M.24.12.1937). Consequently, Bayley (1975:57) positions the Illawarra, at this
time, as ‘Sydney’s great southern coastal playground’.

Whose playground the Illawarra became is partially answered from State Rail
ticket sales. From 1900-1940 travel to the Illawarra by train was ‘classed’. The
State Rail ticket sales, therefore, give an indication of who was travelling by
train to the Illawarra. Throughout the early 1900s, the records point to
increasing sales of second class travel. One possible interpretation is these
tickets were purchased by the middle and working classes, taking advantage of
special excursions tickets and promotional train travel. Accessed by train, the
Illawarra beaches held little appeal to first class travellers. Furthermore, rail
mobility introduced a new set of discourses including comfort, flexibility,
affordability, escape and the panoramic.

Discourses of comfort
Discourses of comfort have always been crucial to entice people to journey by
train to the Illawarra. Regardless of travel class, assurances of personal comfort
were an imperative. Since 1899 trains were fitted with lavatories enabling
people to travel more comfortably (Mitchell and Sherington, 1984). This was
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particularly significant for the Illawarra line because the trip took over two hours
to complete in 1900-1940. Further, in 1931, a pillow hire system was introduced
at the cost of one shilling for any length of journey. This system was still in place
in 1940 and reports indicate an increase in usage by 8% from January 1939
(Traffic Branch Committee Reports, 1941). In 1940 there were separate
lavatories for males and females, iced drinking water, parcels racks, mirrors, a
filtered air-ventilating system and local photographs on display (Annual Report
on Traffic Branch Operations, 1940). So, irrespective of class, travellers were
able to take advantage of these ‘extra’ comforts provided by State Rail.

Discourses of flexibility and affordability
Equally, discourses of affordability and travel flexibility were integral to making
the Illawarra a mass tourism beach resort. Excursion fares were used as a
marketing strategy by State Rail to promote train travel and extended visits to
the Illawarra. As was the case in England, excursion fares were particularly
useful in increasing flows of people with less disposable income. Boosted ticket
sales from excursion fares mutually benefited State Rail and the tourism
economy of the Illawarra. Local histories demonstrate that thousands of train
day-trippers visited the Illawarra in the early to mid-1900s. For example, in
January 1901, approximately 1,000 picnickers travelled from Sydney to the
Illawarra on the South Coast line for a government employees’ picnic (Shaw,
1970:57). In 1913, 6000 people passed through Thirroul on one weekend, when
the total population at the time was only 480 (Lazarotto and Davis, 1994; see
Figure 4.6 for an image of Thirroul beach).
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Figure 4.6: Thirroul beach c1920 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

Excursion fares were promoted as a ‘single fare for the return journey’. They
included a return fare that originally needed to be used within one month from
the date of issue (NSW Government Railways passenger fares and coaching
rates 1920, 1922). Excursion fares were promoted in the local media as well as
in tourism guidebooks and brochures. For example, an Illawarra Mercury
advertisement stated:
Excursion Tickets at a Single Fare for Double Journey (minimum rates
8/9 First Class and 5/10 Second Class)…Tickets will be available for
return within one calendar month (25.10.1929).
The guidebook, ‘By train in daylight through the beautiful Illawarra’ (circa 1930)
promoted the excursion fare explaining: ‘a return ticket costs only the usual
single fare’. State Rail continued to promote train travel throughout the 1930s
and 1940s, enabling train travellers more choice in where to embark or
disembark within the Illawarra. Affordability and flexibility were essential
elements in State Rail’s promotion of mass tourism. Travellers were not only
given cheaper fares but greater destination choice.
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The Illawarra as a ‘special train’ destination
State Rail promoted train mobility as an ‘attraction’ for people travelling to
specific destinations, including the Illawarra. Discourses that constituted the
Illawarra as an escape from the everyday were circulated through the
timetabling of ‘special trains’ during holiday periods. From the 1920s the State
Rail archival records include ‘special train notices’. These notices were regularly
sent out to all stations as well as to guards and train drivers. As well as
documenting altered train times, ‘special’ notices informed State Rail workers of
‘special relief passenger trains’ and ‘excursion trains’ that were additional trips
to the ‘normal’ timetable. For example, in the Christmas holiday period of 1920,
notice is given of additional ‘special excursion trains to and from the country’
(‘Special train notices’, 1920). The 1930s reveal further ‘relief’ trains and
excursion travel. In January, 1930 (11.01.1930; 18.01.1930) there were to be
relief passenger trains from Sydney to Kiama at 9:10 a.m. on Saturday morning
and tourist trains on the Southern Line (travelling to the Illawarra) were to
commence in February (‘Special train notices’, 1930).

Relief and special excursion trains enabled mass tourism in the Illawarra.
Records reveal that the State Rail’s ‘railway tourist department’ organised extra
transport to facilitate travel to special events as well as organising promotional
events (I.M.10.09.1937). ‘Event tourism’ attractions were particularly important.
For example, in 1930 (20.10.1930) there was an employees’ picnic held south
of Kiama and a special Sydney ‘picnic train’ scheduled to cater for the occasion
(‘Weekly special train notices’, 1930). In 1936, there is a record of a State Rail
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sponsored train excursion to Wollongong. An article in the Illawarra Mercury
titled, ‘Coast Trip, Tablelands to Wollongong’ states:
One of the most enjoyable tourist outings in the history of the tablelands
was enjoyed by over 750 residents who took advantage of the train
arrangements on Sunday (I.M.07.03.1936).
Two trains, one from Bowral, the other from Mittagong, showed visitors
’delightful views’ while North Beach and South Beach were reported as
‘favourites throughout the day’ (I.M.07.03.1936). In 1937, a ‘cruising train’
visited the Illawarra and the Shoalhaven ‘conveying a party of 132 school girls’
(I.M.10.09.1937). Readers were informed that ‘another party of school girls will
arrive to-day and take the same trip’. The following month there were further
reports of ‘railway excursions’ on offer which were to include ‘many popular
tourist resorts along the coast’ (I.M.15.10.1937).

The sponsored trips did not go without praise from various surf clubs. In 1937,
Wollongong Surf Club, praised the Railway Department, saying that:
The throng of picnic parties at Wollongong beach the previous Sunday
was due to the enterprise on the part of the Railway Department, which
sponsored such a successful outing for the metropolitan residents
(I.M.22.10.1937).
Austinmer Surf Club wrote two months later, again in praise of the State Rail
Department:
The Railway Department provided special excursion trains to Austinmer
on Sunday and judging by the thousands that came down and patronised
the surf and beach, the excursions proved a huge success
(I.M.24.12.1937).
On this particular occasion the music for both the surf lifesavers’ ‘march past’
and musical flags were provided by the Railway Band from Sydney. The 1940
Traffic Committee Report stated that there was a ‘permanent demand’ for
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sponsored promotional travel to the Illawarra. In 1939/40 the records account
for ‘22 trains, 9, 841 passengers, and £3, 604 in revenue’ for sponsored trips
alone.

State Rail enabling seaside camping
Camping was one expression of mass tourism that was enabled and
encouraged by State Rail. Camping by the sea became popular from the 1920s.
Coal Cliff Surf Club records mention a camping area set up in the early 1920s.
According to Bayley (1975:60) Bulli beach had a camping area of ‘1000 camp
sites’. A State Rail tourist brochure, circa 1937, advertises, beside a photograph
of a beach:
…one of the prettiest spots one could wish to see. You may camp here
and spend the holiday you have always dreamed of.
Promoting seaside camping as a ‘fantasy’, one that dreams are made of,
mimicked seaside camping in England. For many extended-stay visitors visiting
the Illawarra, camping became the ‘normal’ touring practice (see Figures 4.7
and 4.8). State Rail brochures encouraged camping and excursion fares
enabled all classes to participate in such a leisure pursuit. In 1937 ‘Surfo’, from
Wollongong Surf Club, states:
The holidays are gone again, and with them most of the large crowd of
campers who were assembled in Stuart Park, and had many an
enjoyable dip in the surf at our ever popular beach (I.M.08.01.1937).
Further, in 1938:
The campers were in evidence in proximity to the beaches, and in the
majority of the cases were loud in their praises of the sites selected
(I.M.07.01.1938).
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In 1939, Bulli Surf Club reported that:
Campers are realising the excellent conditions under which they can
camp and certainly this year must have eclipsed all records as regards
campers (I.M.06.01.1939).
Promotional material along with the affordability of train travel indicates the
extent to which State Rail was involved in facilitating mass tourism and
repositioning the Illawarra as a seaside campsite.

Train travel to and through the Illawarra was established as an integral part of
mass tourism. The promotion of ‘special trains’ was a marketing ploy that drew
on the novelty of train mobility. Moreover, as the next section discusses, train
travel transformed the Illawarra escarpment and coastline into scenery, viewed
from the passing train window.

Figure 4.7: Camping at Austinmer c1920 (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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Figure 4.8: Camping at Stuart Park c1925 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

State Rail promotion of scenic Illawarra through guidebooks
Train mobility introduced a new discourse about the escarpment as scenery. No
longer was the Illawarra escarpment fashioned as an impediment to access.
The latter was apparent within the discourses of the first white settlers42.
Instead, the escarpment became positioned as an integral part of making the
journey to the South Coast both special and scenic. Train travel allowed a new
way of viewing the escarpment, as a swiftly passing series of framed views, or
as ‘panoramic perception’ (Urry, 2000:56). This ‘panoramic perception’ can be
found in cinema-like landscape metaphors that describe the ‘scenic-cruising’

42

Regarding the negotiation of the escarpment, traveller, Alexander Harris wrote: ‘I think I never
felt anything more difficult to bear than the strain on the knee joints occasioned by the descent;
it was not exactly pain, but something worse’ (cited in Gibbs and Warne, 1995:14). Another
traveller to the area in the 1820s, Peter Cunningham, wrote of the descent: ‘You have to
crawl…down the precipitous edge of the mountain drawing your horse gently after you for you
dare not attempt to ride’ (cited in Bayley, 1975:3). See also Footnote 8 on p.4.
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experience. For example, a 1930 (circa) guidebook writes of the ‘kaleidoscope
sequence of unsurpassed views’. In effect rail mobility allowed the Illawarra to
be imagined as the ‘Jewel in the Crown of Leisure’ for Sydneysiders (Mitchell,
1997:145).

Amongst State Rail archival records are officially endorsed guidebooks
marketing the Illawarra as a scenic seaside resort. The main advertising
features of the Illawarra, the beach and the rainforest are marketed as scenic
‘virgin forest and ocean expanse’. Through language usage these guidebooks
prescribe how the reader is to view nature as scenery. They also establish that
the scenery is to be appreciated as something highly valued. The guidebook
titled, ‘By train in daylight through the beautiful Illawarra’ (circa 1930) published
by the Commissioner for Railways, NSW, is an illustrated description of the
‘enchanting journey’. It traces the route from Sydney to the Illawarra referring to
many ‘tantalising spots’ for the tourist, explaining:
Sydney residents always refer to this trip as ‘down the coast’ and the
visitor sees the aptness of that expression when he [sic] gets a
perspective of the coastline stretching away for more miles than he [sic]
can gauge.
On the journey the traveller views ‘scalloped seashores and placid inlets,
towering mountains and sloping meadows’. Of Stanwell Park the guidebook
states:
For some distance the railway skirts the rim of a huge
amphitheatre…hundreds of feet below, the long Pacific rollers are seen
chasing each other in ceaseless procession through a delicate tracery of
foam and expiring on the golden sands…
Throughout the marketing discourse of the guidebooks the male traveller is
encouraged to view the scenic landscape through a gendered frame. In keeping
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with convention of the masculine having authority over the feminine, a welcome
is extended through a feminised portrayal of the Illawarra landscape, including
‘virgin forest’, the ‘placid inlets’ and ‘delicate foam’.

State Rail marketing discourse was integral to circulating an understanding of
the Illawarra as a seaside holiday destination. Evidence from Tourist
Association records, however, suggests that tourism and place promotion was
not always at the forefront of all State Rail departments. In the 1930s there were
several requests from Tourist Associations in regards to upgrading the State
Rail’s services. Yet, in 1930, the Illawarra Mercury reports that State Rail
apparently declined to follow up on a suggestion to erect a Wollongong sign at
the ticket window at Central station:
From Railway Department declining to include the name “Wollongong”
on ticket window where tickets for Wollongong are sold at Central Station
(I.M.07.02.1930).
Furthermore, in 1931, requests from the Wollongong Tourist Association to
‘beautify’ South Coast railway stations were declined:
The unattractive appearance of the approach to the Wollongong railway
station was referred to, and it was pointed out that the matter had been
taken up with the Railway Department, but apparently the Department
desired that the work of improving the locality should be undertaken by
some local public body (I.M.18.09.1931).
Clearly, then, State Rail both facilitated and constricted tourism. While the
Tourism Department published promotional train travel material and advertised
excursion fares, other departments ignored appeals for clear signage and
improved station appearance.
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Tourist Association promotion of automobility
In the early 1900s, automobile ownership was considered a luxury, thus car
travel was available only to the wealthiest. Car-hire, with driver, however,
became one means to increase the affordability of touring the Illawarra by
automobile:
Motor cars for hire, trips arranged to Illawarra Beauty Spots, whole day
or half day trips. First-class driver. Luxurious car. Comfort assured to
patrons. Book early. Picnic hampers supplied with all leading brands of
liquors, spirits and wines (S.C.T.16.10.1914).
For the potential motorist, discourses of travel amongst Tourist Associations’
records refashioned the Illawarra as a scenic seaside destination43.

Not surprisingly, discourses of nature as scenic dominated the Tourist
Association promotional literature. Drawing upon nineteenth century Romantic
ideologies the Illawarra was pitched as a bountiful paradise. For example:
Heaven kissed the gentle vale when nature spilled with lavish hand her
benefits, her best treasures o’er this spot - the fairy tints and heavenly
colours creating Earthly Paradise. And man came and called this land of
Forest, Flowers and Ferns - this land of glorious Natural Beauty ILLAWARRA (‘The Beautiful Illawarra District’, 1910).
And further:
Wollongong - the Queen of the city of the Illawarra…Set in one of
nature’s fairest moulds, nurtured in environment pleasing to the most
fastidious tastes, with the waters of the Pacific dancing at its very doors sparkling, sun-tipped, ever restless, ever varying in their hue as the
shadows fall aslant under the sun; glorious in its nestling dells and shady
vales, with its background of undulating hills and noble mountain peaks,
Wollongong today proudly rears its head as the Capital city of the district
rightfully and lovingly designated - “The Garden of NSW” (‘The Beautiful
Illawarra District’, 1910).

43

The source material does not always clarify which branch of the Tourist Association. There is
mention, however, of two South Coast Tourist Association branches, one in Wollongong and the
other in Kiama.
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Motor tourist guides reiterate these highly gendered ideas of the Illawarra as an
earthly paradise, emphasising the panoramic ‘fairy-like’ scenes motorists could
enjoy while driving through the Illawarra. The brochure, ‘Centre of Beautiful
Illawarra’ (c1930) mentions ‘the majestic Pacific’ while a map booklet titled: ‘For
the Tourist: Beautiful Illawarra District’ states:
Fringed with inviting beaches washed by the foam-crested rollers of the
Pacific, ideal holiday places abound in this favoured district…Fertility and
beauty go hand in hand, and this region has been lavishly endowed with
both (refer to Figure 4.9).
Further, one could experience ‘an invigorating gallop in the purest of ozone’
(cited in Barwick, 1963:6). The Tourist Associations’ marketing discourse
positions automobile touring through the Illawarra as entering a fairy-tale world;
one that is lush, verdant and majestic. This highly gendered Romantic discourse
draws on the Illawarra’s geographical features of being placed between
mountain and sea:
…its eastern boundary is fringed with golden beaches and foam-crested
rollers, and on its western boundary is a sheltering wall of mountains
(‘Illawarra: The South Coast District NSW: 30 views’, c1930).
Thus the marketing of the Illawarra for motor tourists alludes to Romantic
ideologies to understand both the ocean and the escarpment as scenic nature.
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Figure 4.9: The Illawarra’s ‘foam-crested rollers’
(‘For the tourist: Beautiful Illawarra District’ c1930)
From the 1920s, the completion of the Princes Highway brought heightened
road mobility and possibilities of sight-seeing; what Urry (2000:59) terms an
‘automobilised time-space’. Motorists were given the illusion of greater freedom.
Touring by road, motorists apparently had greater choice on how fast, and how
far to travel. The Illawarra became a ‘must see’ attraction to be viewed along
the coastal route from Sydney to Melbourne. In 1929, the ‘Official Prince’s
Highway Motor Guide’ helped to popularise the idea of driving between Sydney
and Melbourne as a form of vacation. In the guide book the Illawarra was
promoted as one of the en-route scenic attractions:
Equipped with the Guide, the user must feel that sense of security and
appreciation which attends a personally conducted tour as the various
beauty spots and places of interest are located by the speedometer while
driving…Hotels, Guest Houses and Garages are listed at each town en
route, while where facilities are available, camping grounds are specified
(I.M.27.12.1929).
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In 1931, the Wollongong Tourist Association called their ‘notable achievement
of the year’ the publication and distribution of 3,000 copies of a tourism guide,
with an accompanied map of the district (I.M.18.09.1931). A further guide,
entitled, ‘Picturesque Illawarra: The Garden of NSW’ (c1930) was issued by the
Illawarra Tourist and Publicity Bureau along with the Illawarra Motor and Tourist
Services. This guide included an accommodation directory and a poem by M.P.
Hennessy that accentuated the discourse of nature as scenic - to be
appreciated through sight:
I stand upon a lofty cliff
Beneath me I behold
The Illawarra beautiful
With surf and sands of gold
Lagoons and lakes and many towns
Spread out before my eye,
And on the right, a mountain range
Rears high into the sky
Australia has been often called
A jewel set in the sea I know exactly at what point,
It shines most brilliantly

Similarly, in 1935 at a Wollongong Tourist Association meeting, the Illawarra is
pronounced to be a ‘scenic gem’ with attractions of both mountain and sea. At
this particular meeting, Mr. Cahill spoke of how travel had been altered by the
arrival of the motor car. Of the Illawarra, he is quoted saying:
…it was without a rival in the State, even the Blue Mountains could not
approach it. It has all the Mountain attractions, with the addition of the
Blue Pacific in the foreground. Some of the scenic beauties reminded
one of the scenic gems of England (I.M. 06.09.1935, emphasis added).
What is interesting is not only the valuing of nature in the Illawarra as scenic,
but as rivalling the Blue Mountains and being reminiscent of the English idyll.
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These 1930s motor touring booklets draw upon earlier colonial understandings
of pristine nature and earthly paradise to prioritise an appreciation of the
Illawarra through gazing down upon the coastline from an elevated viewpoint
(refer to Figure 4.10). Not surprisingly, at the time, demands of the motor tourist
necessitated building Bulli Lookout on the top of the Illawarra Escarpment.

Figure 4.10: Elevated view of the Illawarra beaches
(‘Picturesque Illawarra: The Garden of NSW’ c1930)
Automobile travel brochures published by Tourist Associations not only helped
to popularise tourism routes but gave instructions of where to stop the car and
appreciate nature as scenery. Bulli Lookout, for example, was marketed as a
tourism stop for motorists. It became a popular attraction where motorists could
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stop and admire the ocean, the beach and the Illawarra escarpment as scenic.
In 1928, at the top of Bulli Pass, a new kiosk was built, designed to encourage
travellers to stop and view the panorama before descending (see Figures 4.11
and 4.12). The rainforest of Bulli Pass also became a ‘renowned showplace’
with its abundance of ferns, vines, creepers, palms and wildflowers (Bayley,
1975:58). Indeed, Bulli Pass became a favourite picnic stop on the journey
down the escarpment (see Figure 4.13). Lookouts and viewing platforms
became new stopping places along the road, encouraging the practice of
picnicking at these newly accessible sites.

Figure 4.11: Travelling down Bulli Pass c1910 (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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Figure 4.12: Bulli Lookout (Illawarra Images, 2002)

Figure 4.13: Picnicking at Bulli Pass c1920 (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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Conclusion
Scholars have been intrigued by the emergence of the English seaside resort in
the nineteenth century. A literature review placed emphasis on the concept of
leisure time while offering explanations for the reinvention and rebounding of
the beach as a leisure and tourism space. The Illawarra seaside resort emerged
in the late 1800s reflecting the growth and transformations of its English
counterpart. Different versions of a seaside resort were circulated and promoted
particularly through organised bodies such as Real Estate, State Rail, and
Tourist Associations. Train mobility and automobility helped to give rise to a
peculiarly Illawarra version of the seaside resort. State Rail provided the means
for mass tourism through both affordable and flexible train travel. With the
introduction of excursion fares travellers were given the possibility of actualising
their dreams. Discourses of nature as scenic dominated both the State Rail and
Tourist Association marketing discourse. The Illawarra escarpment and Tasman
Sea was transformed into a scenic landscape brought about by ‘sceniccruising’. Touring the Illawarra by car facilitated the establishment of scenic
lookouts and picnic sites on the escarpment. However, although the concept of
the Illawarra as a seaside destination was circulated though State Rail and
Tourist Association discourse the Illawarra also experienced resistance to ideas
of resort tourism. The following two chapters examine sources where resistance
was present within economic and moral discursive realms.
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Chapter Five: Economic discourses of the coastal towns of the
Illawarra flourishing as seaside resorts

Introduction
This chapter draws on archival bank, surf club, Tourist Association and Council
records44 to examine economic discourses operating for and against sustaining
investment flows into Illawarra coastal settlements as seaside resorts. The
chapter is divided into three main sections. The first section introduces
advocates of the leisure and tourism economy. The second section focuses on
how normative ideas about the regional economy amongst Council aldermen
operated as impediments to resort investments. The Council records reveal a
theme of economic-based reluctance to leisure and tourism, particularly in
relation to the funding of ‘beach improvements’ and the surf lifesaving
movement. This theme of economic-based reluctance is explored under three
headings: legal and health requirements; the lifesaving movement; and leisure
and tourism economies. The findings suggest that aldermen were unable to
appreciate the economic possibilities of a consumption-led leisure and tourism
economy. In the early 1900s, some aldermen went as far as positioning leisure
and tourism activities as a ‘craze’, thus resisting investment in the infrastructure
of seaside resorts. However, from the mid-1930s, amongst some aldermen,
there appears to have been a re-evaluation of leisure and tourism practices.

44

The terms ‘Council’ and ‘Councils’ are used to refer to the various Illawarra Councils of 19001940: Bulli Shire, Central Illawarra Shire, North Illawarra, Wollongong, Shellharbour, Jamberoo
and Kiama Municipalities. Unless a specific Council is named, the term Council is to be taken as
a collective noun. Constrained by the limited archival records, the results concentrate mostly on
Bulli and Central Illawarra Shires and Wollongong, Shellharbour and Kiama Municipalities.
There are few references to North Illawarra Municipality and no references to Jamberoo
Municipality (Refer to Figure 3.1 for a map of the Council boundaries).
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The final section examines the Councils’ re-evaluation of beach cultures in the
1930s. At the height of the surf lifesaving movement a change of attitude and
expenditure from Council did occur in terms of making funds available to sustain
the infrastructure of beach cultures. However, this repositioning of the beach
seems more to do with compliance to legal health and safety requirements for
local beach users rather than promoting resort tourism or reproducing new
discourses that re-positioned lifesavers as national heroes. Even with this
support from Council, the banking discourse indicates a theme of ‘unfulfilled
potential’. The aldermens’ framing of the lifesaving movement and beach
cultures is insufficient in unsettling economic futures visioned along the lines of
coal and steel.

Advocates of beach cultures and leisure and tourism economies:
Bankers, Tourist Associations and Surf Clubs
This section examines various advocates of leisure and tourism beach
economies, namely bank managers and inspectors of the Bank of NSW, Tourist
Associations and surf clubs. In the early 1900s, these voices were to become a
source of counter discourse to the normative economic discourses held
predominantly by Councillors and aldermen.

Banking discourses of the potential and possibilities for seaside resort tourism
in the Illawarra
A discourse analysis of the Bank of NSW records of 1900-1940s (now known as
Westpac) suggests that bank managers envisioned the Illawarra’s economic
future in terms of resort tourism. For example, between 1916 and 1922, the
inspector of the Wollongong Branch commented: ‘the town maintains its
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standing as a tourist resort’. Further, from 1923 through to 1925 Wollongong
was referred to as a ‘seaside resort’. Indeed, throughout the 1920s, bank
managers envisioned future economic growth based on tourism, positioning the
Illawarra as a ‘potential’ resort, a ‘prosperous’ place that is ‘promising,’ and that
has ‘good possibilities’ (Wollongong, 1920S). In 1926, the Wollongong bank
manager makes specific mention of the construction of the Continental Baths at
Wollongong beach, mentioning initial costs, as well as the amount set aside for
‘improvements’ at a later stage:
Large continental baths have recently been constructed at about a cost
of £2000 and a further £1000 is to be spent on improvements in the near
future (Wollongong, 1926A).
This suggests that bankers advocated such an investment in leisure and
tourism to be of considerable regional economic significance.

In 1930, under the heading ‘Prospects’, the Wollongong branch bank manager
reported on the building of the cross-country railway from Mossvale to Port
Kembla45 as complementing Wollongong’s growth as a seaside resort:
The Mossvale railway, which is expected to be finished in about 12
months, should open up as avenue to draw visitors from the west to
Wollongong as a sea-side resort (Wollongong, 1930S).
Further, in the early 1930s, one bank inspector was optimistic about a tourismled economy, writing:
General outlook is promising…Wollongong is also favourably situated for
a Tourist Resort especially during the summer months (Wollongong,
1934S).
The records suggest that the advertising of tenders for surf sheds were of
interest to bankers:

45

Mossvale (currently termed ‘Moss Vale’) is situated in the Southern Highlands.
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Strong efforts are being made to further the popularity of the Town as a
Tourist Resort and tenders have been called for the erection of surf
sheds to cost £5-6000 (Wollongong, 1935S).
To the bankers, economic investments, even in surf sheds, were one way of
promoting a leisure and tourism economy in the Illawarra.

After the Depression, a bank report stated that Kiama was ‘regaining its
popularity as a holiday resort’ (Kiama, 1935S). Indeed, Wollongong branch
reports between 1937 and 1940 stated that Wollongong was ‘increasing in
popularity as a tourist resort’. Into the 1940s the bankers remained optimistic
about the economic potential of resort tourism in the Illawarra. In 1944, one
bank inspector reported on the potential economic growth of Wollongong:
‘Wollongong…seems destined to become a big town’ (Wollongong, 1944S).
However, as will be discussed in the final section of this chapter, although the
banking discourse emphasised a ‘promising’ outlook for the Illawarra coastal
towns as tourist resorts, it also revealed a lack of local entrepreneurial
willingness to invest in tourism related facilities - including transport and
accommodation.

Tourist Associations and Surf Lifesaving Clubs’ discourses of the Illawarra as a
bathing resort
Tourist Associations positioned consumption practices of tourism as providing a
viable economic future for the Illawarra. They appealed to Councils, as well as
to local businesses, outlining the economic prospects of tourism. However, the
Tourist Associations’ pleas seem to fall on the deaf ears of investors and
aldermen. For example, in an article titled, ‘Do Tourists Help Wollongong?’ the
Wollongong Tourist Association stated:
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It must be admitted that Wollongong cannot enjoy the full benefit of the
tourist traffic or expand with it as it should, unless our landowners can be
induced to make the land available either by selling it or by erecting
buildings (I.M.21.02.1911).
The article goes on to point out that some aldermen did not value tourism
seriously as a source of revenue:
It was upon the question of catering for tourists and residents in the
matter of increased bathing facilities, however, that the most
extraordinary statements were made. When aldermen can be found
who will publicly state that they have no faith in the value of the
tourist traffic, it is difficult to take them seriously… Thirroul and
Austinmere [sic] are being rapidly built up into thriving centres exclusively
by tourists, but we are apt to overlook the fact (I.M.21.02.1911, emphasis
added).
Some thirty years later, surf clubs reported publicly the resistance they had
initially received from both Council and property owners. The memory of
Council resistance to surf clubs is illustrated in a quote under the heading,
‘Pioneer surfers’: ‘The pioneers had to fight the opposition of some of the then
aldermen and property holders in the vicinity’ (I.M.02.12.38). By the early
1900s, the uncertainty of the economic value of tourism held by some aldermen
and landowners hindered investment in the tourism economy.

In 1914, the lobbying of Tourist Associations and surf clubs appeared to have
found its mark with some aldermen. A representative of Wollongong Council
boasted: ‘We have the finest bathing facilities - equal to anything in the
Commonwealth’. Further:
On Wednesday afternoon, South Beach, Wollongong was established,
ceremonially as a bathing resort. A dressing shed which has been
erected…was declared ready for use. The Mayor (Alderman Lance)
performed the ceremony. The modest little structure, he said, was a
beginning and would soon be replaced by a building more pretentious
(S.C.T.16.10.1914).
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Seemingly, Wollongong’s future was tied to the leisure and tourism economy of
a seaside resort. However, although officially launched as a ‘bathing resort’ in
1914, ongoing financial support from Council in leisure and tourism economies
was apparently not forthcoming. Council archival records suggest how
normative discourses of both the economy and morality informed aldermens’
governance over the beach. Such ideas work against the building of ‘more
pretentious’ resort facilities announced in the early 1900s.

Council held legal jurisdiction over the Illawarra beaches, including the surf
clubs. By law46 they controlled beach access and were also responsible for
beach safety. Crucially, Councils, for the most part, also controlled funding of
beach ‘improvements’ that were integral to beach cultures - such as
promenades, ocean baths, and surf lifesaving equipment. At the height of the
surf lifesaving movement, evidence suggests that Councils lacked interest in the
leisure and tourism industry of beach cultures. In 1931, Council was resistant to
funding even the most basic of repairs; for example, a new drain at North Beach
Surf Club:
Each day [club members] are working on the drain, and the work is very
hard. The Council now sees how enthusiastic our members are trying to
beautify our beach. It is up to them to give us assistance
(I.M.04.12.1931).
Throughout 1900-1940, it appears that Council was often reluctant to provide
funding for beach-related material infrastructure. Despite some initial support,
ongoing resistance towards spending on the material infrastructure of beach
cultures became an impediment to resort tourism.

46

Beach and bathing laws were contained in Ordinance No.52 in 1908. They later were
inscribed in the Local Government Act, 1919.
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Normative ideas of the economy held by Council
Council records of 1900-1940 clearly provide a counter discourse to bank,
Tourist Association and surf club records on beach cultures. This section
focuses firstly on the normative ideas of the economy held by Council aldermen.
This provides the context for the following sub-sections that examine the
apparent reluctance of Council to invest in beach cultures. To illustrate this
reluctance examples of Councils’ involvement in ongoing beach maintenance,
lifesavers’ equipment, and resort style entertainment are examined. These
examples shed light on how normative ideas about the regional economy held
by Council aldermen operated as impediments to resort investments.

An understanding of the composition of Council is crucial to investigate
economic discourses of the archival records. Between 1900 and 1940, Sheldon
(1997) and Hagan (1997) note that prominent businessmen dominated Council.
Sheldon (1997:102) argues that aldermen consisted of managers from
‘manufacturing, collieries and commerce’, the same groups that dominated the
electoral and lobbying processes for the Legislative Assembly. Therefore,
despite a specific 1918 Act which gave women the right to take elected local
government office, it was the aldermen, and more specifically businessmen,
who had considerable vested interest over the Councils’ economic agendas.

Amongst the aldermen, normative ideas of economic activity were underpinned
by investments in the highly profitable Illawarra coal mining, exporting and
processing industries - the core of the Australian economy. These normative
ideas of the economy left little room for leisure and tourism. Instead, agricultural
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production gave way to manufacturing industries, relying upon mining, ports and
processing plants. In the 1900s, the Illawarra economy was coal driven, with
economic growth being due to mining and coke production. Coal and coke
production peaked in 1902 with 959, 134 tons of coal, and 51, 592 tons of coke
shipped from Wollongong (Lee, 1997a). Therefore, far from a future envisaged
in leisure and tourism, conventional ideas of the emergence of an industrial
society were evident within the Illawarra Councils.

Further, at this time, alongside industrialisation, Labor Party branches flourished
in the Illawarra (especially at Port Kembla). The Labor Party’s interest in local
government was ‘intense’, bringing ‘modern party politics into a local
government arena’ (Sheldon, 1997:105). The State government advocated
‘systematic economic development’ by supporting rural processing industries
and encouraging manufacturing. Thus, in the first few decades of the twentieth
century the Illawarra became a focus of State industrial policies centred on
import substitution and heavy industry (Sheldon, 1997). In 1900, for example,
work commenced in Port Kembla on an improved harbour at a site chosen by
the State government for coal export and heavy industry (Lee, 1997a). Further,
in 1908, the shift from an agrarian to an industrial-led economy was
underscored at Port Kembla by the opening of the Electrolytic Refining and
Smelting Company (ERS, a subsidiary of the Mount Morgan Gold Mining
Company). It appears that Council was fully supportive of the opening of the
ERS. Wollongong Council was approached by the ERS with a request to build a
refinery by the newly built harbour. In addition to promises of employment and
prosperity, the ERS indicated that the refining and smelting of copper ores
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would produce sulphur fumes which ‘may affect vegetation in the vicinity of the
Works’ (Mitchell, 1997:145). Wollongong Council, however, would not be
deterred. Indeed, it appears that the Mayor of Wollongong, Alderman
Hindmarsh, wrongly believed sulphur dioxide to act as disinfectant and actually
help increase milk yield (Mitchell, 1997).

Consequently, a clustering of manufacturing activity occurred following the
opening of the ERS. The surplus electricity generated by ERS, gave Council
another reason to support investment in manufacturing activities (Sheldon,
1997). In 1914, the State government erected its own power station at Port
Kembla, ‘which it expanded progressively to accommodate the requirements of
new industries, municipalities and State government authorities’ (Lee,
1997b:63). The onset of World War One helped to push dairying and farming
further to the margins of total economic activity, by accelerating industrialisation
and manufacturing instruments of war. By the end of the 1920s, Wollongong
had a cluster of major industries at Port Kembla (see Figure 5.1). Along with
ERS, Metal Manufactures Limited (MM) manufactured copper bars from ERS
into wire, cable, sheets, tubing and alloys (instruments of war); Australian Iron
and Steel (AIS) constructed a blast furnace in 1927; and Australian Fertilisers
Ltd (AFL) turned waste sulphuric acid from ERS into superphosphate (Kelly,
1997). In 1935, with the onset of the Great Depression, AIS merged with Broken
Hill Associates (BHP). The merger gave BHP the monopoly of iron and steel
production in Australia. In 1937, with the purchase of Mt Keira and Bulli mines it
became the largest employer in the district and ultimately, ‘Australia’s largest
industrial organisation for much of the twentieth century’ (Fagan and Webber,
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1999:112). BHP continued to determine most of the employment and economic
growth in the region in the late 1930s (Lee, 1997b). By 1940, the Illawarra was
one of the fastest growing areas in manufacturing employment and industrial
related economic growth in Australia (Castle, 1997).

Hence, during the first decades of the twentieth century, the aldermens’
financial investments within the emergence of the normative economic
discourses of the Illawarra as Australia’s ‘manufacturing heartland’, left little
opportunity to either appreciate, or support, a leisure and tourism industry of a
seaside resort. Indeed, in 1908 Alderman Hindmarsh positioned bathing as a
‘craze’: ‘The Council should not encourage what I think is only a craze’
(K.I.21.03.1908). Attitudes of aldermen did change by the late 1930s. However,
these changes appeared too late to enable the potential of Illawarra coastal
towns as seaside resorts to be fully realised, given the seeming impossibility of
‘escape’ to the beach located in a region increasingly known for coal and steel.
Instead, Mitchell (1997:147), in discussing the opening of manufacturing plants
in the early twentieth century notes:
These enterprises, along with a developing harbour and prosperous coal
mines along the escarpment, realised the dreams of those local
government officials and business people who equated progress with
industrial development. Those businessmen, who in the nineteenth
century had called for the creation of a ‘Sheffield in the South’ or a ‘new
Birmingham’, now had a substantial part of their dreams realised.
Between 1900 and 1940, it appears that many key players in local government
equated economic and material progress with smoke plumes rather than
surfboards and sun-umbrellas. Interestingly, the English-centric discourses of a
‘new’ Brighton switched to a ‘new’ Birmingham or Sheffield, transforming the
Illawarra from a potential seaside resort into a manufacturing centre.
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Figure 5.1: Aerial view of Industrial Port Kembla c1930 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

Council reluctance to finance the legal health and safety requirements of beach
cultures
Council resistance to beach cultures is reflected in the reluctance to finance
ongoing minimum maintenance and safety requirements of the beach
infrastructure. Following the 1919 Local Government Act, Council was primarily
‘to be responsible for the maintenance of good order and conduct thereon’.
Council was to ‘provide, control and manage’:
(a) public baths; (b) public dressing pavilions for bathers; (c) club and drill
rooms, appliances and materials for life-saving clubs; (d) costumes and
other conveniences for hire and sale to bathers; (e) works and
appliances for the protection of bathers from injury, drowning or sharks;
(f) life-savers and life-saving or swimming instructors (Clause 1,
Ordinance No. 52).
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Council handled the maintenance and cleaning of seawater pools. The Council
minute book (1918) mentions the: ‘Upkeep of the ladies baths, cleaning and
removal of sand’. Further, Council was given responsibility ‘to take active
control of North Beach in regards to cleaning’ (Council minute book, 1920).

The surf club and newspaper archives, however, give numerous accounts of a
lack of Council support for funding to maintain or install necessary beach
infrastructure. For instance, Council was reluctant to fund beach safety
equipment throughout the 1930s. In 1935 the Illawarra Mercury reports that
some pools were considered unsafe and needed urgent repair: ‘walls around
the Scarborough baths are not high enough to stop children being washed out’
(18.01.1935). Also, at Wombarra: ‘a new door is urgently required on the baths’
(I.M.18.01.1935). Spending of limited Council funds on beach cultures was
obviously not a Council priority.

Throughout the 1930s, deferring spending on beach culture infrastructure
remains apparent. For example, in 1936 a shark-proof enclosure at Brighton
Beach was not considered urgent at a Wollongong Council meeting:
…that Council consider a shark-proof net off Brighton Beach, Council will
give the matter consideration. The matter was deferred (I.M.13.11.1936).
Although Council had many legal requirements over the beach space, evidence
suggests that it often fell short in its duty of care and appeared reluctant to
maintain health and safety standards.
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Council reluctance to fund the facilities of the surf lifesaving movement
Similarly, the surf club records give numerous accounts of a lack of Council
support in funding their movement and for providing lifesaving equipment.
Funding requests to Council, for example, included assistance in financing surf
club houses, paid permanent lifesavers during weekdays and essential
lifesaving equipment. Similar requests were made by Progress Associations on
behalf of the surf clubs. However, Council was often reluctant to finance the
infrastructure and personnel of the lifesaving movement, despite the
organisation being essential to maintaining public safety at the beach. There is
evidence, for example, of requests for the funding of essential safety devices
such as surf reels being refused. In 1929, Coledale Surf Club asked for a new
surf reel, line and belt but was told that the ‘fund’ was ‘already overdrawn’
(I.M.29.11.1929). Woonona Surf Club had to request Council to ‘return’ its surf
reel (I.M.29.11.1929). In 1938, a lifesaving reel was reported to be in an
inoperable state on Bellambi beach47:
Correspondence from Surf Life Saving Association, Illawarra
Branch…asking Council to remove the lifesaving reel from Bellambi
Beach, as it is not in a fit condition for use (I.M.18.02.1938).
These examples provide further evidence that Council was either unwilling or
unable to fulfil its duty of care by carrying out maintenance and safety
responsibilities. Whatever the case, beach safety was not deemed priority
spending.

Equally, in the early 1900s through to the 1930s, Councils were reluctant to
fund requests from surf clubs for the building and maintenance of club houses.

47

Bellambi beach and surf club were part of North Illawarra Municipality.
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For example, the Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club, established in 1908,
had to wait five years before requests were met for club house toilets to be
installed (Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club records). In 1929, the Illawarra
Mercury reported that Woonona Surf Club sent repeated requests to Council to
‘replace the windows of the dressing sheds, to supply a stretcher, blankets and
hot water bottles as previously asked for’ (I.M.29.11.1929, emphasis added).
The surf club records and newspaper reports suggest that up to the 1930s
Council was reluctant to provide funding assistance for any aspect of the surf
lifesaving movement, from safety services and devices to club rooms and
facilities.

Further, the low priority given to beach safety is illustrated by debates over
financing permanent lifesavers. Suggestions of Council employing permanent
lifesavers arose during World War One due to the enlistment of club members.
Club records mention that ‘58 members’ from the Illawarra surf clubs ‘were in
the services’. Not all requests were responded to favourably. In 1915, when the
suggestion of a permanent lifesaver for Austinmer beach arose, the request
was rejected by Council: ‘Council had no funds for these purposes’
(I.M.19.11.1915). A request from Wollongong Surf Club in 1916 to have a paid
lifesaver ‘in order to prevent any fatality happening’, resulted in Alderman Lance
of Wollongong Council responding that ‘[he] did not think there was any
occasion for a permanent lifesaver’ (I.M.11.01.1916).

In the late 1920s, a further indication of the reluctance on the part of Council to
finance beach cultures is illustrated through a user-pay beach philosophy.
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Relying on fencing off part of the beach, this system was introduced as an effort
to defray costs of the paid lifesaver. In 1929, Wollongong Council erected a
barbed-wire fence around a portion of North Beach. Access was restricted to
only those who paid:
With regard to the fence on the North Beach, it was being placed so that
persons who come down to the beach in costume will be forced, more or
less, to pay the same as those who use the sheds, to help defray the
cost of the life saver (I.M.06.12.1929).
Tourism advocates and beach users protested. The Wollongong Branch of the
South Coast Tourist Association met to discuss Council’s fencing decision:
A long discussion took place in regard to the action of the Wollongong
Council in fencing in portion of the North Beach surfing area. It was
contended by several speakers that this would have a detrimental effect
so far as tourists were concerned, and would nullify the efforts of the
branch to attract tourists to the town. It was decided to invite all public
bodies in the town to send delegates to a monster deputation to the
Council in reference to the matter (I.M.20.12.1929).
For the Wollongong Tourist Association, the concept of user-pay beach access
worked against the appeal of Wollongong as a resort. The Association sent a
letter of protest to Council and rallied in protest at the beach. Further
correspondence states that the fence was pulled down, apparently by its
opponents:
A wire fence had been erected from the end of the men’s sheds to the
cutting and on Wednesday morning it was found to have been pulled
down (I.M.20.12.1929).
The construction of the fence suggests that Council was more interested in
policies of defraying costs through regulating access, rather than seeking to
promote tourism. The following year, a Parks and Baths Committee Report
(I.M.30.01.1930) recommended the: ‘Barbed wire fence on the Nth [sic] beach
to be removed’ and, stated: ‘The whole position regarding the lifesaver at North
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Beach will be discussed by the Council prior to next swimming season’. Clearly,
Council had made a decision to no longer charge access to the beach,
however, rather than resolving the issue of a paid lifesaver it was procrastinated
until the following season.

Council reluctance to support and facilitate leisure and tourism economies of
the beach
A lack of tourist accommodation48 meant that camping near the beach became
a ‘normal’ touring practice for many extended-stay visitors to the Illawarra.
However, these camping grounds also came under Council regulation and
scrutiny. Camping was positioned as problematic rather than an integral part of
a leisure and tourism beach economy. For instance, in 1929, at a Shellharbour
Council meeting, Alderman McNabb positioned camping as a ‘problem,’ stating
that a camp-site ‘was not a profitable undertaking for the Council’. A resolution
was passed that disallowed camping on the ‘foreshores’ (I.M.20.12.1929).
Equally, in 1940, Councils continued to constitute people who camped as
harbouring ‘trouble’. In a report that went before Bulli Shire Council there were
complaints of campers ‘monopolizing the shelter sheds’ at Bulli beach. The
report called for the campsite to be moved (I.M. 08.03.1940). The lack of hotel
accommodation in the Illawarra was more than compensated by the increasing
popularity of camping amongst the middle-classes. Yet, Councils’ stance on
camping was only a further impediment to tourism flows.

48

Refer to the section titled, ‘A place for resort tourism amongst aldermen?’ in this chapter for a
discussion on the lack of holiday accommodation in the Illawarra.
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In addition, between 1900 and 1940, the archival records suggest that Council
was reluctant to support most entrepreneurial activities associated with the
beach, such as stalls, camel rides and merry-go-rounds. Requests to Council
came from individuals, as well as organisations such as the surf clubs.
Decisions of fortnightly Council meetings were published in the local media. In
1929, for example, there is a request from C.H. Phillips of Sydney who applied
to Shellharbour Council for permission to ‘erect and run various stalls at Lake
Entrance during the holidays’. The Illawarra Mercury records that ‘permission
was refused’ (I.M.20.12.1929). At the same meeting, applications were also
refused for ‘merry-go-rounds and side shows’. In 1936, Wollongong Council
rejected an application for an amusement ride, along with an application for
camel rides on the beach:
Application is made by H.J. Offer for permission to conduct camel rides
on beaches during the coming holiday season, permission refused
(I.M.13.11.1936).
Clearly, Council was not interested in individuals running amusements on the
beaches, for profit, even if it meant providing leisure entertainment normally
expected of a seaside resort. On some Australian beaches aspects of an
impacted English beach culture such as band recitals, black and white minstrel
shows, Punch and Judy shows, donkey rides and stalls were commonplace
(Huntsman, 2001). For instance, Coogee, Sydney boasted of a Palace
Aquarium, with associated swimming baths and amusement grounds. Bondi,
Sydney was replete with an Aquarium, and ‘Wonderland City’ - ‘an amusement
complex

containing

sideshows…slippery

dips

and

underground

rivers’

(Huntsman, 2001:40).
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From 1920-1940, the surf club beach carnival was also a popular mass tourism
event, with thousands of people in attendance (see Figure 5.2). Permission was
required from Council before a carnival could take place. For example, in 1929:
‘Application is also made for the permission to conduct the annual surf carnival
on

Austinmer

Beach

on

Saturday,

the

28th

December.

Granted’

(I.M.29.11.1929) and in 1930: ‘From Thirroul Surf Club asking permission to
hold a surf carnival on 6 March - Granted (I.M.26.02.1930). However, not all
requests for surf club carnivals were approved. In 1930, Corrimal Surf Club was
refused permission to hold their carnival on Anniversary Day Holiday because
of a ruling that no carnival was to be allowed on a holiday (I.M.21.01.1930).
Likewise, until the mid-1930s no carnivals were allowed to be held on a Sunday.
In 1935, after a ‘considerable amount of discussion’ and ‘subject to Bulli Shire
Council approval’, a Woonona surf carnival on a Sunday was given the green
light (I.M.08.02.1935). This indicates how Council regulated leisure and tourism
beach activities.

Figure 5.2: Woonona surf carnival c1920s (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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Re-evaluation of beach cultures within Council from the mid-1930s
This section investigates Councils’ re-evaluation of beach cultures, particularly
from the mid-1930s. Yet, amongst aldermen impediments towards resort
tourism remained. These resistances are examined through the Tourism
Association and banking records.

Councils’ repositioning of funding and support for beach cultures
From the mid-1930s, there is evidence to suggest that some aldermen began to
re-evaluate beach cultures in relation to leisure and tourism. In 1935, a joint
meeting with the Wollongong Tourist Association was held in which the Mayor
of Wollongong presided over. According to a media report, the meeting was
held ‘to consider the question of tourist development in the Illawarra district’
(I.M.11.10.1935). After this meeting Councils began to provide more financial
support for beach cultures In 1935, Bulli Shire Council provided Woonona Surf
Club the funds for a new club house ‘in the vicinity of £600’ (I.M.18.10.1935).
The same year, Wollongong Surf Club received new surf sheds:
…we have at last met a Council that would listen to reason, and after
placing a concrete and constructive proposition before them were
rewarded by receiving hundred per cent of the alderman’s votes. We
congratulate the Mayor and his Council on their foresight
(I.M.18.10.1935).
In March 1936, the foundation stone was laid for a new Wollongong beach surf
pavilion. The new pavilion was officially opened in October 1936. According to
the president of the SLSAA, Mr. Adrian Curlewis, the surf club house was
outstanding:
He had visited every surf dressing pavilion in the metropolitan area, but
had to come to Wollongong to see the best in the State (I.M.09.10.1936).
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In 1938 the Illawarra SLSA publicly praised Councils’ change in attitude towards
funding beach cultures:
The increased interest shown by the Shire and Municipal bodies has
indeed given a tremendous impetus to our activities throughout the
season. The improvements to almost all beaches on the Coast, and
including the new dressing pavilion now in course of erection at North
Wollongong, are indeed a credit to those entrusted with civic
responsibilities. The Bulli Shire, which administers an area controlled by
almost half the clubs in the Illawarra Branch, has been particularly
energetic in this direction. The improvements to Thirroul and Austinmer
beaches are a commendable feature of their administration
(I.M.21.10.1938).
Seemingly, for the first time Councils took their legal responsibilities seriously.
For instance, in 1939 Bulli Shire Council49 was ‘commended’ for erecting
‘special notice boards’ at beaches ‘where there is no surf club operating’ and for
‘pointing out that it is dangerous to bathe at such beaches’ (I.M.08.12.1939).

A place for resort tourism amongst aldermen?
In the mid-to-late-1930s, it would appear that resistance diminished amongst
some aldermen in regards to investment in particular beach cultures, such as
the surf lifesaving infrastructure. Yet, despite the calls by Tourism Associations
to plan for tourism, Councils’ re-evaluation lay outside the economic discourses
of beach cultures. There is no evidence in the archival records to suggest that
Councils’ increased involvement in beach cultures was due to a realisation of
the economic potential of resort tourism.

49

The quote from the Illawarra Mercury (21.10.1938) indicates the size of Bulli Shire. It
contained all Illawarra towns and surf clubs from Corrimal to Helensburgh.
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Indeed, Tourist Associations continued to lament the lack of support from local
government and businesses. In 1935, the Wollongong Tourist Association
reported:
At the present time very little attention is being devoted to boosting the
attractions for tourists in the district…We realise that without the cooperation of the local governing bodies, success could not be assured,
and are, therefore, asking your council to become identified with the
movement by appointing official representatives to attend a meeting at 8
p.m. on Friday 13, 1935…The Illawarra District has attractions superior
to all the centres named, but no effort is being made to make them
widely known (I.M.11.01.1935).
At a Wollongong Tourist Association meeting in June 1935, the president of the
Association, Mr. Osborne, stated that during his presidency of the last seven
years ‘not one businessman had been on the committee’. He continued by
saying:
that unless the business people of the town woke up to a sense of their
responsibilities, it would be useless to organise for the purpose of
attracting tourists (I.M.21.06.1935).
This similar attitude of businessmen towards beach cultures is not surprising
given that many Council aldermen constituted the then Illawarra business world.

The Bank of NSW records give further insights into Council members’ reevaluation of beach cultures as being outside the economy. Although the 1930s
banking discourse continued to emphasise a ‘promising’ outlook for the
Illawarra as a resort, it also clearly points out significant constraints such as a
lack of tourist accommodation that impeded the coastal towns of the Illawarra
fulfilling their potential as seaside resorts.

Bankers expressed the lack of investment and accommodation during the
Depression of the 1930s, when economic growth (progress) was reported as
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stagnant: ‘progress at a standstill, business community is having a lean time’
(Wollongong, 1930S); ‘building operations very quiet’ (Port Kembla, 1930S).
The Tourist Association and surf club records also concur with the banking
discourse on the scarcity of accommodation. In 1930, the Wollongong Tourist
Association

refers

to

a

‘shortage

of

accommodation

for

tourists’

(I.M.07.02.1930) while the Austinmer Surf Club states that ‘hundreds of people
have been unable to get accommodation’ (I.M.07.02.1930). In 1933, bankers go
on to report that: ‘Progress is being hindered somewhat at the present time
owing to the lack of dwellings…no houses to let’ (Port Kembla, 1933S).

According to the bank records, a shortage of accommodation continued to
occur after the Depression. In 1935, in Kiama, for example:
There is a strong demand for all classes of real estate… regaining its
popularity as a holiday resort but lack of suitable accommodation is a
drawback (Kiama, 1935S).
This concurs with a Tourist Association meeting held in Wollongong in 1935,
where Mr. Cahill of the Wollongong Tourist Association referred to a lack of
accommodation being a constraint to tourism: ‘The trouble today is to find
accommodation for the visitors’ (I.M.06.09.1935). In 1936 and 1937, the bank
records state: ‘There is an acute shortage of dwellings’ (Wollongong, 1936S;
1937S). In 1937, further evidence of unfulfilled potential is reported in an article
concerning ‘The Grand Hotel’:
People always seemed to be inquiring for hotel accommodation in
Wollongong and unable to get it (I.M.03.12.1937).
In 1939, the bank records still reported a ‘shortage of dwellings’ (Wollongong,
1939S). While bankers continued to acknowledge the potential for resort
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tourism, the theme of unfilled potential supports the argument that businessmen
(including aldermen) believed they could secure higher returns from
investments in manufacturing activities rather than leisure and tourism
industries. Clearly, throughout the 1930s, entrepreneurs were seemingly more
willing to invest in coal mines, steel plants and copper refineries rather than
hotel accommodation and entertainment facilities demanded of seaside resorts.

Nor is there any indication that Councils’ re-evaluation was due to the emerging
nationalism surrounding the heroic masculinity of the surf lifesaver. Booth
(2001) and Saunders (1998) for example, have traced the emergence of
discourses of nationalism to portray the SLSA following the mass surf rescue
efforts at Bondi50. However, there is no evidence that the Illawarra aldermen
upheld the notion of surf lifesavers being national heroes. Councils’ reevaluation cannot be explained by an interest in resort tourism, nor the
reconfiguration of the surf lifesaver as a national hero.

In short, the repositioning of Councils’ attitude towards funding and support for
particular beach activities was more to do with its legal responsibilities of health
and safety, given bathing was becoming an everyday activity for some Illawarra
residents. From the mid-1930s, Councils became more proficient in fulfilling
their legal requirements of maintaining beach health and safety practices. In
effect, the surf club commendation for Bulli Shire Council’s safe practices on the
beach was superfluous (I.M.08.12.1939). Council was commended for fulfilling

50

A mass rescue of 300 swimmers occurred at Bondi Beach on February, 6th, 1938 - a day that
became known as ‘Black Sunday’ (See Booth, 2001:17 and refer to p177 of this thesis).
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a legal obligation - maintaining the health and safety of the beach space.
However, when it came to activities beyond Councils’ legal duty of care, such as
the building of club houses and pavilions, surf club members still described their
relationship with Council as an ongoing ‘battle’.

The beach as an ongoing ‘battle ground’ in the 1930s for surf clubs in securing
Council support
A discourse analysis of the 1930s surf club records suggests an ongoing theme
of ‘battle’. For example, in 1935 Wollongong Surf Club positions any support
from Council as a ‘battle’:
After a considerable number of years trying to persuade the various
aldermen of the Wollongong Council that we were deserving of new surf
sheds…the culmination of many years of hard battling’ (I.M.18.10.1935).
Similarly, in 1935, Woonona Surf Club was reported to be ‘continued in
negotiations’ with Bulli Shire Council in order to obtain a new club house
(I.M.18.10.1935). In 1936, at a foundation stone ceremony of the new surf
pavilion, the Wollongong Surf Club president, Mr. Sheldon, stated: ‘after many
years of hard battling the new building was now a reality’ (S.C.T.06.03.1936).

For the Wollongong Surf Club the ‘battle’ continued after the official opening of
the new surf pavilion. In this case, Wollongong Council’s funding was a type of
loan. The surf club was required ‘to pay back the borrowed money,’ even
though Mayor Kelly had announced that ‘Council would be behind any
organisation which had for its objective any move for the progress of the town’
(S.C.T.06.03.1936). The debt became a source of controversy as Wollongong
Surf Club believed that ‘the responsibility to pay off the £7, 000 which the
building cost, should rest with the Wollongong Council’ (I.M.09.10.1936). This
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example clearly shows reluctance on Wollongong Council’s part to fund such a
project. Securing Council funding to build a surf lifesaving pavilion was not
regarded within the financial budget of Council. Wollongong Council’s continued
lack of support in beach cultures and resort tourism is underscored by a
proposal to construct a sewerage outlet at North Beach. In 1937, Wollongong
Surf Club stated that:
…it has been rumoured that the Council intend to extend the sewerage
system across our surf. We hope this is not right, and we strongly protest
against any such scheme (I.M.22.10.1937).
Throughout the 1930s, individual surf club members continued to lament the
lack of Council support for bathing practices and resort tourism. For example, in
1935 ‘Farmer’ said:
During the last four or five years, the population of Manly, Bondi and
other places had increased to a marvellous degree through surf
bathing…Surf bathing was not only a pleasant and healthy pastime, but
was the means of bringing a large number of tourists to the town. The
Government should be approached to support an institution of this kind
(I.M.18.10.1935).
Calling upon State government support suggests that some surf club members
remained frustrated with what they understood as a lack of Council vision for
both bathing and tourism. Despite Councils’ re-evaluation of beach cultures in
the mid-to-late-1930s, they remained reluctant, or unable, to fund, sanction or
promote bathing cultures and resort tourism. Any repositioning on Councils’ part
towards funding and support for bathing was more to do with legal
responsibilities of health and safety for the everyday beach user. There is no
evidence of a tourism plan or any significant investment by Council. Indeed,
much of Councils’ involvement is perhaps best understood as verbal lip-service
to advocates of resort tourism. Therefore, as far as sustaining resort tourism in
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the Illawarra, the change in Council support from the mid-1930s was
compliance based rather than a transformed understanding of leisure and
tourism practices.

Conclusion
Throughout 1900-1940, normative ideas of the economy were underpinned by
investments in the highly profitable Illawarra coal mining, exporting and
processing industries. Prominent businessmen dominated Council, whose
financial investments lay in these industries. The leisure and tourism economies
of seaside resort tourism seem to lie outside their investment portfolios - despite
acknowledgment of the potential amongst bankers and appeals by Tourism
Associations and members of the surf lifesaving organisation. Bathing, was
positioned by some aldermen as a ‘craze’ and was constituted as an economic
burden on Council, rather than as a stable source of revenue.

Evidence for Councils’ resistance to financing bathing resort tourism is found in
a reluctance to finance ongoing health and safety beach requirements and to
fund lifesavers’ equipment and resort-style entertainment. Although resistance
to funding does diminish from the mid-1930s, it appears that Councils’ reevaluation for supporting beach cultures was more to do with fulfilling legal
maintenance

and

health

and

safety

requirements

rather

than

an

acknowledgement of economic potential, or indeed nationalist sentiments
surrounding the surf lifesaver. Councils’ re-evaluation did not enable the
Illawarra coastal towns to flourish as seaside resorts. Rather, as bank reports
suggest, these coastal towns sustained unfulfilled potential as resorts. The next
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chapter examines how normative discourses of morality also informed
aldermens’ governance of the leisure and tourism spaces of the beach.
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Chapter Six: Sun and surf bathing: Making and remaking times,
places and bodies for leisure

Introduction
During the 1900s-1940s, the Australian beach was physically and socially
transformed by ‘new’ Western recreational activities such as sunbathing and
surf bathing51. Of particular interest is how discourse operated to establish
norms that excluded or included certain practices and bodies. In other words,
this chapter examines how discursive structures of sun and surf bathing
operated to class, gender, sex and racialise the Illawarra beaches. The beach is
deconstructed as a naturalised public place for specific groups of white settler
Australians.

The results rely upon an analysis of Council minutes and bathing ordinances, as
well as letters to the editor in the print media and advertisements for bathing
costumes. Through a critical discourse analysis these records bring insights into
how the cultural practices of sun and ocean bathing helped to make the
Illawarra beaches a leisure place segregated by class, gender and ethnicity.
Indigenous practices are silenced in these records. This does not mean,
however, that Aboriginal Australians ceased to exist, nor their relationships with
‘Country’. Rather, that the normative discourses of leisure and tourism beach
cultures silenced them. The emergence of the beach as a place for white settler

51

Surf bathing was synonymous throughout 1900s-1940s as swimming or bathing in the sea.
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leisure demonstrates one process that operated to veil Aboriginal Australians
interconnections with the beach.

The chapter begins by examining the complexity of discourses surrounding
beach leisure and tourism practices. In the early 1900s, conflicting discourses
existed in regards to the practices of sun and ocean bathing. On the one hand
tourism promoters and medical practitioners positioned the ocean and
sunbathing as healthy. On the other hand, conservative moral advocates
positioned these same practices as a pathway to ‘sin’. The first section
examines regulations and exclusions of bodies at the beach through exploring
how Council defined and regulated the boundaries of the beach by health, age
and gender. Mixed-sex bathing is positioned first as a ‘sin’, then as a
normalised beach practice. The results indicate how rapidly ideas changed
about what were ‘normal’ beach practices. Discourses of health, fitness and
tourism helped to drive ideas of ‘acceptable’ beach behaviour, along with a
regime of heterosexuality that informed ideas about gender and sexuality.
Therefore, despite the dominance of conservative morals regarding public
bathing amongst the middle-class, increasing numbers ventured to bathe in the
open sea. The final section examines the discourses of (un)dressing male and
female bodies at the beach.

Bounding the beach: Regulations and exclusions of bodies at the beach
At the beginning of the twentieth century, dominant middle-class moral codes
regarding gender, sexuality and flesh helped border the beach through
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regulating practices. Daylight public bathing was banned52 because of its
‘questionable social and sexual morality’ (White, 2007:23). Rigid Victorian moral
codes prevented public bathing from being considered a leisure practice,
particularly for upstanding Christian middle-class citizens. The ban on public
bathing protected ‘the moral gaze’ (White, 2007:26) and saved ‘the blushes of
the genteel’ (Lynch and Veal, 1996:274). According to Crotty (2001:15):
At this time, middle-class masculinity was defined in terms of a rigorous
Christian-infused etiquette or morality.
Middle-class Christian values were concerned about regulating the display of
flesh at the beach. According to this set of values, undressing in front of
anyone, anywhere, was morally unacceptable. Consequently, removing clothes
in a public place, in front of strangers, was considered immoral. In 1907, a letter
to the editor by ‘Australian Girl’ reflects this sentiment:
No true woman would exhibit herself to all who care to gaze, clad in the
thinnest and lightest of gowns (S.M.H.14.02.1907).
Archival records suggest that throughout the early 1900s sun and ocean
bathing became highly controversial as the moral geographies of decorum
became entwined in alternative moral codes advocated by practitioners of
health and fitness. The next two sections examine these competing discourses
that governed the practices of sea bathing on the Illawarra beaches.

52

Daylight bathing bans were enforced throughout NSW from 1833 to 1903.
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Bathing: Discourses of acceptance and resistance
From 1903, the ban on daylight bathing began to be lifted in NSW shortly after
William Gocher’s infamous ‘swim’53. However, in the Illawarra, Councils did not
immediately follow, even though John Holbrook54 made a similar protest at
Kiama seven years before Gocher. For example, as the Kiama Reporter
illustrates:
Council resolves to rescind a by-law that prohibits bathing at men’s baths
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. (23.09.1905).
In 1905, public bathing in daylight remained illegal in Kiama. Likewise, a letter to
the editor in 1908 demonstrates that bathing hours in Wollongong were also still
restricted, although not strictly enforced:
On each occasion it was between 2 and 3 p.m. It should be no trouble for
a plain-clothes constable to deal with some of these gentry, who ignore
all bathing regulations (S.C.T.25.01.1908).
This suggests that local Councils had substantial jurisdiction over bathing
practice in the Illawarra and resisted lifting the bathing ban.

Indeed, there are recorded accounts of aldermen frowning upon acts of surf
bathing. Alderman Hindmarsh, as has already been noted, positioned surf
bathing as a ‘craze’ (K.I.21.03.1908). Alderman Lance considered Stuart Park
to be ‘of no use now’, due to surf bathing, even though it was a ‘beautiful spot’:

53

William Gocher published his intention to swim in daylight on three occasions in 1902 in the
local Manly paper. He was taken in for questioning after his third advertised swim (see Booth,
2001). Shortly after this, the ban on daylight public bathing was lifted.
54
In 1895, John Holbrook of Kiama bathed in the ocean between 7 and 8 a.m. Calling it a ‘test
case’ he said that if the Bathing Act was enforced it would discourage tourism. Holbrook was
fined under the Towns Police Act (K.I.11.04.1895). This action is paradoxical given that in 1890
the Kiama Bathing Committee pushed for the ‘luxury’ of an ocean bath available ‘at any hour of
the day’ including a ‘screen’ to hide behind during daylight hours (K.I.4.11.1890).
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That beautiful spot - Stuart Park - there was no use for now, for previous
to the inauguration of surf-bathing the park was found to be thronged
with young people taking a walk (I.M.05.03.1909).
Not only aldermen grimaced at public bathing. In the early 1900s, promenaders
along the seafront embraced similar values, helping to perpetuate notions of
‘immorality’ and ‘degeneration’ associated with surf bathing. A letter to the editor
in 1908, for example, implored the authorities to enforce bathing laws in
afternoon hours when ‘decent’ people promenaded:
…it is about time a little excitement was caused locally by causing local
bathers to clothe themselves with decency, especially those who choose
to bathe during the afternoon hours of Saturdays and Sundays. Twice in
a week I walked past the gentlemen’s bathing place with ladies who
wished to visit Fairy Creek. On each occasion there were males
disporting themselves in most meagre of loin clothes only, and made no
attempt to make themselves less conspicuous than standing on the bank
of the bath…This part of the beach is one of the most attractive about
your town and ladies should be able to visit it without being faced by men
who evidently have no self-respect (S.C.T.25.01.1908).
Paradoxically, a Council report in the Illawarra Mercury suggests that some
women used promenading to engage in the surveillance of young men:
Bathing was indulged in when hundreds of people were walking along
the cliffs of a Sunday afternoon… but now you found them - including a
large number of ladies - on the cliffs watching the surf-bathers, and in a
number of instances they had glasses (I.M.05.03.1909).
Clearly, in 1909, not everyone thought bathing ‘spoiled’ the act of promenading.
Instead, some indulged in watching bathers through looking-glasses. Alderman
Lance’s opinion, on the other hand, was that watching surf bathers was ‘very
demoralizing’ (I.M.05.03.1909).

Bathing for the health of the white race
Eugenics provided a new set of norms sustaining a beach culture that
encouraged the exposing of flesh and training of bodies through bathing. Daley
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(2003) alludes to the eugenical nature of bathing, whereby bathing in the sun
and ocean helped to build a strong healthy white race and nation: ‘going for a
daily dip made them fitter, better citizens’ (p.131). The founder of Manly Surf
Club, A.W. Relph, believed in the eugenic properties of surf bathing. In 1907 he
stated:
Surf-bathing is helping to build up a race of fine young hardy Australians,
and everything should be done to encourage it (S.M.H.07.09.1907).
In 1909, Relph went on to say that:
[surfing]…is helping to build up a fine vigorous race from amongst the
young people who live in the cities bordering our shores
(S.M.H.11.09.1909).
In the 1920s, articles containing eugenic arguments appeared with titles such
as ‘The shores set free: What surfing is doing towards the making of a new race
along the Pacific Coast of Australia’ and ‘The Race on the Sands: Showing
what surf and sun are doing for the inhabitants of the Australian coastline’ (The
Home, January 1927 and March 1929, cited in Huntsman, 2001:73). These
articles suggest the importance of eugenics in changing cultural attitudes
toward sea bathing.

Sunbathing bans: Discourses of acceptance and resistance
In the early 1900s, Councils across Australia legislated against sunbathing
practices. A local government by-law stated that: ‘persons shall not loiter or lie
about the public bathing reserve clad only in bathing costume’ (Clause 7 (b),
Ordinance No.52)55. On some beaches sunbathing could occur, but only in
‘enclosures’. On beaches that were not geographically suited for an enclosure,
55

Ordinance No.52 was part of the Local Government Act of 1908 that specifically addressed
‘public baths and bathing’. It remained in place, with few amendments until 1983.
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such as Coogee beach, the ‘mackintosh rule’ applied - where ‘an overcoat,
mackintosh, or other cover-all robe had to be worn’ (Huntsman, 2001:60). The
Illawarra beaches were no exception. In 1909, Councils banned sunbathing on
all Illawarra beaches; a decision that was to be ‘strictly adhered to’
(I.M.05.03.1909). It appears, however, that not all aldermen were unanimous.
Alderman Newson ‘saw no objection’ to sunbathing, while Alderman Krippner
was reported to have said that: ‘[i]f he stood alone he would try to prevent it
[sunbathing]’. Some aldermen regarded the sunbathing rules on Sydney
beaches as too lenient. For example, Alderman Krippner considered sunbathing
on Sydney beaches as ‘not only demoralising, but disgusting’ and did not want
the Illawarra to ‘fall into the same situation’:
Before they granted the request [to sunbathe] they should be very
careful, because it was far better to err on the strict side
(I.M.05.03.1909).
The day of the week also appeared to be problematic when it came to all forms
of bathing. Alderman Lance, for example, protested against allowing any
bathing or sunbathing activities on a Sunday, ‘the Lord’s Day’ (I.M.05.03.1909).
For many Christians, participating in such pleasurable activities on a Sunday
was considered ‘improper’ and a ‘desecration of the Lord’s Day’ (Bulli Surf Club
records), even though, ironically, promenading was acceptable.

Sunbathing for health and national duty
From the 1920s, sunbathing became positioned as an acceptable leisure
practice through discourses of ‘health-giving rays’ and ’sunlight cure’, (Daley,
2003; McDermott et al, 2003). According to Daley (2003:131):
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This cultural shift involved a change in attitude from believing that
civilised and proper people were pale, to accepting and even expecting
that people would be bronzed and glowing, took place quite rapidly.
On Australian beaches Dr Saleeby’s ‘Sunlight League of England’ was
mimicked. The Sunlight League aimed to educate the public to appreciate
‘sunlight and fresh air as a means to health’ (Daley, 2003; Rodwell, 1999). The
craze of heliotherapy followed, promoting daily sun exposure as a preventative
and curative measure for tuberculosis, rickets, and various skin ailments56.
Daley (2003:126) suggests that the philosophy behind sunbathing was again
tied to eugenic ideals. Sunbathing became a ‘national duty’. Sunbathing was
positioned to bring about a strong, healthy, bronzed race of Australians, even to
the extent of keeping out all unwanted ‘pale’ bodies. In 1907, the Evening News
(14.10.1907) declares:
Our Australian girls no longer consider it good to wear pale and
uninteresting complexions….these bronze Venuses, with ozone in their
nostrils, and vitality in their constitutions, are to be the robust mothers of
the vigorous race which is to hold white Australia against all comers.
Amongst the Illawarra Councils’ records and news reports there is no strong
evidence of sunbathing for eugenic reasons. However, there is evidence of
increased sunbathing activities from the 1930s. In 1936, ‘Sunbaker’ from Port
Kembla Surf Club writes that ‘large crowds’ visited Port Kembla beach and ‘took
full advantage of the exceptionally warm weather’ (I.M.31.01.1936). He goes on
to say that ‘[s]unburnt backs and shoulders were very numerous.’ Publicity
officers begin to use words such as ‘sun-worshippers’. In 1937, for example,
‘Splash’ states that North Beach will be the ‘mecca of sun-worshippers during
the next few weeks when the holidays are in full swing’ (I.M.24.12.1937).
56

Refer to Booth (2001), Daley (2003) and Rodwell (1999) for further discussion on
heliotherapy.
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Defining the spatial limits of the beach
With the pursuit of beach leisure activities such as surf bathing and sunbathing
codes of ‘normal’ public behaviour were transgressed. Clothes were removed,
undergarments were worn publicly and male and female flesh exposed. Council
sought to spatially contain these practices, regulating public decorum through
enforcing local government ordinances. These regulations were influenced by
codes of public conduct, modesty and respectability.

One way Council sought to maintain public moral order was to provide and
enforce the spatial boundaries of different facilities at the beach. For example,
dressing sheds were to be used ‘exclusively’ to change clothes for bathing:
The dressing shed or enclosure must be used as such exclusively, and
severe penalties are provided for anyone depositing filth therein, playing
games or loitering (Clause 12 (a) Ordinance No. 52).
Any ‘loitering’ on the beach was forbidden. Indeed, Council sought to control the
conduct of beach-goers at ‘all public bathing places’. According to the bathing
ordinance:
The Council may control and regulate public bathing and the conduct and
costumes of bathers (a) in any public baths under the care, control and
management of the Council; (b) in any private baths open to the public
view; (c) in any river, watercourse, or tidal or non-tidal water; (d) in the
sea adjacent to though outside the area; and (e) in any public place or
public reserve adjacent to any of the aforesaid places (Clause 1,
Ordinance No. 52).
On Council-controlled beaches bathers were required: ‘to take the most direct
route between the dressing pavilions and the water’ (Evening News,
14.10.1907). No bather was allowed to remain dressed in their bathing costume
for a longer time than was necessary to pass from the sea, or ocean bath and
the dressing shed.
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The spatial limits of the beach were also clearly demarcated in legislation.
Bathing costumes were to be worn at the beach. No bathing costumes were
allowed in the streets. The Illawarra Mercury stated that ‘the Police be
requested to take action against any person found in a public street clad only in
bathing costumes’ (I.M.20.11.1928). In 1928, the Wollongong Parks and Baths
Committee recommended erecting signs to visually display the limits of the
beach: ‘that three notice boards be obtained and erected at the beaches’
(I.M.20.11.1928). Public decorum was to be upheld, especially when travelling
to and from the beaches and ocean baths.

Along with dictating how people were to dress, travelling to and from the beach,
Council sought to monitor conduct. Beach inspectors were appointed to keep
prescribed moral codes of behaviour enforced. The Bulli Shire Council
elaborates on these codes of behaviour:
No person shall behave in an unseemingly, improper, riotous, or noisy
manner or use bad language, to the annoyance of the public upon any
beach, foreshores, or waters used by the public (I.M.11.02.1938).
Council regulations appear to deem many pleasures derived from beach
activities to be inappropriate. There was to be ‘no playing games or loitering’.

Defining beach access by health, age and gender
The Council records also suggest that regulations attempted to control which
male and female bodies were permitted on the Illawarra beaches in terms of
health, age and gender. Beach inspectors were to enforce legislation that
restricted ‘unhealthy’ bodies from having access to all public pools, including
ocean baths:
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A person suffering…from any infectious, contagious, or offensive disease
or skin complaint, shall not visit or use any dressing enclosure, public
baths or public swimming pool (Clause 22, Ordinance No. 52).
This exclusion of sick and diseased bodies at the ocean baths contradicts the
promotion of the health dimension of the beach by tourism promoters and
health practitioners where sea bathing was heralded as a healthy tonic57.
Ironically by law, sickly bodies were to be kept out of Council-run ocean baths.
The banishing of all ‘dirty’ bodies from ocean baths is contained in a by-law:
No person in a dirty state or condition shall enter the swimming baths
until after he shall have thoroughly washed and cleansed himself in one
of the shower baths (I.M. 25.02.1908).
Through passing by-laws, Councils attempted to exclude all dirty, sick and
diseased persons, keeping them from ‘contaminating’ public space. Further, as
Bashford (2000:249) argues, concepts relating to the body, such as health,
hygiene and cleanliness, emerged following Federation as a way in which ‘the
whiteness of white Australia was conceptualised’.
Not only did Council dictate that bodies had to be healthy and clean to be
allowed to bathe publicly, but by-laws also regulated bathing according to age.
In 1908, a person over the age of four was to be dressed in regulation bathing
costume and to uphold the moral codes of the time, covering up naked flesh:
A person over four years of age bathing in any waters exposed to the
public view shall, in order to secure the observance of decency, be
properly and adequately clad (Clause 18, Ordinance No. 52).
Council also dictated the age when male children could not be in female baths
or in the vicinity of female dressing sheds. A male child over the age of eight
was expected to abide by gender segregation laws and to uphold the ethic of
keeping men and women segregated in public:
57

See for example, Booth (2001) and Wells (1982) for a commentary on bathing for health.
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A man above the age of eight years shall not trespass upon any part of a
public bathing reserve which is set apart for women (Clause 6 (a),
Ordinance No. 52).
Furthermore:
The Council may mark off an area adjacent to any dressing enclosure or
shed for the use of women, and may, by notice conspicuously exhibited
thereon, forbid men above the age of 8 years [sic] to go upon any such
area (Clause 12 (d), Ordinance No. 52).
Upholding a ‘rigid regime for children’ (Tosh, 1999) with ideas that they were
‘little adults’58 resulted in enforced bathing regulation costumes for children over
four years of age and gender segregation for children over eight years of age.

Gender segregation at the beach followed moral conventions of ‘respectable’
behaviour in public spaces. With the body clad only in swimwear and on full
public display, bathing segregation by gender was one way in which Councils
across Australia attempted to uphold the moral order, allegedly by preventing
even the possibilities of lustful glances between men and women. Informed by
Christian middle-class gender and sexual norms, segregated bathing by gender
was implemented under Clause 6 of the Bathing Ordinance when daylight
bathing became legalised. Initially, beaches were segregated by gender, with
females bathing at one ‘end’ of the beach and males at the other (Wells, 1982).
In some ocean baths gender regulations dictated bathing at different times, in
different lanes or in segregated baths. In the Illawarra, archival evidence
suggests that gender segregation of the ocean baths was enforced by Council.
In Wollongong, women bathed at two designated ocean baths - the ‘Ladies
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Much scholarship is concerned with the notion of children being treated as ‘little adults’. See
for example, Garbarino (1999) and Matthews (1994).
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Baths’ and the ‘Chain Baths’’59 (refer back to Figure 4.2) while men bathed on
the other side of the harbour at ‘Clarke’s Hole’ (I.M.05.01.1917; refer back to
Figure 4.3). In Kiama, women bathed at Pheasant Point while men bathed at
Blow Hole Point (McDermott, 2005). Even in 1936, surf clubs were refused
permission to use the ‘Ladies Baths’:
Wollongong City Council, fortnightly meeting: Application is made by the
Wollongong Surf Life Saving Club for permission to use the Ladies Baths
for training purposes - refused (I.M.13.11.1936).
Mixed-sexed bathing positioned as a ‘sin’
At the beginning of the twentieth century, mixed-sex bathing, was positioned by
Christian middle-class morals as a practice working against civility. Several
letters to the editor illustrate the abhorrence for mixed bathing. In 1907, a writer
stated that: ‘mixed bathing lowers the morals of the people and has a tendency
to animalise the race’ (S.M.H.17.11.1907). Notions of animality were implied to
suggest a human identity lacking in civility, manners and culture60. Similarly, a
letter to the Illawarra Mercury editor in 1908 referred to mixed bathing as
‘impertinence’ and ‘degeneracy’:
I understand they are canvassing the young girls of the town for the
purpose of joining their mixed bathing club. I am sorry they are not
sufficiently endowed with more manhood that they might know that it is
base impertinence on their part to approach respectable young girls in
such a matter…There is a growing looseness amongst our young people
that is deplorable…Will we be able to maintain our country with the
shattered remnants when the time comes to repel an invasion which may
not be far distant? It is to be hoped that our young girls who have self
respect will not yield to the bland young ‘gentlemen’ who are interesting
themselves in a cause of degeneracy for them. The oft-quoted axiom
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The ‘Ladies Baths’ mentioned here were situated slightly south of the ‘Chain Baths’. The
‘Chain Baths’ (or ‘nun’s pool’) were frequented by nuns from a nearby convent (McDermott,
2005; Hutton, 1997). These baths were situated under Flagstaff Hill where the present
Wollongong lighthouse stands.
60
Refer to Anderson (1997, 1995) for a discussion on how notions of animality came to inform
concepts of human identity in Western societies.
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“Righteousness exalteth a nation,” the city, or individual. This we could
profitably ponder over (I.M.14.01.1908).
This writer believed that nothing less than the moral values of the nation were at
stake through the practice of mixed-sex bathing.

A letter to the editor in 1908 illustrates that a major concern to conservative
moralists of the time was the public display of the gendered and sexed body:
…But there are others who have an insatiable desire to pose on the
sands before an admiring crowd of both sexes, showing the symmetrical
development endowed by a beneficent Creator, the pattern by which all
men were designed. Three young men on the Bellinger River recently
posed before some ladies in a similar way practiced in Wollongong for
some years, and they got three weeks in prison (I.M.14.01.1908).
Clearly, for those who participated in bathing, an integral part of the pleasure of
bathing was ‘posing’, and their gendered body being seen. Conversely,
pleasure also came from the visual practice of looking at bodies on display.
Published letters, from both female bathers and ‘concerned male relatives’,
demonstrate that some men transgressed normative moral codes by watching
women bathe. A letter to the editor by ‘lady bather’s brother’ states:
I wish to again call attention to the fact that the privacy of the reserve for
ladies at Wollongong is constantly pried upon by male creatures who
evidently have no respect for themselves or ladies. Surely our worthy
Mayor could get the police to move on this matter…It is anything but
pleasant for sensitive ladies to bathe before these peeping toms
(S.C.T.25.01.1908).
Positioned as ‘peeping toms’, these male voyeurs were positioned as lacking
morals.

Naturalising mixed-sexed bathing
Despite the apparent abhorrence to mixed-sex bathing, the practice had been
widely debated as early as 1869:
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…the establishment of bathing places for both sexes in Wollongong has
been a question frequently brought before the public (S.M.H.02.02.1869).
It was not until the late 1920s, however, that mixed bathing began to be
accepted as a ‘normal’ practice. In Wollongong mixed-sex bathing first occurred
at the Continental Baths (refer to Figure 6.5 and Footnote 62 on p.144). As the
name of the baths suggest, the practice was popularised as coming from
Europe rather than England.

Circulated letters and advertisements in the local press helped to promote, and
naturalise, the idea of mixed-sex bathing. Letters of correspondence in favour of
mixed-sex bathing were written predominantly by men, deploying arguments
that naturalised the regime of heterosexuality. One male writer to the Illawarra
Mercury (I.M.05.01.1917) suggested increasing the size of the ‘gents bath to
accommodate both sexes’. Having visited the Blue Mountains in Katoomba the
writer described witnessing mixed bathing as follows:
The bath for mixed bathers was full of ladies and gents enjoying life as it
should be enjoyed. The air was full of the ringing laughter of both sexes
mingling together as nature intended it to be. What a contrast to
Wollongong where the ladies are in quarantine on Flagstaff Hill!
Segregated bathing was positioned as ‘unnatural’. Mixed bathing enabled the
possibilities to ‘enjoy life as it should be enjoyed…as nature intended it to be’
(I.M.05.01.1917). The regime of heterosexuality was deployed to reorder the
beach.

The advertising of beachwear was another mechanism by which the gendered
boundaries of the beach were reconfigured. Throughout 1900-1940, changes
are present in how male and female bathers are portrayed in advertisements.
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Until the 1930s, male and female bathers are always depicted as being kept
apart in advertisements of beachwear. Bathing costume companies adhering to
bathing legislation appear to enforce strict gender segregation at the beach. For
example, in 1929, one advertisement depicts a female standing in the
background while a male in the foreground, sits on the sand (I.M.27.09.1929;
refer to Figure 6.1). In 1931, an advertisement hints that the male and female
beach-goer are together (refer to Figure 6.2). However, the female is standing
slightly behind the male (I.M.02.10.1931).

Figure 6.1 Segregated bathers (I.M.27.09.1929)
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Figure 6.2: A hint of bathing together (I.M.02.10.1931)

Only by the late 1930s are men and women bathers depicted together. A 1937
advertisement (refer to Figure 6.3) features two young adult bathers; a
muscular, bare-chested white, Anglo-Celtic male with surf sandals and belted
shorts and a white, Anglo-Celtic female wearing a large floppy hat, high heeled
shoes, with snug fitting bra-top swimmers (I.M.10.12.1937). In 1939, a Jantzen
advertisement (refer to Figure 6.4) portrays a young male and female adult
posing together. The text says: ‘The lady wins admiration in a distinctive
slenderizing model in Jantzen’s new “Velva-Sheen”’. Further, ‘He looks
handsome and manly in sleek, perfectly fitting trunks’ (I.M.27.10.1939). These
examples allude to not only how the gendered boundaries of bathing were
dissolving, but also how quickly the beach had become promoted as a place to
publicly display the sexualised body. Marketing of beachwear actively
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encouraged the sexualisation of the beach, practices that only thirty years
earlier were actively discouraged.

Figure 6.3 His ‘masculine’ trunks and her ‘bra-lace’ (I.M.10.12.1937)

Crucially, these examples make it apparent that by 1939, the beach had
become a place of overt sexuality, where bodies were increasingly on display to
be scrutinized by the public gaze. The advertisements portray hyper-sexualised
bodies of both men and women (refer to Figures 6.3 and 6.4). The images of
bathers become more seductive, portraying the beach as a ‘sexy’ place for
young, white people to relax together. Men clad in bathing costumes are
portrayed as strong, fit and masculine, wearing ‘low-waisted’ trunks with
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‘masculine rib stitch’. Women are portrayed as glamorous, sexy, and feminine
with ‘bra-lace’ giving ‘enchanting grace’ (I.M.10.12.1937). Rapid societal
changes towards the public display of flesh are further exemplified by referring
back to the 1925 photograph in Figure 4.8 (p.87) where men are clothed in onepiece bathing costumes and women remain fully dressed.

Figure 6.4: Hyper-sexualised bathers (I.M.27.10.1939)

Nevertheless, well into the 1930s, despite the practice and promotion of mixedsex bathing, many residents still endorsed segregated bathing. In 1932, a
female bather protested over her ‘right’ to have the ladies bath up-kept. This
‘respectable’ female admits that she is not ‘modern enough’ to join in mixed
bathing activities that occurred at the Continental bathing area (see Figure 6.5):
There are yet quite a lot of people who refrain from bathing in the
Continental bathing area, and for those people surely the Council can
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give a little attention. The bathing shed at the ladies baths requires
attention, and I feel that the Council might spare a little time and attention
for those respectable people who have not become modern enough to
display themselves to the view of the general public (I.M.15.01.1932)61.
Understandably, some women did not wish to be sexualized at the beach,
through participating in mixed-sex bathing – whether it be in the open sea or in
ocean baths. Instead, they wanted to retain a segregated bathing space where
they did not come under the heterosexual gaze of men.

Figure 6.5: Continental bathing at Wollongong c1930 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

(Un)dressing bodies at the beach
In the early 1900s, the beach became the only public space where for the first
time in white Australian history undergarments only were worn. Arriving and
departing from the beach fully dressed, the beach became an anomalous place
where bodies could be dressed in nothing but bathing costumes. Yet,
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The Continental Baths referred to here were officially opened in 1928 at Wollongong beach
(S.C.T.30.03.1928). The baths consisted of a large tidal pool and dressing sheds for mixed-sex
bathing and were funded and built by community volunteers and Council (Hutton, 1997).
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(un)dressing the body, at and for the beach, was both a highly regulated and
contested practice.
One way the beach became territorialised was through boundaries constituted
by practices of (un)dressing. From the early 1900s, Council by-laws specified
regulations for bathing costumes to be worn by all bathers over the age of four
(Clause 18, Ordinance No. 52). Initial rules reflected Christian middle-class
discourses that exposure of flesh in public was uncouth, impolite, and the
demise of civility. Hence:
From the Local Government Department there was a copy of ordinances
for the regulation of bathing as gazetted. The ordinance provides that
bathing costumes must cover the body from neck to the knee
(S.C.T.25.01.1908).
This regulation was reiterated a month later in the Illawarra Mercury, which
stated: ‘The first rule is that all persons…shall be clad in costume covering the
body from neck to knee’ (I.M.25.02.1908). (Un)dressing at the beach also
necessitated a second rule that stipulated:
A person shall not dress or undress or remove or disarrange any part of
his bathing costume in any place open to the public view (Clause 5,
Ordinance No. 52).
Yet, within a forty year period in the Illawarra, both these bathing regulations
were to become obsolete. Explanations for the changing of dressing practices
at the beach are explored in the following sections. Firstly, the emergence of
counter discourses to (un)dressing in public through possibilities of becoming
manly dressed only in bathing costumes is examined. Secondly, the changing
discourses of how to become womanly through practices of (un)dressing at the
beach is investigated.
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Becoming manly: (Un)dressing men at the beach
Initially, in the early 1900s, the full one-piece bathing costume for men was
designed to hide the sex and gender of the body. According to many Christian
middle-class moralists, the male body dressed in a bathing costume was
considered too manly [sexy] for public display. However, fabrics used for early
bathing costumes could not disguise the male genitalia. In 1907, to quell the
controversy, Councils proposed the wearing of a ‘tunic’ over mens’ neck-toknee bathing costumes. This proposal ended in uproar as men demonstrated
against the tunic, protestors dressed in womens’ skirts gathering at Manly,
Bondi and Coogee beaches (White, 2007; Booth, 2001). A report in the
Illawarra Mercury (I.M.15.10.1907) called the tunic proposal ‘monstrous’ and a
‘calamity’:
…How can he kick his legs about and perform aquatic feats before the
admiring gaze of a “mixed” assemblage with such an ungainly thing
around his legs?
The ‘skirting’ of the male bathing costume was understood by many men as
feminising the male body. As White (2007:29) argues, the skirted costume
‘threatened the masculinity of the bathers’62. However, although the tunic
proposal was dropped, ‘skirted trunks’ remained. Advertisements in the local
press for male bathing costumes reflect these rigid codes. For example, in 1915
an advertisement appeared for ‘one-piece bathing costumes’ for men
(I.M.30.11.1915) and as late as 1929, for ‘skirted’ trunks:
Men’s Cashmere Bathing Costumes. One-piece, with skirt. Navy and
Black and Marone (I.M.27.09.1929; refer to Figure 6.7).
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White’s (2007) article, ‘Save us from the womanly man’, pp.27-30 discusses in detail the
controversy of the skirted male bathing costume.
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Other bathing costume laws for men remained (throughout the 1900s-1940) that
demanded chests to be covered and bathing trunks to be at least three inches
long in the leg.

Figure 6.6: Male ‘skirted’ bathing costumes for sale (I.M.27.09.1929)

From Council enforcing legislation to male public practice rendering bathing
costume regulations obsolete
Despite the instigation of bathing costume regulations in the Illawarra, evidence
suggests that amongst some men there was very little respect for these laws.
Even the appointment of Council beach inspectors, also known as ‘inspectors of
nuisances’, to issue fines for improper bathing attire appears to have had little
impact. For instance, in 1908, Wollongong Surf Club reports that ‘several men
had been on the beach last Sunday with very insufficient dress’. The president
of the surf club goes on to say that ‘if Coogee was to be reproduced here, it
would be best to stop the thing altogether’ (I.M.25.01.1908). In 1909, there were
complaints from Council aldermen of young men bathing on the beach in a
‘nude condition’ at Kiama (K.I.16.10.1909). Likewise, in Wollongong, Alderman
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Bevan reported that he had seen men bathing ‘without any costume’
(I.M.05.03.1909). In 1909, five ‘young males’ were prosecuted by the ‘Inspector
of Nuisances’ in Wollongong for ‘bathing with trunks merely’63. The unclad
bather presented an unruly larrikin and working-class style of masculinity that
required punishment. Apparently, in the early 1900s, these views were upheld
by Council as well as by surf clubs.

In the Illawarra, up until the 1930s, the records suggest that bathing costumes
laws continued to be enforced. Indeed, during the 1930s, the Minister for Local
government, Mr. Spooner, renewed bathing costume laws. These regulations
necessitated covering the chest of men, the half skirt for females and the ‘three
inch leg rule’ for both men and women. In 1935, there is evidence of Spooner’s
legislation being strictly adhered to on the Illawarra beaches:
…About ten members were elected as beach inspectors to be approved
by the Council…They tell me that they all have rulers to measure Mr.
Spooner’s costume, to see that 3 inch leg is the fashion (I.M.18.10.1935).
However, there is also increasing evidence of Councilmen being divided over
bathing costume legislation. The following example demonstrates Bulli Shire
Council’s division over men dressed in ‘trunks only’ at the beach. In 1937, the
Illawarra Mercury (12.02.1937) reported that the controversial ‘trunks only’ was
a ‘much-discussed question’ and ‘promoted an important discussion’ at a
Council meeting. It concerned a Mr Woodhill who had ‘swum and sunbaked in
trunks only’ at Austinmer beach. Council was divided whether to take legal
proceedings against Mr. Woodhill after he had refused to leave the beach or
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Coincidentally, all five men went on to play a role in the history of the North Wollongong surf
club, including, E. Figtree, H. Cox and H. Budden (Illawarra Branch SLSA records).
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clothe himself in a regulation bathing costume when instructed to do so by a
beach inspector. Cr. Clowes64 said that if Council did not take action:
…it will mean the regulations will not be of any avail in the future, while a
prosecution would serve to show Council is out to put the regulations into
effect.
Cr. Fackender agreed with Cr. Clowes saying: ‘the Inspector was appointed for
a special purpose, and that Council should back him up’. However, Cr. Quilkey
said he considered bathing in trunks to be ‘quite decent’, and was ‘satisfied that
those wearing trunks today were paving the way for what will happen next
surfing season’. After many amendments, that were not carried, Council
decided that Mr. Woodhill would be ‘asked to apologise, failing which a
prosecution to follow’ (I.M.12.02.1937).

By the late 1930s, it is evident that Councillors were not prepared to act
unanimously to enforce regulation over the wearing of ‘trunks only’. To some
Councillors, trunks were ‘paving the way’ for future beachwear (I.M.12.02.1937).
Cr. Clowes, who wished to take action against men wearing ‘trunks only’ at the
beach in 1937, experienced a shift in attitude by the following year, where he
appears to be supportive of men wearing ‘underpants’ at the beach:
Cr. Clowes replied that probably the underpants were equally as
sufficient covering as are some bathing costumes worn on the beaches
(I.M.11.02.1938).
Cr. Clowes’ shift in attitude in the 1930s is an example of the rapidly changing
attitudes amongst some Councillors towards exposed flesh at the beach.
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In the archive it is apparent that the Shire Councils called their Councilmen ‘Councillors’ not
‘aldermen’. Hence, in the following examples from Bulli Shire the term Councillor or Cr. is used.
Central Illawarra Shire did the same. For example, Cr. Lewis of Central Illawarra is commended
for his role in the Shire in the Illawarra Mercury (26.02.1937).
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Leniency over the undressed male body at the beach reflects wider changes in
understanding the styles of masculinity performed through beach spaces repositioned as a frontline of the Australian nation. The desirability of men clad
only in trunks is facilitated by the marketing of bathing costumes in the Illawarra
Mercury. Men dressed in trunks are portrayed as powerful, virile, strong,
handsome and risk-takers. As the advertisements state, the designs were
considered ‘youthful’ and ‘daring’ (I.M.04.10.1939; 01.11.1929). From the mid1930s onwards, advertisements began to market male bathing costumes that
deployed muscled tanned flesh and toned bodies. Such advertisements helped
reposition the beach as a place for men to display a highly desirable, gendered
and sexualized body (refer, for example, to Figure 6.3 on p.142 and Figure 6.4
on p.143). As White (2007:30) argues:
Whereas in the past, the male bather had presented a dangerous,
threatening, and undesirable working-class masculinity, symbolized by
the irreverent larrikin, there now emerged a different interpretation. The
exposed male body began to be represented as the sign of a virile,
desirable, and desired masculinity forged in the battle against the surf.
While bathing costumes in the advertisements directly contradicted Spooner’s
‘three inch leg’ legislation, the fit, trunk clad, white Australian male body became
embedded in discourse constituting the beach as a place to perform a style of
masculinity that embodied national identity (White, 2007).

Hence, the rise of the SLSA was instrumental in the rapid change that took
place in the acceptance of men dressed only in trunks at the beach. In the
1930s, at the height of the surf lifesaving movement, the style of masculinity
performed at the beach was the ‘heroic’ surf lifesaver. Heroic, white, male
bodies of the SLSA became important to fashioning the settler nation in eugenic
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terms. As Ramsland (2000:264) argues: ‘the perfectible body of the Australian
surfer - handsome, fair-haired, physically fit, slim and muscular’ makes ‘a
convincing example of cultural eugenics made flesh’65.

Becoming feminine: (Un)dressing young women at the beach
The marketing of female beachwear to young women in the early 1900s reflects
an enormous shift in discourses about femininity. At the beginning of the
twentieth

century,

respectable

middle-class

woman

who

engaged

in

promenading wore clothes that only exposed the face. Bathing in public was
banned in daylight hours. Even when lifted, bathing could only occur in ‘neck to
knee’ swimwear. However, throughout the 1900s, fashionable young woman at
the beach were encouraged to wear less and less clothing.

Throughout 1900-1940, despite beach resort practices and fashions changing in
the Illawarra, the seaside resort had always enabled particularly young single
woman to be seen by men in public. Hence, the seaside was always a highly
gendered and sexualised space - where the norms of heterosexuality
demanded young woman become desirable to the opposite sex through
(re)fashioning their bodies. Therefore, for young women thinking about going to
the beach, a whole range of clothing, shoes and hats were marketed as ‘must
haves’. For example, a 1915 advertisement highlights the basic necessities of
womens’ beachwear:
Surfing Costumes, Surfing Hats and Caps, Sandals and Sandshoes,
Towels and Coconut Oil for sale (I.M.30.11.1915).
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Refer to Chapter Seven for further discussion on the masculinisation of the SLSA beach and
eugenics.
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Similarly, a 1929 advertisement reflects the available beach fashions:
…a most comprehensive display of Ladies’ and Men’s beach gowns,
Ladies’ surf capes, Oriental coolie coats and surf caps with belt to match
(I.M.27.09.1929).
Another advertisement on the front page of the Illawarra Mercury (27.12.1929)
lists an array of womens’ beachwear:
The brilliant beach pyjamas and sombrero hats have caught on
tremendously, and the beaches are a riot of colour…Even the simple
bathing costume is in the gayest of colours, stripes, gay designs, and
contrast colours for tops and pants and overskirts. Then an ensemble
suit of similar material must accompany this –also a brilliant coloured
cap, a rubber surf belt, and gaily coloured scarf (emphasis added).
Moreover, in the late 1920s, ideas about how women at the beach could
become fashionable for men illustrate how notions about ‘glamorous women’
and ‘Hollywood stars’ from the American film industry began to enter Australian
beach discourses. An image underneath a front page Illawarra Mercury
(27.12.1929) article features the Hollywood actress, Nancy Carroll, ‘paramount
star’ in the film Sweetie, wearing a ‘Chic Surf Ensemble’ (refer to Figure 6.8). As
Rickard (1996:193) argues, such advertisements enable ‘local adaptations of
glamorous Hollywood images to an audience of suburban voyeurs’. Going to
the beach dressed in the latest fashions provided possibilities for young white
Illawarra women to play out the roles of glamorous American movie stars.
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Figure 6.7: The ‘Chic Surf Ensemble’ (I.M.27.12.1929)
For young single women in the late 1920s, many bathing costumes were not
designed primarily for bathing, but for fashion. To be able to display the body at
the beach ‘extras’ such as girdles and surf brassieres were incorporated into the
bathing costume. For example:
So much attention is paid to appearances nowadays that surf brassieres
are worn by most women. They are of net and hold their figure firmly
beneath the suit…the slim line of the figure may be preserved by a
sport’s girdle, fitting closely round the abdomen…when the surf suit is
donned over this, the effect is very good, and there is the satisfaction of
knowing one’s figure is well controlled (I.M.27.12.1929).
Taught, tight and terrific bodies could be obtained through adorning surf
brassieres and girdles. These ‘extras’ seemingly brought ‘control’ over the
female body and promised enhanced self-esteem.

The Depression years of the 1930s did not stop the marketing of beachwear
targeting young women. Advertisements focused on the budget and
inexpensive yet ‘smart’ bathing costumes. In 1932, the Illawarra Mercury
advertised the ‘Final week of Lances “Balance the Budget”’, accompanied by an
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image of a young woman dressed in beachwear fashion. The heading of the
advertisement stated: ‘Beach ensembles must be smart but need not be
expensive’ (I.M.08.01.1932).

In the late 1930s-40s, advertisements in the Illawarra continue to portray young
fashionable woman at the beach as little more than beach decorations for the
heterosexual male gaze66. In accordance with heterosexual male desires,
womens’ bodies continue to be glamourised and feminised at this time through
a marketing emphasis on large busts and curvaceous figures. For example,
buxom woman wearing one-piece swim suits are portrayed wearing make-up,
hair that never touched the ocean and high-heeled fashionable shoes never
designed to step foot on the sand (refer back to Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4).

Incidentally, in the 1940s, the first Illawarra Mercury advertisement of the twopiece bathing costume appeared. It was headed: ‘Lances makes news’
(07.12.1945). Clearly, the arrival of the controversial two-piece bathing costume
in the Illawarra was a news-making event. Following the conventional script of
the beach as a place for young woman to make fashion statements, this new
costume is reported as being modelled by ‘Manly bathing beauties’ and
‘glamorous Miss Australia’. It is pitched as a ‘scamp swim suit’, the first twopiece bathing suit that ‘left the midriff bare’ with a ‘Hollywood air’
(I.M.07.12.1945). Although marketed in the press, Councils immediately banned
the wearing of such a garment on public beaches67. Shortly after this, in July,
1946, French designer, Réard launched the ‘bikini’ onto the world market. Booth
66
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The role of women involved in beach pageantry is explored in Chapter Seven.
Refer to Booth (2001:48-52; 1997:173) and Huntsman (2001:64).
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(2001:50) comments on the bikini as having an ‘explosive impact on the
Western world’. Indeed, in places such as the Illawarra beaches, the arrival of
the bikini brought with it controversy amongst bathers and policy makers. By
challenging the prevailing norms of pubic decency the bikini represented the
explosive atoll it was named after68.

The bodies of young women at the beach have always been subject to
disciplinary methods framed by fashion. The progressive undressing of the
female body at the beach from the 1900s-1940s required changes in practices
of grooming regimes, that themselves reflected new attitudes towards
respectability and desirability of young women. As Fraser (1994) argues, while
grooming regimes changed, the wearing of a one-piece or two-piece bathing
costume at the beach necessitated an ‘inner corset’ that was no less repressive
and restrictive than donning a corset or girdle. Dressing the female body at the
Illawarra beaches in a one-piece or two-piece bathing costume was subject to
‘new disciplinary methods’ - including hair removal from underarms, legs and
pubic region, exercising to firm and tone muscles and dieting. In accordance
with Booth’s (2001:18) argument, dressing fashionable young woman in bathing
costumes for the Illawarra beaches brought new forms of ‘bodily imprisonment’.

Conclusion
From the 1900s to the 1940s, rapid social changes occurred in sun and ocean
bathing practices - from attempts to segregate men and women behind screens,
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Réard named the swim suit after the Bikini Atoll (Booth, 2001). Lenček and Bosker (1998:222)
state: ‘Two events shook the summer of 1946: the atomic test on Bikini Atoll and the unveiling of
the world’s skimpiest two-piece bathing suit’
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to the public display of sexualized bodies - that also transformed the materiality
of the Illawarra beaches. These transformations occurred within the regime of
heterosexuality. Initially, the dominant naturalised assumptions amongst many
Christian middle-class white settlers voiced concerns that nothing but the
decline of civil society was at risk through men and women encountering each
other undressed at the beach. Hence, at the beach men and women were
always segregated. Council surveillance and regulation of the beach space
reflected these norms, passing by-laws to control the types of bodies present
and to control how these bodies were to conduct and dress themselves.

Competing regimes of fitness, health and beauty meant that attitudes changed
amongst some residents of the Illawarra about what activities and apparel were
considered ‘respectable’. Advertising of beachwear along with the rise of the
SLSA also helped to bring about changes in attitudes towards the (un)dressed
body at the beach. These competing discourses meant that by 1940 Council bylaws regarding costume regulations were rendered practically obsolete.
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Chapter Seven: Becoming men through the spaces of the
Illawarra Surf Clubs

Introduction
This chapter provides an understanding of the layering of new discursive
structures over the beach fashioned by the SLSA69 in the 1920s-1940s. The aim
of this chapter is to examine Illawarra SLSA narratives for insights into how
gender, race, nation and space are co-constituted through discourse. To
examine these reciprocal relationships the chapter relies upon a discourse
analysis of an archival record comprised of surf club annual reports, minutes,
and other historical material regarding membership and club histories. In
addition, surf reports written by publicity officers and published weekly in the
Illawarra Mercury from 1929 onwards are interpreted within the broader
discursive structures fashioning the beach.

The SLSA archive is partial given that records are poorly recorded and kept.
Vitally, there is also a clear gendered dimension. All surf club archival material
is written by men, including reports on female surf clubs and activities, thus
silencing the narratives of women in the SLSA. Further, the material provides
insights into primarily how the male homosocial culture wished to portray itself
to a public audience. Missing are personal reflections and life histories that

69

The surf club records do not differentiate between the SLSA (NSW) and the SLSAA (Surf Life
Saving Association of Australia), therefore, the one term, ‘SLSA’, is used to refer to the local
surf clubs, the Illawarra Branch and the national institution as a whole.
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would reveal more clearly the complexities and contradictions within the surf
lifesaving movement70.

The chapter employs the theoretical tools of ‘hegemonic masculinities’,
‘imagined community’ and ‘homosocial space’ to examine the stability and
unsettling of gender in SLSA discourses. According to Connell (1995:77)
hegemonic masculinity is:
…the configuration of gender practice which embodies the currently
accepted answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy, which
guarantees (or is taken to guarantee) the dominant position of men and
the subordination of women.
Thus, hegemonic masculinity operates to naturalise the seeming superiority to
femininity, and marginalises men whose style of masculinity does not conform
to expected norms. Further, normative styles of masculinity underpin the
collective social bonds of the SLSA. Here, Rose’s (1990:426) definition of an
‘imagined community’ is helpful in analysing the gendered geographies
attributable to the values endorsed by the SLSA:
…a group of people bound together by some kind of belief stemming
from particular historical and geographical circumstances in their own
solidarity.
The SLSA provided a system of values whereby members could make sense of
their own histories and geographies. Within the social relationships of this
imagined community of men, a dominant framework emerges that serves to
legitimise particular geographies and styles of masculinities. Surf lifesaving can
be said to have:
…evolved as a masculine space, supporting male dominance not only by
excluding or marginalising women, but by naturalising a connection
70

See for example, Jaggard’s (1997) discussion of surf lifesavers as ‘chameleons’.
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between masculinity and the ‘skills’ of sport; aggression, physical
strength, success in competition, and negation of the feminine (Hall,
2005:157).
Hence, following Messner (1992:16) the SLSA can also be interpreted as a
homosocial space: ‘which served to symbolize the masculine structure of power
over women’. In sum, the SLSA as an imagined community was a socially
gendered and racialised institution that enabled white men to bond together and
to demonstrate a particular endorsed style of Australian masculinity. SLSA
members’ narratives about the Illawarra beaches helped naturalise particular
racialised and gendered assumptions of spaces generated by the social
relationships of the lifesaving movement.

The SLSA archive is about both stability and change. There is evidence that
supports arguments of the SLSA fixing ideas of what it meant to become a man
on the Illawarra beaches - but there is also evidence of slippages from this
norm. The chapter is divided into three main sections. The first section provides
essential background, outlining the emergence of surf clubs in the early 1900s.
It describes the SLSA as territorialising the beach through white, Australian
masculine performances and through regulating affiliations, gender and race.
The next section examines how the Illawarra beaches became ordered by the
practices and assumptions of the lifesaving movement. It addresses four main
themes that help to stabilise hegemonic masculinities within the SLSA:
physicality; vigilance and service; subordination of women; and the white
heterosexual Christian family. The last section examines pleasures of
sunbaking and surfing that unsettle and complicate SLSA notions of the beach
as a space of discipline and white nation building.
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Territorialising the beach through the regulations of the SLSA
In the 1900s, the Australian beach emerged as a popular Western leisure
space, spurred on by the creation of ‘leisure time’ for the middle and working
classes. Surf bathing became increasingly performed as a seasonal leisure
activity, occurring predominantly in the summer months where it was associated
with holidays and warmth. On the Illawarra beaches, in January 1908, a time
and a space was created for surf bathing and surf lifesaving as a group activity
when the first surf club was established, named the Wollongong Surf Bathing
and Life Saving Club71 (refer to Figure 7.1 for surf club Association name
changes between 1908 and 1929). By the 1943/44 season there were 16 active
clubs, located from Helensburgh/Stanwell Park in the north to Kiama in the
south (refer to Tables 7.1, 7.2 and Figure 7.2).

1908: NSW Surf Bathing and Life Saving Association
1917: South Coast Surf Bathing Association
1920: Surf Life Saving Association of NSW
1924: South Coast Branch of the SLSA of Australia
1929: Illawarra Branch of SLSA of Australia
Figure 7.1: Association name changes of Illawarra surf lifesaving
(source: surf club records)

71

This surf club patrolled what is presently known as North Wollongong beach. It was not until
1912 that Wollongong beach was also used for bathing (Middleton and Figtree, 1963).
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Figure 7.2: Active surf clubs in Illawarra Branch 1930s-1940s
(source: mapped by author from archival record)
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Over the first few years of the 1920s, Illawarra surf clubs became affiliated with
the Surf Life Saving Association (SLSA). The emergence of the SLSA
territorialised the beach through a series of controls and regulations. One way
of regulating the beach was to establish an opening and closing of the bathing
season. Each year the SLSA announced that the beach was ‘opened’ in
October for public bathing: ‘What a splendid day for the opening of the surf
season’ (I.M.08.10.1937); and ‘closed’ in April:
This weekend will, as far as surfing activities are concerned, bring the
season to a close (I.M.03.04.1936).
This served to both regulate a public bathing season and to bring bathing
practices at the beach under SLSA control.

During the bathing season, the beach became territorialised through the use of
flags that marked the surf patrolled by lifesavers. In the late 1930s, Wollongong
Surf Club called ‘[t]he importance of bathing between the flags’ as ‘most
essential’ (I.M.05.03.1937). Reminders from publicity officers appeared
frequently in the Illawarra Mercury for the public to bathe only ‘between the
flags’: ‘Surfers are reminded that they must bathe between the flags on all
beaches’ (I.M.03.12.1937).

A further territorialising of the beach was through the use of uniforms. In 1938,
the Illawarra Mercury reports that a discussion of ‘great interest’ took place
regarding the wearing of coloured caps and costumes by club men on patrol:
Great interest is centred around the advisability of patrol members
wearing some distinguishing colour either by caps or costume or both
(I.M.16.12.1938).
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In 1939, distinguishing red and yellow caps and costumes became part of the
standard patrol uniform of the SLSA. Uniforms were not only deployed to set the
SLSA club members apart from the rest of the beach users, but to sustain
notions of the surf lifesavers as being uniquely Australian72.

Territorialising the beach through club affiliation rules
Another way the SLSA territorialised the beach was by establishing the bronze
medallion program (Bulli Surf Club records). Illawarra surf clubs accessed this
program from its initiation. From the 1921/22 surf season a local board of
examiners was operative for the Illawarra Branch (Middleton and Figtree,
1963:2273). According to the Bulli Surf Club records, in 1921, the SLSA ruled
that all participants in club competitions were required to hold the surf bronze
medallion. This rule regulated all the NSW surf clubs. This meant that some surf
clubs could not be affiliated. These clubs were excluded from (inter)club
competitions until ‘bronzes’ were obtained (which for Bulli Surf Club did not
occur until 1930). Some clubs were not affiliated with the Branch simply for
failing to register on time. This was the fate of both Thirroul and Bellambi Surf
Clubs, for example, in the 1934/35 surf season (1934/35 Annual Report). Table
7.1 gives further examples of non-affiliated clubs (indicated by --). The Illawarra
Branch Annual Reports indicate how many clubs affiliated each season with the
Illawarra Branch as well as the total of ‘capitated members’ in the Branch - that
is, ‘the Active members who are holders of the Bronze Medallion’. By the 1940s
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Australians became known world-wide for their surf lifesaving exploits. They are known to
have even given displays during World War Two. Bondi lifesavers took their club flag with them
to war. Australian club men held surf carnivals - Australian style - in Gaza, Tel Aviv and Jaffa,
while bronze medallions were gained in Changi. The Changi POW SLSC is officially registered
in SLSAA records (see Maxwell, 1949:289 and James, 1983:10).
73
A written history of Illawarra surf lifesaving located in the surf club archive.
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there were sixteen clubs affiliated with the Illawarra Branch – reported as being
‘the largest Branch affiliated with the Surf Life Saving Association of Australia’
(SLSA Illawarra Branch Annual Reports). Tables 7.1 and 7.2 give details of
affiliated clubs and membership between the seasons of 1932/33 and 1943/44.
In sum, the initial bathing and surf clubs became both regionalised and
nationalised by establishing the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA.

Table 7.1: Surf clubs affiliated with the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA between
1932/33 and 1943/44 surf seasons (source: surf club records)
1932/33

1934/35

1935/36

1937/38

1943/44

Kiama
Port Kembla
Wollongong
North
Wollongong
Coniston
Corrimal
Bellambi
Woonona
Bulli
South Thirroul
Thirroul
Austinmer
Coledale
Coalcliff
Helensburgh/
Stanwell Park

Kiama
Port Kembla
Wollongong
North
Wollongong
Coniston
Corrimal
--Woonona
Bulli
South Thirroul
--Austinmer
Coledale
Coalcliff
Helensburgh/
Stanwell Park

Kiama
Port Kembla
Wollongong
North
Wollongong
--Corrimal
--Woonona
--South Thirroul
Thirroul
Austinmer
Coledale
Coalcliff
Helensburgh/
Stanwell Park

Kiama
Port Kembla
Wollongong
North
Wollongong
--Corrimal
----Bulli
South Thirroul
Thirroul
Austinmer
Coledale
Coalcliff
Helensburgh/
Stanwell Park
Shellharbour
South Kembla
Illawarra South

Kiama
Port Kembla
Wollongong
North
Wollongong
--Corrimal
Bellambi
Woonona
Bulli
South Thirroul
Thirroul
Austinmer
Coledale
Coalcliff
Helensburgh/
Stanwell Park
----Illawarra South
Scarborough
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Table 7.2: The number of surf clubs and capitated members of the Illawarra
Branch between 1932/33 and 1943/44 surf seasons (source: surf club records)
Surf Season

Number of Surf Capitation of
Clubs
Branch

1932/33

15

352

1934/35

13

424

1935/36

13

448

1937/38

15

443

1943/44

16

456

Territorialising the beach through gender exclusions
The SLSA also territorialised the beach through exclusions based on gender. In
the early 1900s, given that the lifesaver was not yet a national subject, the
bodies of surf club members were not normatively gendered as masculine or as
heroes. Consequently, with the opening of the first surf clubs in the Illawarra
both men and women were able to become members. Women were engaged in
establishing their own surf clubs reflecting gender norms of middle-class
morality in segregating the sexes. In 1913 the surf club records note that the
‘Wollongong Ladies Surf Club gave a display in December 1914’. Further,
Middleton and Figtree (1963:44) mention that in 1914 ‘Miss Wakefield effected
a rescue’. At this time, women attained awards (Surf Bathing Association (SBA),
Royal Life Saving Society (RLSS) and the Surf Bronze Medallion awards) and
did not have to negotiate surf lifesaving as a naturally masculine activity.
According to Middleton and Figtree (1963:44) ‘history’ was made in the Illawarra
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in November, 1914 when four women ‘gained their surf bronzes’. It is also noted
that on the same day:
Miss Noble received the distinguished honour of being the world’s only
lady recipient of the S.L.S.A. Instructor’s Certificate.
However, these four women were ‘the only ladies to ever’ receive the bronze
medallion74 (Middleton and Figtree, 1963). The SLSA became entrenched in a
particular heterosexual masculine ideal. The gaining of the prized bronze
medallion became restricted to men, effectively barring women from performing
ocean rescues and from becoming full club members.

A masculine regime of whiteness
Another set of spatialised exclusions on the Illawarra beaches operated
between the intersections of gender and race. Although there were no outright
bans on non-white people joining the SLSA movement, scholars75 suggest that
the SLSA sought to introduce, and regulate, activities and performances of a
‘white regime’. Integral to ideas of race in Australia was a belief of the need for
racial purity. Indeed, an initial act of the newly established Federal parliament
was the adoption of the White Australia Policy (Huntsman, 2001). Therefore, it
followed that if the white race depended on the ‘survival of the fittest’, health
and strength building practices of the SLSA were crucial.

The regime of whiteness naturalised ideas that there were no Indigenous
peoples living on the beach, sustaining an ongoing rich relationship with the
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Women were banned from full club membership and from receiving the bronze medallion until
1980. See James (1983).
75
See, for example, Rodwell (1999), Bashford (2000) and Ramsland (2000).
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ocean. Instead, the beach was portrayed as an empty page yet to be written on.
In the early twentieth century, an article in the Sydney Mail (16.01.1907) stated
that white Australia had ‘at last found a use’ for the beach, turning the beach
into ‘a real pleasure ground for the people, a place whither they may repair in
search of health and brimming enjoyment’ (cited in Rodwell, 1999:59). This
eugenic perspective blatantly disregarded the Indigenous peoples’ cultural and
spiritual attachment to the beach.

Furthermore, Rodwell (1999) and Ramsland (2000) suggest that in eugenic
terms the SLSA became integral to the creation of a ‘master race’. Heroic white
male bodies, that were trim, taught and muscled, were eugenically important to
the nation. Indeed, Manly Surf Club founder, A.W. Relph, believed that surf club
men were the ‘right type’ - ‘a fine healthy race of men’ who could be called upon
to serve if the nation needed them:
When Australia needs them, as no doubt one day she will, these men,
trained athletes, tanned with the sun on the beaches, strong and brawny
with the buffeting in the surf, will be well fitted to take up their trust and
do duty for their country (S.M.H.26.09.1908).
Such statements clearly expose how a regime of whiteness prescribed what
types of bodies belonged on the beach.

How the regime of whiteness continued to make Aboriginal Australians invisible
at the beach is exposed by the work of McGloin (2005) and Byrne and Nugent
(2004). Drawing upon oral histories, McGloin illustrates the significance of the
beach to Aboriginal Australians living in the Illawarra. Her interview with Wodi
Wodi elder, Aunty Rita Timbrey-Bennett, explains this connection:
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We are ocean people…it’s as simple as that…the waters here are part of
our Dreaming and they are of great significance to us…The beach was
our larder. We grew up by the beach and we enjoyed all it had to offer.
We ate lobster, prawns, pipis and mussels…Now when I look at the
beach around the area I grew up, in Port Kembla, I feel such a sadness
because we had a wonderful time there as kids before the second world
war…Yes the beach to us was a big, plentiful larder (2005:285).
Byrne and Nugent (2004:113) reveal the Indigenous connection to the beach as
integral to developing and maintaining ‘their sense of themselves, part of what it
meant to be “Aboriginal” and “kin”’.

Under the territorialising impulses of the SLSA, the Illawarra beaches of the
1920s-40s were discursively constituted by SLSA members as spaces of a
white Australian hegemonic masculinity. In the following section themes within
the SLSA narratives that stabilised a white Australian hegemonic masculinity on
the Illawarra beaches are explored.

Narrating performances of white Australian hegemonic masculinity on
Illawarra SLSA beaches
The discourses circulated by the SLSA imposed discipline on the beach by
introducing cultural norms that valued a military-style athleticism consisting of
strenuous physical training, drills, competition and patrols. This section
examines evidence on Illawarra beaches that support arguments of the SLSA
fixing what it meant to ‘become a man’ in terms of physical strength, mateship,
courage and domination of women. The four main themes examined to expose
hegemonic masculinity are: physicality; vigilance and service; the subordination
of women; and the white heterosexual Australian family.
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Physicality
Illustrating how the discursive spaces of the SLSA were informed by normative
ideas of a hegemonic masculinity performed by physical strength, fitness and
discipline is the emergent theme of physicality. This theme contributed to the
ideology of ‘becoming men’ within the SLSA through activities such as awards,
training, competition and rescue. Figure 7.3 depicts members of North
Wollongong Surf Club to be ‘physically fit, slim and muscular’ bronzed white
men (Ramsland, 2000:264).

Figure 7.3: North Wollongong Surf Club c1928 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

Awards: Becoming men through training
To attain awards, the surf club discourse emphasises attributes of strength,
fitness and discipline. The Illawarra Branch Surf Notes, for example, stresses
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the level of fitness and discipline required for men to pass the bronze medallion
test:
After passing…a severe test, a course of probation must be served
during which the recruit receives instruction leading to the examination
for the Bronze Medallion - the proficiency award of the Association. On
receiving this he becomes a qualified life-saver (I.M.05.04.1935).
Pioneer Manly Surf Club member, Arthur Lowe, concurs with this statement. He
comments further on the discipline and training involved:
He must obey. Fulfil all orders as to chores, swimming practices, drills,
lectures and carry out everything necessary to enable him to pass one of
the hardest examinations in the world ever set humans; that is, the test
for the bronze medallion (cited in Booth, 2001:72).
Complicit with the ideology of this hegemonic masculinity, young men were
willing to endure a high level of risk to achieve the prized bronze medallion. This
is evident from the Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club records (1940) where
a ‘young man’ attempting his ‘belt swim for the bronze medallion’ was held
under the surf by a ‘submerged object’. His line had become entangled in an
object on the sea bed, endangering his life. Young men were willing to take
such high risks in order to become SLSA members and ultimately to ‘belong’ on
the SLSA beach.

Further, surf club records indicate that club members were to be all-weather
men:
Owing to the cold southerly on Sunday last the boys didn’t participate in
the surf…It is sincerely hoped that members will take notice of the
example shown by their club captain and five other members, who train
every afternoon at the baths (I.M.23.10.1931).
Club members were admonished to persevere with ‘intensive drilling’
(I.M.12.03.1937) in all weather and surf conditions.
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Competition: Becoming men through winning
The Illawarra SLSA archive demonstrates that competition is in an integral part
of hegemonic masculinity. Throughout the 1920s-40s, competition occurred
within and between surf clubs, transforming the surf into a ‘battlefield’. Strong,
fit, disciplined men, referred to as ‘stout fellows’, prepared to do ‘battle for
honours’:
Despite exceedingly cold weather last Sunday…there were very few
absentees amongst the competitors, although there were no
spectators…Well, “stout fellows” of the surf clubs, we will see you all at
Austinmer surf carnival on this Saturday week, to battle for honours in
beach and water events, and to see who’s going to be the most
prominent club of the season (I.M.20.12.1935).
Competitions helped to territorialise the different beaches within the Illawarra
Branch by establishing (inter)club competition between local clubs. Wollongong
Surf Club, for example, won the ‘Stevenson Cup’ in the Illawarra Branch
Rescue and Resuscitation competitions for three seasons running between
1924 and 1927 (Middleton and Figtree, 1963:47; see Figure 7.4). The Illawarra
Branch Annual Reports highlight competition results, praising clubs and
individuals who won. In 1935, the Illawarra Branch Annual Report heralds North
Wollongong Surf Club as champions of the Illawarra Branch. For the 1934/35
season they were winners of the ‘Illawarra Branch SLSA Championship
Penant’, the ‘Bligh Shield’, the ‘Klingtite Cup’ and the ‘Dawes Silver Reel’. The
Branch states:
The above records show that North Wollongong Surf Life Saving Club
have asserted their superiority for the past 4 years in competition. To
them we offer our congratulations for their successes which was due to
the fine Club spirit, brought about by strict attention to drill, training and
discipline (Illawarra Branch Annual Report, 1934/35).
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Figure 7.4: Wollongong Surf Club winners 1925/26 (Illawarra Images, 2002)

Members that won individual titles are singled out as bringing ‘honour’ to their
local club and to the Illawarra. Of significance is Alan Fitzgerald (Corrimal Surf
Club and later North Wollongong Surf Club) who between 1920 and 1940 won
the most awards (see Figure 7.5). On winning the senior belt championship of
Australia at Bondi in March 1936, Fitzgerald is attributed as generating regional
pride through bestowing ‘the greatest honour this club and the Illawarra Branch
has ever gained’ (Corrimal Surf Club records). The 1935/36 Illawarra Branch
Annual Report states:
The only success that accrued to the Branch in these entries was the
notable win by A. Fitzgerald, of the Senior Belt Championship of
Australia…we congratulate Mr. Fitzgerald on the honour he has brought
to himself and to this Branch by carrying off this Championship.
The Corrimal Surf Club publicity officer, evoking emotions of ‘pride’ positions
Fitzgerald as a ‘champion’:
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On behalf of Allan Fitzgerald, let me thank all those who have so
enthusiastically congratulated him on his fine performance in winning the
belt championship of Australia. Corrimal Club is proud to number among
its members such a champion, and we are proud to have so successfully
represented the surf clubs of the Illawarra Branch (I.M.03.04.1936).
Alan Fitzgerald became somewhat of a local celebrity. The following year, in
1937, Wollongong Surf Club informed the public that ‘Alan Fitzgerald will be
making his first local appearance since he won the title of surfbelt champion of
Australia’ (I.M.08.01.1937). Fitzgerald went on to win the ‘Senior Belt Race’
later that month. E.Lynch commented on Fitzgerald’s win saying that:
Alan Fitzgerald (of Corrimal) again proved his superiority in the Senior
Belt Race by easily winning the final from Ivo Wyatt (Nth Bondi)
(I.M.29.01.1937).
This sense of pride in a local champion is one way the Illawarra Branch
territorialised the Illawarra as a place of excellence in surf lifesaving. Thus, the
winning of competitions and awards helped sustain a form of regionalism.

Figure 7.5: Alan Fitzgerald carried by club mates (Corrimal Surf Club records)
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Ocean rescues: Becoming men through strength and discipline
According to SLSA regulations a lifesaver on voluntary patrol needed discipline
to enable keeping ‘strict watch’ and to possess the courage and physical
strength required to carry out rescues. Hence, the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA
stated in 1935:
A strict watch is kept on the bathers, and grave danger is often faced in
affecting the rescues of persons in difficulty (I.M.05.04.1935).
The Australian lifesaving technology of the ‘belt, reel and line’ demanded
physical strength because it was ‘cumbersome’ and ‘dangerous’ (James,
1983:7). Indeed, there are many entries in the records of lines breaking and
club men succumbing to fatigue. For example, an incident, reported in the Bulli
Surf Club records, mentions a club man becoming ‘exhausted’ after the line
broke on two attempts (circa 1914). Similarly, Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf
Club records report an incident where the line broke and ‘whipped back’,
striking the beltman ‘with a heavy blow over the face’ (circa 1916). In 1938, the
Austinmer Surf Club received new surf belts of the ‘very latest design’ as well as
a ‘waxed surf line recommended by the Association, as it floats just under the
water, whereas the old type sinks to the bottom’ (I.M.18.02.1938). These design
improvements enabled more effective and safer methods of rescue, although
physical strength and endurance were still required.

In the 1920s, surf boats were introduced and integrated into SLSA competitions
and rescue activities. However, rather then challenging conventional ideas of
physical strength, manoeuvring the heavy boats still demanded these attributes.
The 1937/38 Illawarra Branch Annual Report states, for example, that the ‘surf
boat races were run in a very heavy surf’, and ‘all were loud in their praises for
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the skill of the crews’. Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club records mention
club members ‘battling…through pounding surf’ on one occasion and, in 1940,
mention an incident where a club member ‘paddled with all his strength’ to keep
a launch from ‘being dashed to pieces on the rocks’. The physical strength
needed to manoeuvre surf boats in rough seas is also illustrated by Maxwell
(1949) who states that lifesavers engaged with waves that were ‘three and four
times higher than a tall man’ (p.86). She quotes a spectator as saying: ‘Wouldn’t
go out in one of those things for pay’ (p.87).

SLSA discourses about rescue activities of lifesavers work towards naturalising
hegemonic masculinities performed by men on the beach. The discourses
helped to naturalise the connection between men, the surf lifesaver, physical
strength, fitness and discipline. Further, gendered pseudonyms used by surf
club

publicity

officers,

such

as

‘Beltman’

(I.M.25.0.1929),

‘Linesman’

(I.M.07.02.1930), ‘Dumper’ (I.M.27.09.1935) and ‘Life Saver’ (I.M.30.09.1938) suggesting connotations of strength, danger and rescue, helped these attributes
to become naturalised as normative in SLSA activities.

Saving lives as normative SLSA activities
The second theme - vigilance, service, self-sacrifice and heroism - examines in
particular the humanitarian discourses of the SLSA pertaining to saving lives
and nation building. How many lives were saved is well documented in the
Illawarra SLSA archive. The Annual Reports give statistics each surf bathing
season of ‘lives saved’, ‘first aid received’ and ‘rescues’. For example, the
Illawarra Branch Annual Report for the 1932/33 surf season states that ‘no
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drowning fatalities have occurred owing to the vigilance and efficiency of the
Surf Life Saving Clubs embraced by this Branch’. The report goes on to say
that:
It may be noted that no less than 169 lives were actually saved, while
191 members of the public received first aid (Illawarra Branch, Annual
Report, 1932/33).
Publicity officer reports published in the Illawarra Mercury also give details on
rescue activities. In 1937, ‘Surfo’ comments:
During the season 34 rescues have been performed by men on voluntary
patrol, apart from those rescues carried out individually, and no lives
have been lost. The first aid report book shows that 186 persons have
been treated by our first aid officers for blue bottle stings, abrasions,
immersion, etc (I.M.02.04.1937).
Public reporting of these practices was one way of demonstrating the necessity
of the SLSA in carrying out acts of ‘vigilance and service’ on the beach. As a
1937 Surf Notes article states:
A deep hole in the surf last weekend kept the members on patrol on the
alert. However, the Surf Life Saving Association’s motto of “Vigilance and
Service” was, as usual, well upheld and nothing serious eventuated
(I.M.05.03.1937).
Further, in 1938, the Illawarra Branch elaborates:
…the essential fact that 338 lives were saved by members of surf life
saving clubs affiliated with the branch is sufficient reason for us to be
immensely proud of our achievements and certainly does justify our
existence…The appended list of rescues performed by the various clubs
clearly demonstrates the value of surf life saving clubs, the ever growing
popularity of surfing and the vigilance of the patrols (I.M.21.10.1938).
In addition, particular attention is given in the records to club members on
voluntary patrol operating under harsh or extreme weather and ocean
conditions. ‘Shark’ from Corrimal Surf Club reported:
Weather again was unfavourable for surfing and stopped the beach
being patronised by the surfers, but did not stop the members of our
club. They possess the right spirit (I.M.22.10.1937).
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Similarly:
Patrols last weekend were carried out under adverse weather conditions.
However, nothing short of a cyclone will stop some of our members
(I.M.10.12.1937).
Voluntarism was a key ideology of the SLSA to gain wider appeal from the
public. An appeal for young men to join the SLSA is made by Mr. Hanley, a surf
lifesaving instructor in 1929:
…out of the thousands who enjoy the privilege of having a good time in
the surf how many give serious thought to the position of the members of
the clubs whose vigilance on the beaches makes it possible for them to
have that good time in the surf in comparative safety - not many….I
would like to make an appeal to all eligible young men of the South
Coast to join up with their respective clubs and make that club worthy of
far better support from the citizens who enjoy the privilege of surfing
safety…As surf clubs here badly need more strength, I hope this appeal
will not be in vain, and that their members will be doubled
(I.M.04.10.1929).
In 1935, an Illawarra Branch report again highlights voluntarism:
There is no material reward for the work. The voluntary spirit in which it
was inaugurated has been preserved throughout…
The report goes on to say that statistics of SLSA rescues are a ‘simple
testimony of the efficiency of the clubs and the value of the movement to the
community’ (I.M.05.04.1935).

The theme of ‘vigilance and service’ present in SLSA discourses can be found
in the work of Booth (2001), Huntsman (2001), Saunders (1998) and Maxwell
(1949). In 1938, the media attention given to the mass rescue that occurred at
Bondi is argued to be crucial, repositioning the surf lifesaver within national
discourses - as guardians of the Australian beach:
In the 1930s the lifesaver became the paragon of Australian national
manhood, a status enhanced by such legendary exploits as the mass
rescue of 300 swimmers at Bondi in February 1938 (Booth, 2001:17).
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In 1938, lifesavers went on to join the ‘March to Nationhood’ pageant in Sydney,
following in the footsteps of national manhood forged in the image of shearers
and diggers (Huntsman, 2001). Saunders (1998:96) argues that the lifesaver
became an embodiment of ‘digger values’, expressed both materially as ‘ablebodiedness’ and in practice through valuing ‘heroic sacrifice’. Central to both
attributes was a commitment to physical strength, fitness, discipline, vigilance,
and service. The lifesaver was representative of a self-sacrificial white male
Australian who defied danger for public safety: ‘not counting the cost when a life
is for the saving’ (Maxwell, 1949:302).

It is perhaps not surprising, then, that many surf club members were ‘on active
service for King and Country’ during World War Two (Illawarra Surf Club
records). Indeed, within the first year of the war at least fifty per cent of all
Australian lifesavers had joined the war (Maxwell, 1949). The Illawarra SLSA
paid tributes to all members involved:
The Illawarra Branch SLSA extends the best wishes to all the members
who are in the various Fighting Services. We are proud of them and we
say ‘God Speed and a Safe and Victorious Return’ (Illawarra Branch
SLSA records).
According to an Annual Report published prior to the end of World War Two, a
total of 333 members from the surf clubs within the Illawarra Branch had joined
the ‘Fighting Services’ and fourteen members had ‘paid the supreme sacrifice’
(Illawarra Branch Annual Report, 1943/44).
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Subordination of women through spaces of the Illawarra SLSA beaches
This third section analyses the subordination of women in the discursive spaces
of the SLSA archive. Womens’ roles in the SLSA archive are described solely in
terms of fundraising through catering and parading.

Feminising SLSA spaces: Domestic labour and servitude
Archival records suggest that within the Illawarra SLSA a gender division
becomes naturalised through the performance of different duties. The discursive
structures of the SLSA reveal that women were restricted to the organisation
and catering of surf club social activities. These fundraising activities occurred
particularly during the 1930s at the height of the surf lifesaving movement and
were crucial in naturalising ideas of the heterosexual family within the
movement.

Women were given access to the SLSA spaces to perform a particular style of
femininity associated with domesticity. Publicity officers mention the ‘successes’
of such committees run by women. For example, in 1931 the publicity officer of
North Beach Surf Club records that women ‘conducted a dance at the Kiosk
which was a huge success’ (I.M.04.12.1931). Corrimal Surf Club states that
‘The Corrimal Ladies’ Committee continues to maintain its sterling record of
service (24 ladies)’ (Corrimal Surf Club records).

There is no doubt that such activities bolstered the social bonds and financial
strength sustaining the surf lifesaving movement. For example, the formation of
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Bulli Surf Club ‘ladies’ auxiliary’ in 1938 that began to plan and cater for social
events was described as follows:
The social spirit has been infused into Bulli Surf Club in a very definite
manner, following the formation of a ladies’ auxiliary…The first of a
series of fortnightly card evenings was conducted at the beach kiosk on
Tuesday…these card evenings will be the means of providing much
desired pleasure for card players, and at the same time provide a good
social spirit…The club dance held in the surf shed last Thursday, proved
one of the best yet, and the social committee extends its thanks to all
those who helped in making it so (I.M.16.12.1938).
Feminising SLSA spaces: Fundraising through parading
Another type of SLSA fundraising was the highly feminised activity of beach
beauty pageantry. Although the Illawarra SLSA archive is limited regarding
beach pageantry, it is evident that ‘beauty’ contests occurred at surf carnivals,
particularly in the 1930s, and that they were a source of revenue for the clubs.
The 1937/38 Illawarra Branch Annual Report76 recorded pageantry fundraising
for the season under the heading ‘receipts and expenditure account’. Between
the five surf clubs mentioned the ‘popular’ surf girl contest raised £229. Beach
pageantry at surf carnivals was one way of raising necessary funds for both
gear and club houses. As Maxwell (1949:204) says ‘all clubs at all times were
always in need of funds’.

Beach pageants were given feminine titles such as, ‘queen competition’
(I.M.17.01.1930), ‘surf queen’ (I.M.08.02.1935), ‘surf girl’ (I.M.03.11.1939) and
‘popular girl’ (I.M.07.01.1938) contests. For example, in 1930, Thirroul Surf Club
reports:
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Incidentally, this is the only record (in the incomplete archive) of beach pageantry in an
Illawarra Branch Annual Report.
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A Queen competition, which will embrace the South Coast Surf Clubs, is
being launched… prospective lady candidates can obtain all particulars
from local secretaries of surf clubs (I.M.17.01.1930).
Competitors that represented their local surf club were required to be local
residents (I.M.08.02.1935). The names of all pageant entrants were published
in the local press. Details of major prizes awarded to surf clubs were also
recorded. For example, in 1939 Port Kembla Surf Club received a highly prized
item - a surf boat - due to their local representative, Miss Jean Watson, winning
the ‘surf girl contest’. This highly sought after item was valued at £150
(I.M.03.11.1939; Middleton and Figtree, 1963).

However, there appears to be an absence of images or feature articles of
pageant winners amongst the surf club records or news reports of the 1920s1940s. Beach pageantry as a SLSA fundraiser is not recorded in the same way
as the achievements of men winning surf carnivals. The archival record masks
the role of women within the movement. Indeed, Maxwell (1949) argues that
beauty contests under the banner of surf clubs were not always welcomed by
club management. Interestingly, these managers positioned the pageant as a
distraction, insisting on a ‘single-mindedness of purpose’:
The movement is humanitarian and interclub competition before all else
a medium to foster efficiency; all that does not help in this direction is
deemed merely to hinder (1949:202).
Beach pageantry celebrated normative femininities of beauty and ‘correct’ body
shape while stabilising male dominance on the SLSA beach. Through parading,
women were positioned as beach decoration and objects of desire for the male
heterosexual gaze of fit, bronzed surf club members. Further, as Rodwell (1999)
and Daley (2003) argue, beach beauty pageantry was also closely connected to
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the ‘eugenic family’. Local candidates were required to personify a ‘healthy,
racial ideal’:
In a few years they would become perfect wives and mothers, their fit
young bodies ready and willing to give birth (Daley, 2003:112).
In conclusion, although surf club records and literary scholars77 portray SLSA
spaces in the 1920s-1940s as an expression of a particular type of homosocial
masculinity, many Illawarra surf clubs relied on women to organise and cater for
social events and to provide necessary club fundraising. Women at the beach
were under a form of ‘spatial control’ (Massey, 1994). Nevertheless, their
passive subordinated roles were crucial to sustaining the Illawarra Branch of the
SLSA movement.

Narrating self-life through the values of the SLSA
The fourth theme in this section analyses how surf club members were able to
understand self and increasingly make sense of their social worlds through the
values of the SLSA. In ‘becoming a man’ on the SLSA beaches, this thesis
argues that the lifesaver’s social world was re-interpreted in terms of the values
of the surf lifesaving movement.

Announcements of births, deaths and marriages in the local media not only
illustrate how life-cycles became re-interpreted by members within the SLSA
movement but also how Digger mateship values were reconstructed ‘on’ as well
as ‘off’ the Illawarra beaches. The organisation became narrated as a white
heterosexual Australian ‘family’, hence, marriages and births were reported by
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See, for example, Booth (2001), Jaggard (1997) and Mandle (1982).
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the publicity officer in the local press. In 1939, Wollongong Surf Club
announced the marriage of Norm Shelton, who was the club president at the
time:
…the heartiest of congratulations go to him and his bride, who was Miss
Connie Quilty (I.M.03.11.1939).
North Wollongong Surf Club congratulated the Fitzgeralds for the arrival of a
healthy baby boy: ‘Congratulations to Fitz and Mrs. Fitzgerald on the arrival of a
bonny son’ (I.M.03.11.1939). Interestingly, reports on the births of a boy often
naturalised the assumption that it was men who surfed. For instance,
Wollongong Surf Club congratulated Mr. and Mrs. Bill Armitage ‘on the advent
of another surfer to the family’ (I.M.03.11.1939).

Even in death, symbolic reminders were made to the community service of the
lifesaver:
A most impressive ceremony took place in the Bulli Cemetery last
Sunday, when the members of the Woonona Surf Life Saving Club kept
alive the memories of their late club mate, Bill Curtiss, who passed away
12 months ago. Members marched from the entrance to the grave,
where a beautiful glass covered wreath…done in the club colours of
white and black was placed on the grave by the president, Mr. T. Medlyn
(I.M.03.11.1939).
This illustrates the importance of the SLSA as an organisation that brought
meaning to many of the membership through a cycle of birth, surf and death.
The ‘late’ club member was buried with his club colours, his ‘mates’ (including
the club president) taking part in the ceremony. Paying attention to such rituals
was one way that club members reconstructed Digger mateship values.
Equally, newspaper articles reporting the celebration of marriages, baby boys
as ‘new’ surfers and paying tribute to deceased members also helped to
naturalise the SLSA as a heteropatriarchal Australian family.
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Another way the Illawarra surf club records suggest that club members were
able to understand self and make sense of their world was through voluntarism.
Besides voluntary patrols, club members were involved in activities such as
working bees, building clubhouses, painting surf boats, constructing footpaths
and drains. North Beach Surf Club reports in 1931 on the construction of a drain
by club members ‘who are doing work voluntarily to make our beach one of the
best’ (I.M.04.12.1931). Thirroul Surf Club reports on a working bee in 1938:
A “working bee” on Sunday last was engaged in sand-papering and
painting the surf boat, and also in making a foot-path at entrance to
showers. All members are requested to assist in this work
(I.M.14.10.1938).
In 1939, the publicity officer for the Illawarra Branch reports that the newly
formed Coniston Surf Club showed ‘great enterprise’ in their building
endeavours which were all carried out by ‘voluntary labour’ (I.M.03.11.1939). In
the same newspaper Corrimal Surf Club reports that its club had ‘the assurance
of the club members that they will help to erect the new club room’ at Corrimal
(I.M.03.11.1939).

Voluntarism is also illustrated to be naturalised within surf clubs by documenting
activities of men in familial relationships: ‘fathers, sons and brothers’ working
together voluntarily for the benefit of the surf club (Helensburgh/Stanwell Park
Surf Club records). This indicates that club members were actively involved in
creating homosocial spaces for men, including future generation males. The
Illawarra

SLSA

discourse

documents

the

involvement

of

the

white

heteropatriachal family of fathers, sons and brothers. For example, Corrimal
Surf Club records state that in 1932, Thomas Nubley joined - ‘the first of many
Nubley’s to go through this club’. Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club
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mentions the Russel Family, with Geoff, Bruce and Jack, who were said to be
‘solid active members’. It mentions Ted Shipton (Helensburgh/Stanwell Park
Surf Club president from 1921-1930) who was later joined by his sons ‘to carry
on the good work of Ted’. There is also mention of four brothers of the Jardine
family being involved: ‘who played an outstanding part in the various club
activities, both in the administration and surfing side’.

Voluntarism amongst male family members was yet another way that the SLSA
became naturalised as a homosocial space for the heteropatriarchal Australian
family. Voluntarism also reinforced the extent to which the SLSA had become
an integral part of club members lives, stabilising the hegemonic masculinities
inherent in the movement.

Unsettling and complicating SLSA notions of the beach as a space of
discipline and nation building
This section offers counter discourses, where insights into activities pursued by
surf club men unsettle and complicate SLSA notions of discipline, service and
nation building. It examines narratives of publicity officers that hint that in the
Illawarra Branch of the SLSA some members were focussed as equally on
sunbaking and the pleasures of surfboarding as they were on drilling and
rescuing. Such understandings work against surf lifesavers of the SLSA in the
1920s-40s being the epitome of ‘Australian national manhood’, ‘lords of
Australia’s

beaches’

and

‘icons

of

masculinity,

discipline

and

humanitarianism’78. Instead, this evidence confirms Booth’s (2001) argument
that lifesavers were just as much larrikins as they were humanitarians and
78

These phrases are Booth’s description of the lifesaver (2001:17, 65).
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nation builders. Similarly, Jaggard (1997) rejects SLSA essentialisms,
positioning club men as ‘chameleons in the surf’. Jaggard disputes the degree
to which the SLSA movement was ‘highly disciplined’ stating that ‘discipline and
larrikinism were, and still are, opposite sides of the same surf lifesaving coin’
(1997:190). Likewise, the Illawarra surf lifesaving archives suggest a constant
shifting of subjectivities, practices and levels of discipline.

Narrating beach pleasure experiences of surf lifesavers
Experiences of bodily pleasure of sunlight and warm breaking waves are a
central theme to the narratives that constitute the time-space of the beach in
SLSA press reports. There is repeated mention of the longing for the start of the
surf season associated with experiences of ‘fun’, ‘joy’ and ‘happy days’. For
instance, in 1935, ‘Farmer’ announces that: ‘It will not be long before we are
enjoying the surf and sunshine’ (I.M.27.09.1935). In 1937, ‘Shark’ states: ‘What
a splendid day for the opening of the surf season… happy days are here again’
(I.M.08.10.1937) and ‘Splash’ from North Beach Surf Club:
…extends to all the compliments of the season. North Beach and Stuart
Park will certainly be the mecca of sun-worshippers during the next few
weeks when the holidays are in full swing (I.M.24.12.1937).
In part, these pleasures are undoubtedly derived from the social bonds of
mateship forged in the shared experiences of physical training, competition and
surf-rescue. However, these narratives also suggest pleasures were derived
from the practices of sunbathing and surfing. The practice of tanning itself
became an identity for surf lifesavers - with some publicity officers calling
themselves, ‘Sunbaker’79 and ‘Sunshine’. Equally, the pseudonyms of the
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In the 1900s-1940s the term ‘sunbake’ is used synonymously with ‘sunbathe’.
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publicity officers, ‘Splash’ and ‘Surfo’, suggest a light-heartedness, and a desire
to play in the surf rather than to be disciplined.

The pleasures of sunbaking
Myths of the surf lifesaver forged solely by norms of white Australian masculinity
are challenged by reports of the pleasures of the beach. In the 1930s, there is
evidence to suggest that some surf club members prioritised experiencing
pleasure from the practice of sunbaking. In 1931, ‘Beltman’ outlines that not all
club men prioritised training and competition. He mentions that some members
were seen ‘lying on the beach all day’. ‘Beltman’ understood this activity to be
contrary to the moral beach geography of the SLSA:
It only goes to show what can be done if the spirit is in the game, and
some of our members would do much more good for the Club, if they put
a bit more energy into the surf carnival events instead of lying on the
beach all day (I.M.06.02.1931).
However, according to publicity officer, ‘Sunshine’, ‘the next best thing’ to
training in the surf was ‘Sun Baking’:
Owing to the cold southerly on Sunday last the boys didn’t participate in
the surf, but took to the next best thing - “Sun Baking” in the club room
(I.M.23.10.1931).
Similarly, in 1931, ‘Sunbaker’ said:
After the inclement weather of the past few months, the sun last
weekend was indeed a joy to the hearts of the surfers (I.M.18.12.1931).
For some club members, warm weather and sunshine were considered
necessary ingredients for enjoying the beach (refer to Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.6: Surf club members relaxing in the sun and on the sand
(Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club records)
Musical entertainment also seemed to be at the forefront for many surf club
members. Band music, in particular, was reported to enhance the experience of
sunbaking at the beach. In 1930, South Wollongong Surf Club reports that ‘[t]he
Wollongong Band was in attendance and dispensed sweet music during the
afternoon’ (I.M.21.01.1930). In 1936, ‘Sunbaker’, of Port Kembla Surf Club,
said:
The music through the loud speakers last Sunday morning was
appreciated by the sunbakers (I.M.07.02.1936).
Similarly, in 1937: ‘The afternoon was brightened considerably with music by
the Steelwork’s Band’ (I.M.12.03.1937). Further, ‘Shark’ from Corrimal Surf Club
reports that beachgoers were entertained by an excellent programme rendered
by Balgownie Brass Band (I.M.24.12.1937).

These examples suggest that the pleasures of sunbaking were enhanced by
listening to band performances. Barthes (1996) argues that music is a bodily
relation concerned with pleasure, amongst other emotive experiences (cited in
Smith, 2000:619). Hence, musical bands helped create the pleasurable feeling
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of the body relaxing while lying on the beach. The performances of brass bands
at the beach were public events that occurred regularly. Therefore, band
performances were a crucial part of the everyday life at suburban Illawarra
beaches; a part of the rhythm of the beachscape and the soundscape.

The pleasures of surfing
Despite the SLSA legitimising surfboards as rescue tools from the 1930s, it
appears that some club men gained pleasure in surfboarding for themselves
(refer to Figure 7.7). In 1931, ‘Beltman’ elaborates on the ‘amount of fun’ that a
new surf canoe provided:
The first surf canoe on the South Coast was launched last Saturday and
is owned jointly by two of the members of our club, who have spent a fair
amount of time and money in this enterprise. This was fully justified by
the amount of fun they derived from its use…Apart from the riders’
amusement this canoe caused more laughter than any comic show ever
staged (I.M.06.03.1931).
Equally, in 1936, one Port Kembla Surf Club member, named Fred, was thought
to be inseparable from his board:
The boys say that Fred and his surf board are inseparable and that if it
wasn’t so heavy he would take it home and sleep on it (I.M.31.01.1936).
In 1937, ‘Surfo’, from North Beach declared that ‘Last Sunday brought forth an
ideal day for surfing on our beach’ (I.M.29.01.1937), while in 1938 the publicity
officer of Austinmer Surf Club reported on surfboarding activities within the club,
stating: ‘Quite a number of boys have been seen brushing up their acts on the
surf boards this week’ (I.M.14.10.1938). Walter Dare, a member of Corrimal
Surf Club, while winning trophies for his Club (he won two in 1937) was also an
avid surfer and belonged to the Corrimal Surf Club ‘Board Team’ of 1938
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(Illawarra Images, 2002). Dare is shown in Figure 7.8 performing a surfboard
stunt, riding in a ‘head-stand’ position.

Figure 7.7: Surfboarders (Helensburgh/Stanwell Park Surf Club records)

Figure 7.8: Walter Dare performing a stunt, 1938 (Illawarra Images, 2002)
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The Illawarra surfboarding activities of surf club members concur with acts of
surfing expertise amongst Sydney club men. For example, a Manly permanent
lifesaver, Claude West, held the Australian championship record for
surfboarding, 1915-1925 (Maxwell, 1949). Adrian Curlewis, president of the
SLSAA, was also an avid surfboard rider and performed acrobatic stunts.
Maxwell (1949:208) includes a photograph of Curlewis on his surfboard,
‘standing on his head’80. It was not until the 1940s, however, that the lighter
‘mailbu’ boards emerged on Australian beaches in proficient numbers. This
technology was again to challenge the norms of behaviour that the SLSA
sought to deploy to territorialise the beach. Pearson (1979) documents the
competing territorial claims between the two surfing cultures (the ‘clubbies’ and
‘surfies’).

Publicity officer narratives clearly suggest that lived experiences and practices
of the beach by club members unsettle and complicate the notion of discipline
contained within the myth of the iconic national surf lifesaver. For some club
members the beach was a space of bodily pleasure through experiences of the
practices of sunbaking and surfboarding just as much as from the training and
competition required for the humanitarian work of saving lives and nation
building.

Conclusion
In summary, a discourse analysis of the SLSA archival records reveals the surf
lifesaver to exemplify an image of white Australian hegemonic masculinity. The
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Maxwell (1949) refers to Adrian Curlewis’ surfboarding stunts on pp.238-239.
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SLSA was instrumental in bringing about a particular type of man through
stabilising themes of physicality, vigilance and service, subordination of women
and the white heterosexual Christian family. These themes were played out on
the Illawarra beaches where white Australian masculinities became naturalised
by the connection between physical prowess, saving lives, discipline and the
beach. In contrast, white Australian femininities became naturalised through the
spaces of the SLSA as either domestic helpers or participants in beauty
pageants. However, the records also demonstrate slippages in the discourses
constituting the Illawarra surf clubs, where reductionist arguments about all
SLSA men come undone. The pleasures of sunbaking and surfing amongst club
members serve to unsettle and complicate SLSA notions of discipline and white
nation building.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion
Drawing on Foucauldian ideas to examine the leisure and tourism beachmaking processes of the Illawarra from 1900-1940, this thesis offers one small
step towards addressing gaps in scholarly research. The compiled historical
Illawarra archive is crucial to both upsetting the general metropolitan priority in
the literature on seaside resort tourism and to contributing to understanding the
rapid transformations of the beach in one region of Australia between 1900 and
1940.

Fulfilment of objective and aims
The broad objective of this research project was to think spatially about the
rapidly changing social relationships that constituted the Illawarra beaches as
leisure and tourism places during 1900-1940. The first aim was to develop a
conceptual framework to explore the historical social relationships that forged
the Illawarra beaches as a leisure and tourism space. Chapter Two outlined a
conceptual framework that drew particularly on the Foucauldian concepts of
discourse, genealogies (subject-positions) and power/knowledge. For this
thesis, the beach was understood to be constituted through uneven sets of
social relationships of discourse. Material and social transformations of the
beach were, therefore, understood in terms of new and/or conflicting
discourses. For example, (new) scientific discourses that constituted practices
of bathing and sunbathing as ‘healthy’ conflicted with Christian discourses of
morality, where exposing flesh in public was understood as immoral. Within this
framework, the beach, rather than having a fixed meaning, was in a continuous
process of being made and remade through discourses circulated by politicians,
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the media, State Rail, the Surf Life Saving Association, the church and tourism
organisations. In this ongoing process, particular social geographies of the
beach were normalised, while others were erased or silenced. For example, sea
bathing and sunbathing leisure activities of white settlers became normalised by
the 1920s, replacing promenading along the foreshore. At the same time, the
uneven power relationships of colonial society resulted in the progressive
marginalisation of Indigenous cultural attachments from parts of the beach
made popular through resort and leisure activities.

The second aim was to compile an Illawarra historical beach archive of 19001940. Chapter Three discussed how a beach archive was assembled. Listed,
key sources were State Rail, Council, Bank of NSW, SLSA and Illawarra
Mercury records. Each was interpreted as an outcome of a highly social
process by reflecting on intended audiences, technologies of production and
authorship. Attention was drawn to how the archive provided a partial insight.
Crucially, the archive was comprised of predominantly mainstream white, male,
middle-class narratives - hence the narratives of these source materials were
racialised, gendered and classed. Assembling and interpreting these records
exposed an obvious silence of Indigenous voices, along with women and the
working-class. These were clearly limitations of the sources. However, despite
these limitations the archive remained an important source of material to
analyse how mainstream narratives operated to racialise, gender and class the
beaches of the Illawarra.
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The third aim was to provide an interpretation of the rapid transformations that
occurred on the Illawarra beaches of 1900-1940. This aim was fulfilled through
a discourse analysis of the compiled beach archive. As an integral part of
‘doing’ discourse analysis I had to be constantly reflexive and to critically
engage with my own assumptions about the beach. Hence, Chapter Three
included a positionality statement that drew attention to how the project was
shaped by my subject-position - in particular by my role as a mother and my
upbringing and adolescent years spent living in Fiji.

The analysis revealed insights into how the leisure and tourism beach was
rapidly transformed through changing attitudes towards a range of activities,
including promenading, bathing, sunbathing and surf lifesaving. Equally, the
archive revealed how spatial and temporal processes of social segregation and
marginalisation at the beach were informed by discourses of class, gender,
sexuality and race. Thus, the archive enabled an analysis of how classed,
gendered and racialised norms were established, maintained and/or contested.
Of particular interest were: (1) how ideas of the Illawarra as a seaside resort
were constituted and circulated; (2) how tourism was valued in economic
terms; (3) how moral discourses about the body-subject shaped the way
bodies dressed, moved and were presented on the beach; and (4) how SLSA
members’ narratives unsettled and complicated the process of becoming men
on the Illawarra beaches.
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Summary of the major findings
Chapter Four examined the discursive structures that helped fashion the idea of
the Illawarra as a seaside resort. The chapter began by providing the temporal
and social contexts of the late 1800s that gave rise to seaside resort tourism in
England. This enabled the chapter to explore how ideas of the English seaside
resort were transferred and transformed into a version of an Illawarra seaside
resort. The chapter argued that a particular version of the Illawarra as a seaside
resort arose because of emerging understandings of a new proximity to Sydney
brought by rail and car mobility. Various institutions and organisational bodies
circulated and promoted understandings of the Illawarra as Sydney’s newest
accessible seaside destination. Realtors positioned Wollongong and Austinmer
as the ‘New Brighton’. State Rail promoted mass tourism through affordability,
while discourses of travel among Tourist Association records refashioned the
Illawarra as a scenic seaside destination for a new emerging elite group of
motor tourists. Bank managers and inspectors understood the potential of
seaside resort tourism for the Illawarra despite the predominance of
employment initially in agriculture and coal, then later, in steel.

Chapter Five examined the conflicting economic discourses of resort potential
amongst the Council, Bank of NSW, SLSA and Tourist Association. Resort
discourses were often divided along simple lines of pro- and anti-seaside
financial investments. The chapter argued that aldermen failed to understand
the economic potential of leisure and tourism activities, prioritising instead the
industries of coal and steel. Council constituted leisure activities of the beach
solely in terms of costs associated with ongoing health and safety beach
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requirements, including the upkeep of ocean baths, lifesavers’ equipment and
resort-style entertainment. The chapter argued that the mid-1930s re-evaluation
by Council of beach leisure activities was a case of compliance with minimum
legal requirements of health and safety. Seemingly, bank managers and
inspectors lamented the inability of the Council to acknowledge the economic
potential of resort tourism. Bankers positioned the coastal towns of the Illawarra
in economic terms as sustaining ‘unfulfilled potential’.

Chapter Six examined how discursive structures of the leisure and tourism
practices of sun and surf bathing operated to layer classed, racialised,
gendered and sexed meanings over the Illawarra beaches. The chapter argued
that Councils informed by particular Christian moral values, regulated who
belonged at the beach. Councils passed by-laws to regulate beach access by
dress-code, health, age and gender. These findings are in agreement with work
by Booth (2001, 1997, 1994a, 1994b) and White (2007) who also argued that
Councils regulated and territorialised the beach following a Christian moral
code. By the 1940s, Councils initial by-laws governing swim-wear regulations
were rendered practically obsolete. Beach dress-codes became outmoded
through the introduction of ‘new’ and competing discourses that were circulated
by the advertising of fashionable beachwear, the rise of the SLSA and the
intersection of scientific and national discourses with practices of sunbathing,
bathing and surf lifesaving. According to eugenics, the ‘new’ Australian nation
was being constituted through these practices on the Illawarra beaches.
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In Chapter Seven, surf lifesaving discourses were examined to analyse the
processes of ‘becoming men’ on the Illawarra beaches through the SLSA. The
chapter examined, in particular, how SLSA discourses forged dominant
understandings of a white Australian masculinity on the Illawarra beaches
associated with physical strength, fitness and discipline. At the beach, the
widely accepted role of white, respectable middle-class women within the SLSA
became understood as passive, decorative and domestic. The chapter argued
that while surf club members embraced ideas of gender fashioned by the SLSA,
there were always slippages. Member narratives unsettled and complicated the
notion of masculinity contained within the myths of the national surf lifesaver.
Although the club ethos was purported to be about vigilance, service and saving
lives, some club members pursued the pleasures of sunbaking and surfing –
undermining the humanitarian and disciplinary nature of the SLSA. These
findings build on the work of scholars such as Booth (2001, 1994a, 1991) and
Jaggard (1997) who argue that surf lifesavers were ‘chameleons’.

Scope for future research agendas
This thesis focussed on a particular period of time (1900-1940), location (the
Illawarra beaches) and deployed a particular theoretical framework (based on
Foucauldian concepts). Hence, there is much scope for further research on
Australian beach cultures using different time-spaces, methods and theoretical
concepts.

The scholarly gap on historical social beach geographies requires further
attention. Future research could focus on similar regions over the same period.
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For example, an archive could be comprised for Newcastle, in the Hunter region
of NSW: 1900-1940. The Hunter would be a particularly interesting comparison
with the Illawarra because of the synergies provided by its numerous beaches,
coal mining, steel industry and rail links to Sydney. Attention could also turn to
the many seaside resorts that emerged due to their proximity to state capitals,
such as St Kilda in Victoria, Glenelg in South Australia and Swansea in
Tasmania. Alternatively, the tropical north of Australia, where seaside resort
tourism was associated with the emergence of coral reefs as a tourism
attraction, would provide an interesting contrast to the Illawarra beaches.

Post-1940 provides numerous possibilities for research. After 1940, the beach
continued to be materially and socially transformed by World War Two, the
‘bikini’, the family holiday and the emergence of a surf culture. In the 1980s,
further transformation of beach geographies occurred through the inclusion of
females as full members in the SLSA and improvements to the national road
network. In the 1990s, the commercialisation of surf culture, an increased
popularity of recreational fishing, increased residents in permanent camp-sites,
the growth of international tourism and the emergence of a backpacker and
‘grey nomad’ circuit transformed Australian beach geographies. Since the
2000s, the beach has yet again been transformed by an increased popularity of
longboarding, whale and dolphin watching, scuba diving and sea-kayaking, as
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well as the movement of people from metropolitan centres to the coast,
searching for a so-called ‘sea change’81.

For such projects, in addition to building an archive of bank, surf club, State
Rail, Council, Tourist Association records and newspaper reports, critical
applications of different types of interviews would be advantageous, including
oral histories, life narratives and photo/video diaries. Interviews, while always
partial and situated, potentially provide a more nuanced and detailed account of
memories of lived experiences. Further, alternative methods may be considered
to present in (new) unconventional ways the lived experiences and stories of
beachgoers. One possibility is the use of Geographical Information Systems
(GIS). Recently, some geographers have used GIS as a research tool to
represent qualitative data82. In terms of social beach geographies, GIS could be
extended to produce cartographic spatial narratives - map-based images - of
the leisure and tourism beach that represented, displayed and stored qualitative
data. In using such a method, the most valuable function of GIS would not be its
spatial analysis capabilities but its capacity to produce visual texts that
displayed transformations of the leisure and tourism beach. This expanded
conceptualisation of visualisation is ‘in keeping with arguments that visual

81

Some of these topics are examined by authors from a variety of disciplines and sub
disciplines. For example, Lanagan (2002) from anthropology and Booth (1991) from sociology
on the commercialisation of surfing; Onyx and Leonard (2007) from management and Prideaux
et al (2001) from marketing and tourism management on ‘grey nomads’; Burnley and Murphy
(2004) from town planning on ‘sea change’; and Buckley (2003) from ecotourism on adventure
tourism including longboarding and sea-kayaking. Future social geographies of the beach could
extend the research of these publications.
82
Geographers that use GIS to disrupt the rigid distinction between quantitative and qualitative
methods include Elwood, 2006, Pain et al, 2006, Kwan, 2004, 2002, Kwan and Lee, 2004,
Schuurman and Pratt, 2002, McLafferty, 2002 and Sheppard, 2001.
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images are increasingly a primary means of producing and communicating
information, in geography and in society as a whole’83 (Elwood, 2006:702).

To address these future research themes, feminist geography provides a range
of theoretical concepts to interpret beach leisure and tourism geographies. For
example, by drawing upon the concept of performativity84 greater attention is
given to places lived through the body. Research exploring the performative
aspects of beach geographies could build upon the concept of embodiment85 as
illustrated by Evers (2004) and Waitt and Warren (2008).

The beach is an integral part of many Australian lives. Hence, the beach
remains a crucial focus for geographical scholarship, presenting possibilities to
be creative in the application of both methods and concepts. The scope for
future research on social beach geographies is enormous. This thesis is only
one small contribution in filling a scholarly gap on the historical geography of
regional beaches.

83

For example, arguments by Rose (2003) and Crang (2003b).
Butler’s (1990) theory of performativity focuses on defining identities as ‘situated
accomplishments’, not on being, but on becoming (West and Fenstermaker, 1995).
85
Recent scholarship on the concept of embodiment moves beyond textual analysis to explore
lived experiences and to include affective dimensions as well as cultural. For example, Evers
(2004) and Waitt and Warren (2008) illustrate the possibilities of this type of approach in
exploring the beach.
84
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Appendix 1: Primary Sources
Bank of NSW records
For the period 1900-1940 (available) Inspector’s reports were examined for
every year for Wollongong, Port Kembla and Kiama branches and Corrimal,
Woonona and Crown Street, West Wollongong branch agencies.
‘Inspector’s Report Southern Division NSW’: 1900-1908.
‘Inspector’s Report Metropolitan Division NSW’: 1909-1931.
‘Inspector’s Report, Bank of NSW Central Division’: 1932-1940.

Council records
Council minutes books reporting on the Bathing Committee, Parks and Garden
Committee and Progress Association Committee: 1886-1947 (from Bulli Shire,
Central

Illawarra

Municipality/Shire,

North

Illawarra

Municipality

and

Wollongong Municipality).
Extracts from the NSW Government Gazette, 1834.
Extracts from the Municipalities Act, 1867.
The NSW Government Ordinance No.52, Local Government Act of 1908.

State Rail records
Annual Reports on Traffic Branch Operations: 1940 and 1942.
NSW Government Railways passenger fares and coaching rates: 1920 and
1922.
Special Train Notices: 1920 and 1930.
Weekly Special Train Notices: 1930, 1933, 1940 and 1941.
Traffic Committee Reports: 1935 and 1941.
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Unfiled material for the South Coast Line: 1900-1940s, held at the State
Records Office, Penrith.

Surf Life Saving Association of the Illawarra Branch records
Annual Reports of the Illawarra Branch of the SLSA: 1932/33; 34/35; 35/36;
43/44; 44/45; 45/46.
Club histories from the following surf clubs: Bellambi, Coal Cliff, Corrimal, Bulli,
Thirroul, Wollongong and Helensburgh.
Unfiled surf club material 1900-1940.

Brochures
Brochures from the unfiled State Rail material at the State Records Office,
Penrith and the Local Studies Area of the Wollongong City Library:
‘The Beautiful Illawarra District’, 1910.
‘Centre of Beautiful Illawarra’, c1930.
‘Illawarra: The South Coast District NSW: 30 views’, c1930.
‘For the Tourist: Beautiful Illawarra District’, c1930.
‘Picturesque Illawarra: The Garden of NSW’, c1930.

Print Media
The Illawarra Mercury: 1900-1940.
Each newspaper paper between the 1st of September and the 31st of March (the
extent of the surf season) was examined.
Other newspapers cited include:
Evening News
14.10.1907
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Kiama Independent:
K.I.11.04.1895
K.I.21.03.1908
K.I.16.10.1909
South Coast Times:
S.C.T.20.01.1881
S.C.T.25.01.1908
S.C.T.16.10.1914
S.C.T.06.03.1936
Sydney Morning Herald:
S.M.H.03.01.1842
S.M.H. 11.12.1888
S.M.H.14.02.1907
S.M.H.07.09.1907
S.M.H.17.11.1907
S.M.H.26.09.1908
S.M.H.11.09.1909
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